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NEEDED TRUTH.
WELL-NIGH three thousand years have passed since the preacher, who was King in Jerusalem,
declared that there was "no end" to the making of "many books."
Had that preacher known anything at all of the ways of book - making men of modern times,
he might have understood the fulness of that which had been dimly, and as a thing afar off,
seen by him in the mirror of God's revelation. He would have seen book follow book, magazine
jostle magazine, serial crowd upon serial, until in each and every department of literature,
including that of the "religious" press, there seemed absolutely no room for another; and then
into that crowded field he would still have seen fresh claimants for attention thrusting
themselves, and challenging, aye, and obtaining, the interest of intelligent minds; and, seeing,
he might once again have cried, and this time with keener apprehension of the force of his
own words, "There is no end."
Men who recognize this, and who realize that "much study is a weariness of the flesh," and
who still present themselves to their fellows as desiring to introduce another paper - a new
magazine, cannot but acknowledge that some definite statement of the causes that have
conduced to the course which they propose to take, and of their intentions in that course, may
be rightly demanded from them; as they seek to attract the interest, and to engage the
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understanding of those whom they may be able to reach out of the very limited part of the
English - speaking peoples to whom the living God is a reality, and to whom His truth is
precious.
In the "Circular Message" which we have issued, and to which we have appended our names
(so that we might be the more readily held responsible for our words), we have set out shortly
some of the considerations which have led us to add another to the existing multitude of
periodicals, in which help (or hindrance) in the understanding of the Scriptures, and of the
times, is dealt out to Christian people, by way of exegesis, homily, or teaching, or all the three
combined.
These considerations we desire to emphasize here, and to advance as apology for our
appearance in the already crowded field.
Despite all that has been written and published; despite the fact that many minds are ever at
work in many forms of worthy diligence; it cannot be denied that one of the most important
and most needed lines of truth that have been given by revelation of God, yet remains almost
without exponent in the press, certainly without serial exposition. If for a moment some may
feel surprise at this assertion, may regard it as strained, or perhaps exaggerated, we would
venture to suggest that such should ask their own memories how much they have seen in any
paper they could recommend their younger brethren to read, of direct teaching as to that "
house of God which is (an) assembly of the living God, pillar and ground of the Truth "? or
how much they have been helped to understand " the things concerning the kingdom " by
ministry in any present reliable periodical?
The answer cannot be doubtful, and it may be that there is a reason for it.
In the days in which "all Israel were reckoned by
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genealogies," and David had gathered them together to Jerusalem, the place that God had
chosen to put His Name in; when he had made preparations for the building of the house of
God, and had begun to set in order the ministries of that house, there was a curious and
marked development of specialization in the Divine service. Detailed Scriptural mention is
made not only of "priests," of "Levites," and of "porters," but of those who "had the charge of
the ministering vessels"; of those who had charge of flour, wine, and oil; of those who made
the ointments; of those who had the set office over things made in pans; those whose business
was the shewbread, and so on.
As with the House, so with the Kingdom in those most significant days. There again
specialization prevailed, and was carried into every department, to the great advantage of all;
for specialization is but minute division of labour, through which men may become more
expert in their several lines of service, having, by "reason of use," their senses sharpened and
strengthened unto discernment of heart and skilfulness of hand.
It appears as if the Lord Himself, who by His Spirit divides "to every man severally as He
desires," is very distinctly acting in this manner of specialization, and upon this principle of
the division of labour in this present time, making certain lines of truth specially clear to the
minds of some, and laying upon them the burden of special service Son and in those lines, to
the end that that which has been committed to the few may become of help to the many, as
was the case in the Davidical days we have referred to.
The gracious wisdom of this must be apparent. This day of ours is without parallel in its
intense activities and its keen contentions. The Truth is unceasingly assailed by the developed
audacity of Hell, the doctrines of the Faith are constantly being impugned by the ripened
subtlety of Satan.
It would be madness on the part of the children of God
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to shut their eyes to this. They have a definite responsibility, both individual and collective,
with regard to it. An individual responsibility, because it is the business of the man of God to
be a contender for the Faith; a collective responsibility, because the part of the assembly of
God is to be "pillar and ground of the Truth."
If this responsibility is to be met, EVERY doctrine of the Faith must be upheld, EVERY line of
the Truth taught clearly, so that all may "be understood of the common people."
In the things of God ignorance leads to neglect, neglect to unbelief; and there is danger of the
unbelief extending far beyond the particular matter of the neglect, and of its taint spreading
until the mind is wholly corrupted, and the man becomes "reprobate concerning the Faith."
"Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all,"
are the words of a worldly poet, but they are words of truth and soberness; and it is of
necessity that all points of Divine revelation should be patiently and persistently advanced,
and should be continually and consistently presented to the minds of those who are in Christ.
Believing this, and regarding the matter as one of special service, we propose in this magazine
to offer help, and to give fellow workers opportunity of offering help, on points that have been
neglected, and on subjects that have been by many but little considered.
We pray that to every man who attempts this service grace may be given not "to think of
himself," or of that which he may advance, "more highly than he ought to think," but that the
service may be to each an exercise (sorely needed by some of us) unto gentleness of speech
and quietness of tone, and at the same time unto the clearness of declaration that helps men to
"ABHOR that which is evil," as well as to "CLEAVE to that which is good."
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"O let me still
Write Thee great God and me a child:
Let me be soft and supple to Thy will
Small to myself, to others mild,
Yet hating ill."
Thus as we embark upon our enterprise we cast us upon our God, seeking His favour and His
help, asking from our fellows only that they will read before they judge, and seek to
understand before they venture to condemn.
A saint who is in fellowship with God is ever in need of truth, and fresh truth. It is the written
Word which sanctifies, or separates to God; and this only in so far as through the Spirit's
agency, it brings us into the presence of Christ the Living Word, where we learn what we are,
and what He is for us. It is in this written Word the perfect Man is found; in Himself a perfect
example, as the Sent One doing the will of His God He, as the Way, and the Truth, and the Life,
is the One by whom there is access to the Father; and it is in the presence of the Father, and in
fellowship with Him, and with His Son, in the light, that we may learn to estimate the things of
earth at their rue value; to see ever - busy schemings of Satan, in his, unwearied efforts to
overturn or impede the purposes of God; and also to comprehend the working of that will of
God which is yet to bring all things into subjection to Himself.
The Apostle Paul, as one thus abiding in the light, and in the fellowship of the Father and the
Son, was made to understand the subtle workings of evil, and enabled to warn the elders of
the Church in Ephesus of the coming danger to the flock which was among them. For three
years the faithful shepherd's voice had been heard night and day in their midst (Acts 20:31);
yet when the evil did arise, many were still unprepared, and fell into the snare of the Devil.
The truth, yea, the much-needed truth, was
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neglected, and Satan marked his first success in rending asunder a Church of God.
We ask, dear fellow-saints, are not the days in which our lot is cast more perilous than any of
the past (2 Tim.3:1)? Yea, even more so than the days in which Paul lived, and wept, and
laboured? We believe they are. Satan is redoubling his energy. The darkest hour of this poor
guilty world's history is drawing nigh. And, alas! how many of God's saints are sleeping (1
Thess.5:6).
It is with a sense, we trust a deep sense, of our weakness, and also in some measure as
knowing the power of Him we own as Lord, that we would seek to bring before our readers in
this new Quarterly, the needed truth which God may own in waking the sleeper (Rom.13:11),
and in helping the wakened ones to contend earnestly for the Faith ONCE FOR ALL delivered
to the saints. To this end we seek the prayers of fellow - saints, that those who write in these
pages, may by the Grace of God be so kept abiding in the light, that they may never darken
counsel by words without knowledge.
"God is Light" - "God is Love." That which professes to be Light, yet lacks Love, is not of God;
while that which calls itself Love, but is not according to Light, is equally not of God.
There is a tendency in most of us to exalt the truth that has especially been opened up to us at
the expense of other truth. On the other hand, when we see others unduly exalting one truth,
we are in danger of making little of it by way of restoring the balance. In this way things which
are both of God are made to destroy one another, instead of helping each other; while those
who are equally servants of God are nullifying one another's work, where they should be
fellow-labourers.
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If, then, we believe that there is a considerable range of deeply important subjects, which are
not receiving their due share of attention from many, even of those who are gathered to the
Name of the Lord Jesus, our earnest desire, in the presentation of these subjects to our
readers, is that we, and all who assist us in this service, may be enabled truly to maintain the
balance, so that our testimony may go hand - in - hand with all that is of God from the lips or
pens of others of His servants.
"To every man his work" is a Divine principle; but while each one is diligently caring for that
which is entrusted to him, it is needful that he should ever remember the relationship which it
bears to the whole. On the other hand, it is not a true charge that he is ignoring or acting
contrary to another part, only because he is chiefly witnessing to that which has been in an
especial manner committed to him.
Neglected truth is always "needed truth." The proportion in which subjects are mentioned in
the Scriptures is not necessarily a guide to us as to how much place they must occupy in our
speaking or writing. When any of the Lord's precepts are being diligently obeyed, there is little
need to be often enforcing them; but when they are overlooked or resisted, then it is that they
become, in an especial sense, "needed truth."
The supreme test of all we hold, or speak, or do, is its relationship to Christ. Does it
correspond with what He is, and with the place to which the Father has exalted Him? This is
the touch - stone which manifests the reality or otherwise of everything to which it is applied.
We desire ever to be kept mindful of this, and we would ask our readers to seek to bear it in
remembrance also, in regard to their judgment of what they meet with in these pages.
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As hope deferred maketh the heart sick, so correspondingly just hopes when near to
realization fill the breast with cheer, which is appreciated even though it be a rejoicing with
trembling.
Such, indeed, is the experience of more than one in immediate connection with the issuing of
this new magazine.
It is some five years now since the desire for such a periodical was loudly expressed. And,
even then, all was well under weigh to bring forth an answer to such longings, which, despite
the lengthy waiting - for, have only deepened and widened. While the goodness of God is very
apparent in that now "He brings forth meat out of the eater."
For the postponement has but ripened and brought forth fruit, that, though once it was so
bitter in the mouth, yet now is sweet in the inward parts. And, lo! the endeavour to do nothing
rashly finds itself so signally owned of God, that we cannot but render thanks to Him and take
courage.
The co-operation, sympathy, and heartiest approval from many who are competent to judge in
such matters, is very assuring.
Then the experiences that assemblies of God have passed through these past years have but
fitted Saints in such for needed truth, in senses much more than one! Thus we encourage
ourselves, and our readers unto, and in, God who careth for us; and look for His merciful help
to give His messages in befitting words, so that all may learn the truth, as in JESUS, unto
enjoying, consciously and worthily, the great peace that is theirs. are taught of God.
In issuing this new publication, we are desirous of stating definitely the principles on which
we intend that it shall be conducted, if the Lord permit and help.
Whilst accepting all due responsibility for the circulation of all that appears in these pages, we
are anxious that
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approved contributors shall have the fullest liberty and opportunity to present the truth, each
according to his own gift and ability, and conformably to the understanding which has been
granted him in the mind and will of the Lord. Therefore we are not to be supposed of necessity
to agree with every word or expression that may be used.
We would earnestly endeavour that this work might, amongst other things, show that unity
and variety which ever characterize the works of our God, alike in Nature and in Grace. Taking
heed to the word of the Apostle, "Be ye imitators together of me," we are anxious that a united
testimony, - a divinely-united testimony, - may be borne to such truths as the Spirit of God
may be pleased to teach herein.
Moreover, as we have previously intimated, it is proposed, by means of a Correspondence
Department, to afford opportunity for a measure of God-fearing discussion on any matters
that may not be equally clear to all who maintain the Divine origin and inspiration of the
Scriptures of Truth.
Since the issue of our circular announcing the proposed publication of Needed Truth, many
kind letters have been received from varied sources. For these we take this opportunity of
thanking the writers each. We also acknowledge the kind help of many in prayers and in other
ways, and again ask the continuance of supplications for us and our labour, that in it and by it
God may be glorified, and much aid be given to all who in every place call upon the Name of
our Lord Jesus Christ.
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THE WORD OF GOD.
ALL who are in any degree able to discern the hidden workings of this present time, are
constrained to recognise the Satanic character of the efforts that are ever being made to
undermine the authority of the written Word of God.
On the one hand are seen leaders in the professing Church (with its Babel - like confusion of
tongues) who openly hold and teach that certain portions of Scripture are obsolete, or at least,
non-essential; some even asserting that the Bible cannot be taken to mean what it says, but
only can be read, understood, and applied in the light and by the help received from scientific
investigation and historical researches.
On the other hand, the sceptical and atheistic element, finding an entrance through the door
opened by the so-called champions of religion, deny the authenticity of Scripture in toto.
Thinking men of the latter class look with undisguised contempt upon the former, when they
behold the strange anomaly of men with one voice inculcating certain of the doctrines of
Scripture, while with another they throw overboard what does not suit their particular creed.
And yet, sorrowful as both these phases of infidelity are, they help to demonstrate the
inspiration of Scripture, for 2 Tim.3,4 portray the former, and 2 Pet.2,3 the latter; and as the
extreme antiquity of these letters is confessedly beyond question, it is thus put beyond doubt
that the writers were moved by superhuman power.
We propose to examine the claims that Scripture makes for itself, feeling confident that it will
bear the closest and most searching investigation.
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I. ITS INTEGRITY
The question addressed to our Lord as He stood before the judgment bar of Pilate finds an
echo to day in the lips of many who seek in various ways to find out " What is Truth? "
Scientific men bring to light the amazing beauty and intricacy of the works of God, and, in the
facts they marshal in order as the result of the most careful observation and experiment,
unwittingly proclaim "His work is perfect!"
Yet, however much we may delight in and prize those discoveries, they are not Truth, but
knowledge. Further light may alter, modify, or altogether condemn some of them, therefore
what rests upon so insecure a basis cannot be called Truth, for Truth is that which determines
the accuracy of other matters.
But we have not been left thus to speculate as to what is Truth, for the question has been
answered by Him to whom it was addressed. Before we consider the answer, we would pause,
and as if with unshod feet tread softly; for we walk on holy ground. Far beyond the region of
conflict and of strife; far away from every exciting scene is the answer given. Not asserted in
the heat of controversy, or uttered in the enthusiasm of public testimony, but calmly and
dispassionately it is stated in the very heaven itself - for we read "These words spake Jesus,
and lifting up His eyes into the heaven" (eis ton ouranon) Jn 17:1. Thus in spirit we enter into
the presence of God and hear from the lips of the Master - "Thy Word is Truth."
Again we see Him before the Roman tribunal, calm and dispassionate as before - a marvel to
the haughty Governor, who never had a prisoner before him of such dignified mien declaring that His mission to the world was to bear witness to the Truth.
As we meditate upon these statements, we apprehend the
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reason of His steadfast faith in the written Word of God. Earthly and Satanic powers combined
could not make Him relinquish one iota of that Word which was so precious in His sight, for
He alone among men realized its true value, He alone realized that the Name and character of
Jehovah were so interwoven with the Truth, that what would discredit one would equally
discredit the other.
It being "the Truth OF God," the Lord Jesus on the earth, as the servant of God, styles Himself
"the Truth" (Jn 16:6); and when comforting the disciples regarding His departure, He
promises that "the Spirit OF THE Truth" shall abide with them for ever; and that Spirit WHEN
on earth is also styled "The Truth" (1 Jn 5:6). Therefore think of the awful presumption that
dares to place the Truth of God before a human tribunal to be judged by the imperfect and
oftentimes biased records of men! How completely Satan has blinded his dupes in their mad
endeavour to change the Truth of God into a lie; but what an awful awakening it will be, when,
arraigned at the bar of God, they hear the sentence of everlasting woe confirmed from the very
words they treat so lightly today (Jn 12:48).
Thus we see the integrity of the Word of God, and would now examine II. ITS ORIGIN.
Turning to the epistles we have referred to (2 Tim. and 2 Pet.), the character of the last days is
seen in detail. All manner of sin cloaked over by "a form of godliness"; the tastes and desires of
the people so perverted that they cannot endure sound doctrine, resulting in man - appointed
teachers, who tickle the itching ears by the substitution of "doctrines of men" for the Truth of
God - which doctrines the Spirit stigmatizes as "fables."
No matter how popular such doctrines may become, or
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how pleasing they may appear, they originated in the brain of man. True, God describes some
of them as "cleverly devised," giving credit as it were to the skill of their inventors;
nevertheless, whether clever or superficial, they both alike are fables. The former may have
reference to the theories put forward by the scientific world in opposition to the Word, such
as "Evolution," "Unchangeability of Natural Law," etc.; the latter, to the vagaries of the
religious world, with its pitiable count such as "baby sprinklings," official ministers, and
clerical degrees.
In contrast to these humanly - devised theories, the character given to the Word of God is "All
Scripture is given by inspiration of God (God - breathed, Theopneustos), and is profitable " (2
Tim.3:16), reminding us of the time when God breathed into the nostrils of the man whom He
had made, and the inanimate form of Adam sprang into conscious being, energized by the life giving breath of Jehovah Elohim.
What a contrast! Theories from the brain of man - Truth from the mouth of God. Dead, dry
doctrines that never refreshed the soul of a saint, or brought life and peace to a sinner; which,
when learned, you may repeat again and again, but only to discover that when you master the
words, you have all they contain.
"The law of the Lord is perfect, CONVERTING THE SOUL" (Ps.19:7). As the weary sinner,
groaning under the load of his guilt, listens to the Word and believes thereon, what a change
comes over him! No sound is heard, no mighty Remonstration is seen, but the man springs
into new being, - a new creation in Christ Jesus. Again, the weary saint, cast down by the
difficulties of the way, or, perhaps, by his own failures, experiences that the Word is living, by
the comfort and consolation he draws therefrom. Further, the men of God in all ages have left
on record their united testimony that they proved in their experience that the
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Word was living, as a few quotations will amply show. "My doctrine shall drop as the rain, my
speech shall distil as the dew" (Deut.32:2). " I have esteemed the words of His mouth MORE
than my necessary food" (Job 23:12). "How sweet are Thy words unto my taste; yea, sweeter
than honey to my mouth!" (Ps.119:103). "My fruit is BETTER than gold, yea, than fine gold;
and my revenue than choice silver" (Prov.8:19). "Thy words were found (i.e. which were cast
aside, I gathered together), and I did eat them; and Thy Word was unto me the joy and
rejoicing of mine heart" (Jer.15:16). Thus from the lips of men, Some of whom have left their
impress deep on the page of human history, do we find the same testimony as from those who
live today, viz., that in contrast to the dry, and oftentimes soul-destroying doctrines of men,
the Word of God has ever retained its life-giving power; its nourishment to sustain that life;
and its sweetness and comfort when the dark cloud of adversity or persecution overshadowed
them, and that in all spheres and conditions of life.
III. ITS ACCURACY
The saying that "only when a work is completed are its discrepancies discovered," is amply
justified in the literary world; for no sooner does a volume appear, than at once it is the
subject of reviews and criticisms which oftentimes lead to considerable modification and
correction before a second edition is issued.
But who are the critics? The word being taken from the Greek (krites), which means a judge,
of necessity carries its etymological meaning; and, indeed, this is universally acknowledged.
Therefore, what is correctly understood by a critic is, one who by reason of his knowledge of
any subject, is able to judge of its merits or demerits. And not only so, but the critic must at
least occupy the same platform as the one whose work he would
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criticize, as no first-rate author would notice the criticism of a third-rate man; but let one who
is recognised as a compeer discover any discrepancy, or suggest any modification, and at once
it receives attention.
And this twofold qualification is stringently demanded in criticism of the works of men, and
rightly so; therefore, if there is to be any genuine criticism of the Word of God, all we ask is,
that the same conditions may be adhered to. And on these terms we, in the language of
Scripture, invite the critics to stand forth. "Where is the wise? where is the scribe? Where is
the disputer of this world?" (1 Cor.1:20.)
This latter term completely embraces the twofold qualification that men insist upon, as the
Greek word suzetetes, taken from the verb (suzeteo), which means to search, or inquire, or
examine TOGETHER, simply means a fellow-inquirer. Therefore, we ask, Who will thus take up
the gauntlet so unhesitatingly thrown down? Who will come forward as the compeer of
Jehovah, to inquire together as to the accuracy of His Word? In all ages this challenge has been
given without a single response. In the early history of Israel, the law - giver exclaimed, as he
beheld the, power of God manifested, "Who is like unto Thee, O Jehovah, among the mighty
ones?" (Ex.15:11). Again the Psalmist, reviewing the mercies of God, is constrained in similar
language to extend the challenge to heaven, "For who in the heaven can be compared to
Jehovah? who among the sons of the mighty can be likened unto Jehovah?" {Ps.89:6). Or, the
prophet, when appealing to the works of creation as a reason why men should recognise the
hand of Jehovah, invites those who would oppose themselves to "Produce your cause... bring
forth your strong reasons" (Isa.40:21). Thus, in every part of Scripture, viz., the Law, the
Psalms, the Prophets, and the New Testament, the challenge is left untouched, a standing
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witness to the incompetency of man to criticize the Word of God, even on his own terms.
But we come to the same conclusion from a less lofty standpoint. When a jury is empanelled,
counsel would at once object to any one entering the box whose antecedents were known to
be hostile to their client; and their objection would be allowed, because jurymen are supposed
to be unbiased, and to judge impartially, solely on the ground of evidence given.
And when we consider the relationship that exists between God and man, we feel bound to
state that any expressions of opinion from the latter concerning the former is utterly
worthless, and that on the ground of common fairness; for the indictment that God has proved
against man, entirely precludes him from attempting to adjudicate in things spiritual.
"That which is born of the flesh is flesh," i.e., it cannot be improved.
"The heart is deceitful above all things, and INCURABLY wicked" (Jer.17:9).
"The carnal mind is enmity against God: for it is not subject to the law of God, NEITHER
INDEED CAN BE" (Rom.8:7).
"But the NATURAL MAN receiveth not the things Of God" (1 Cor.2:14).
"Even so the things of God KNOWETH NO MAN, but the Spirit of God" (1 Cor.2:11).
"In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not" (2 Cor.4:4).
"For this they WILLINGLY are ignorant of" the work of creation (2 Pet.3:5).
These and other Scriptures show the state of man Godward, and, we ask, "Is it possible that
such an one could impartially deal with the Word?" What value would be attached to the
verdict of a jury who were known to be avowed enemies
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of the man whose cause they tried? And yet with all these charges proved to the hilt,
unregenerate man - the blinded tool of Satan - arrogates to himself the position of censor of
the Holy Scriptures. Blind men would not be considered competent critics of a work of art; so
they who are spiritually blind and dead cannot be expected to judge things that are light and
life. And when the religious critic is stumbled by what he reads in Scripture, or the scientific
caviller declares that it is foolishness m the light of modern discovery, we cannot give either of
them credit even for originality of remark, seeing that two thousand years ago others came to
that conclusion; and the agnostic altar that is reared today in the midst of science and
philosophy, is only a repetition of that which Paul found on Mars Hill, with an inscription, "To
an unknown God" (Gk. agnosto Theo), and which was raised by philosophers whom we
describe as pagan.
But it may be urged that, after all, we have only proved a negative position; therefore we will
hear what Scripture has to say for itself.
"The law of the LORD IS perfect" (Ps.19:7).
"The words of the LORD are PURE, as silver tried purified seven times" (Ps.12:6).
"EVERY word of God is pure" (Prov.30:5).
"The word of the LORD IS right" (Ps.33:4).
"For ever is Thy word SETTLED in heaven" (Ps.119:89).
"The word of God which LIVETH and ABIDETH for ever" (1 Pet.1:23).
These statements show that Scripture is absolutely beyond criticism; and because it is what it
claims to be - viz., perfect, pure, right, settled, and eternal - we have no second edition of the
Bible.
With these brief and simple considerations of the integrity, origin, and accuracy of the Word of
God in view, we would ask those who profess to be saved, "What is to be
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gained by lowering its standard?" The Word of God is absolutely the direct revelation of the
will of God, or the greatest imposition under the sun. If the statements we have culled from the
Bible be true, then what shall be said of those - who seek to pare down, or attempt to reconcile
Scripture with every modern innovation, and yet call themselves Christians? Where is the line
to be drawn? If one word could really be proved false, the whole fabric would collapse; and "if
the foundations be destroyed, what can the righteous do?" We would earnestly ask the
attention of saints to these scriptures, that, being grounded in the truth, we may be able to
stand against the encroachments of either scientific or religious heresies.
W. Laing.
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JOTTINGS ON FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.
Paul announces himself here as an Apostle according to the commandment of God our
Saviour, and Christ Jesus our HOPE (R.V.), Whom again he names as Christ Jesus our LORD.
Thus we learn that the words of the Epistle are for the saved of God, who should be
encouraged unto, and in, the arduous labours entailed by the salvation they are possessed of,
through looking unto Him who is their Hope. And lest any should turn aside because of their
labours apparently being in vain, and the spending of their strength being for nought, we are
reminded that Christ Jesus is our only Lord. Therefore, we do well in allowing His question to
lighten and search our heart and conscience: "Why call ye Me, Lord Lord, and do not the things
that I say?" Moreover, the "doctrine" of this epistle is so vastly important, that he who loves,
fears, and would serve the Lord Christ, must see to it that
"NO OTHER DOCTRINE"
is by him received, countenanced, or taught. Yea, the teaching of this doctrine is the
stewardship of God, fulfilled in faith. Consequently, he who walks by sight will find such
doctrine exceedingly irksome. Indeed, the sight of his eyes and the hearing of his ears may
cause him to give up such stewardship. For, all along, sight is a test of exceeding seductiveness
to draw away from stewardship which is in faith. Aye, that therein alone can be accomplished.
The one to whom these words were primarily addressed (Timotheus) is called a genuine child
in faith. His name interpreted, means, "who honours God." And connecting this epistle with
that which follows it (2 Tim.) we
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find the word honour unto a seven-fold fulness. The expression "The Faith," is found ten times,
"Faith" seven times, and the term "In faith," also seven times. Thus "honour," and "faith" in
these three phases, with "salvation," “hope," and "Lordship," afore mentioned, make the
sevenfold strand that binds the letters as SUFFICIENCY FROM GOD,
unto avoiding and escaping the snare of the Devil; and this in the fulness of the stature of the
man of God, who may fight, finish, and keep, having withal the Lord with our spirit, and grace
with us too; and so be delivered from EVERY EVIL WORK and be preserved blameless unto His
heavenly kingdom.
The object for which the Apostle wrote this epistle may here be named (1 Tim.3:14,16).
"These things write I unto thee, that thou mayest know how it behoves one to behave one's
self in [the] 1 House of God, which is [the] church of [the] living God [the] pillar and ground of
the Truth." Thus we are taught of God that it becomes us who are His, to see to it that we are
not only in His house, which, let none forget nor misunderstand, is the brought and kept
together of the living God! But besides this, we should be careful to learn HOW TO BEHAVE
ourselves therein. For this PROPER BEHAVIOUR is as ESSENTIAL to our pleasing God as is our
being in His house at all. And who can tell how essential this is? The word " no other doctrine "
shuts us up to God's one way for His saints; while 1 Tim.6:3, tells us that, if any teach "other
doctrine," he is proud... supposing gain to be godliness.

1
The use of the definite article in A.V. has no authority in the Greek text, and is bracketed as better
omitted.
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Hence, if success attends the way of some, they pride and embolden themselves in their
doings, supposing gain to be godliness. And so, still, "the prosperity of fools destroyeth many."
"Other doctrine," we may point out, comes from men (Matt.15:9, Mark 7:9, Col.2:22 ). And
here, O child of God, forget not Aaron nor Rehoboam, as well as Nebuchadnezzar, Ahab, and
Omri.
"Other doctrine" comes also from demons (1 Tim.4:1, compare 2 Chron.18:20,21); before
which "the Lord's prophet" is today as imprisoned, and very Jehoshaphats commingle with
their brethren in unhallowed alliances against Christ as Lord. And so the sad spectacle abides
of not only "the Faith" departed from, but of not a few making shipwreck of the Faith, whose
restoration is to be brought about by their being shut out from place in God's house; yet
disciplined from that house by all kept by God therein.
And besides all this, "other doctrine," comes in winds (Eph.4:14), the effect of which is to turn
from the truth! Thus instability characterizes those obedient to "other doctrine," whereas this
doctrine is as a pillar and a base in its manifestations; which speak of strength and rest. Yea,
and as 1 Cor.4:17 says, they who are obedient hereto –
TEACH AND PRACTISE
the same everywhere, and in every company!
How solemn all this makes life to be. How much more solemn to be spending our brief one life
as a Christian. May God Himself lead us each who are His to awake to righteousness, that we
sin not through lack of the knowledge of God.
It will surely be granted by every reader that, if we are in House of God as Timothy - words
speak, the possibility of carrying out these instructions will plainly abide. And,
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on the other hand, if we are in that which claims to be God's House; and yet the Christian
cannot behave himself as these words require, nay, where these words are neither obeyed nor
could be, because of the organization and its dicta, is it not clear that such is not House of God
at all? In the hope of helping to bring about this due behaviour in its proper sphere, we would
name the broad outlines of the epistle.
With Christ Jesus before us as SAVIOUR HOPE, AND LORD,
we have in 1 Tim.1 plain and solemn warning against the misusing of the Law. Verse 7 gives
sad revelation and comment on Judaized Christianity, and of the teachers thereof. "Wishing to
be law - teachers; yet understanding neither what they say, nor whereof they affirm." Surely
none but God could or would so speak of men.
Verse 12 tells Who alone fits and therefore puts into ministry; and the Christian is charged to
own no other doctrine.
Verse 16 is a sweet expression of the Gospel of God, in the light of no other doctrine. How
singular, that the Born again among men are so unanimous in regard to the doctrine that
meets the unsaved one's need; and SO DIVIDED
in regard to God's doctrine for themselves, as they who are not their own! Is the reason not
simply this? In the one case they disallow any other doctrine, so that man may be saved. In the
latter case they are in great measure indifferent as to having "no other doctrine;" and hence
the diversity, that is intensified by our very unanimity concerning the gospel. This chapter
ends with warning, and example as to the discipline that obtains in God's House.
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1 Tim.2 presents the range and object of prayer by the Church. Verse 4 informs us that God
our Saviour wishes all men to be saved, and, besides this, " to come unto the full knowledge of
the Truth. " Verses 8 - 15 tell the range of the man's and the woman's behaviour as in, and of,
God's House. With which compare Deuteronomy 22:5. 1 Tim.3 tells how Bishops or Overseers
arise, and are to conduct themselves. So also Deacons and Deaconesses, whose primary work
is NOT "caring for the secular affairs of a Church" 1 Tim.4,5,6 are filled with sundry warnings,
exhortations, and instructions, which we cannot now enumerate - but may again; and the
whole is closed by a solemn charge to keep, or guard, that which has been entrusted to us, and
this as avoiding profane and vain and oppositions of falsely - named knowledge, which some
having espoused, have missed the mark concerning THE FAITH Grace be with the reader.
JOHN BROWN.
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CHRISTENDOM BROUGHT TO THE TEST OF SCRIPTURE.
God has charged His children to "prove all things," and to "hold fast that which is good" (1
Thess.5:21). For our help in this He has given to us the Holy Spirit, who is "the Spirit of truth,
"and who has come and made His dwelling in us, to guide us into all the truth. His word lies
before us as the light by which we may know, even now, His will, and to which light he that
doeth truth cometh, that his deeds may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God (Jn
3:21). Christendom, alas! has failed to give the Holy Spirit His place, and the word of God has
been set aside; hence the confusion which prevails round us. Sectarianism has been built up,
and is maintained by self-will, and ignorance of the Scriptures; and so long as that ignorance
remains, ungodly practice will continue, and into deeper and deeper darkness will
Christendom descend.
To help dear children of God in their examination of the truth, and to separate "the precious
from the vile" (Jer.15:19), we place side by side the way of error and the way of truth, the
multiform methods of man and "the faith which was once for all delivered unto the saints"
(Jude 3, R.V.). Look on this side, then on that, and may He whose claims upon our whole
obedience and entire subjection are surely to be recognised in the love He has for us, and the
blood He shed to make us His own, constrain us by love to Himself to discern His will and bow
thereto (Jn 14:21,24; Phil.2:12,13; 1 Pet.1:22).
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The Way of Error.
Traditions, creeds, minutes, mass-books, prayer-books, formulas, altar manuals, assembly's
catechisms, decrees of councils, bulls, charges, assembly’s deliverances, conference
resolutions, “Salvation Army regulations,” etc., etc.
The Way of Truth.
"This book " (Josh.1:8). "I esteem all Thy Precepts concerning all things to be right, and I hate
every false way " (Ps.119:128). "I have given them Thy word " (Jn 17:14). "Holding to the
faithful word, which is according to the teaching " (Tit.1:9, R.V.).
NOTE. - It is through the word of God we are born again (Jas.1:18; 1 Pet.1:23), that eternal life
is brought us (Jn 5:24), that growth is promoted (1 Pet.2:2), the Christian furnished to every
good work (2 Tim.3:16), fitted thereby for conflict (Eph.6:17), guided in his walk (Ps.119:106),
enlightened as to his work (John 3:21), and by which alone he can know, through the Holy
Spirit's teaching, the will of God.
The substitution of man's opinion for the word of truth largely accounts for the self - imposed
and other ways obtained titles assumed; and the ecclesiastical distinctions, whatever may
have been their origin and history, only too plainly show the pride of the human heart, which
leads men to seek glory one of another, and not that which cometh from God; and how
effectually thereby Satan has succeeded in obscuring the Divine gifts and ministries so plainly
declared and treated of in the Scriptures.
Titles of Men:
Pope, Cardinal, Archbishop, Canon, Incumbent, Rector, Vicar, Curate, The Pastor, Archdeacon,
Bishop of, The Minister. The Right Rev., The Priest, Right Rev. Father, Doctor of Divinity, The
President, The Clergy, Supernumerary Minister, Lay Missionary, Supply, Chaplain, Mr. So - and
- So's Evangelists, The Director, Manager, General, Major, Captain, etc., etc., etc.
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Gifts and Ministries of Scripture :
"He gave some apostles, and some prophets, and some evangelists, and some pastors and
teachers" (Eph.5:11).
"And we beseech you, brethren, to know them which labour among you, and are over you in
the Lord, and admonish you" (1 Thess.5:12).
"The elders which are among you I exhort," etc. (1 Pet.5:1).
"The bishops (or overseers, see R.V.), and deacons (or ministers)" (Phil.1:1).
"Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit; and there are differences of
administration, but the same Lord; and there are diversities of operations, but it is the same
God which worketh all in all" (1 Cor.12; read whole of chapter).
"For as we have many members in one body, and all members have not the same office; so we
being many are one body in Christ and every one members one of another. Having then gifts
differing according to the grace that is given to us, whether prophecy, let us prophesy
according to the proportion of faith, or ministry," etc., etc. (Rom.12:4-8).
From the Scriptures cited above, we learn that an
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ascended Lord is the source and giver of the varied gifts, that the Holy Spirit distributes the
many ministries throughout the Body, and worketh them; that those who are entrusted by
Him with gift or ministry are responsible to use such; those among whom these gifts are, are
exhorted to Know and esteem those who labour among them. How simple and perfect all this
is, and how different to the way of man. The Lord gave (Eph.4), the Holy Spirit made overseers
(Acts 20), and the saints of God simply recognised the gifts and ministries already amongst
them (1 Thess.5; Acts 13). Sectarianism has reversed this, and consequently we have on the
one hand: "Mr. ...has been ordained," "the Rev. ... has been appointed to," etc., and on the other,
"the Church at ... have given a call to the Rev. ... ," "we have a new minister," "our pastor," "the
clergyman of... " He gets "his call" from the people and "his charge" from a brother "minister,"
and by his clerical position ignores the diversity of gifts in the Body, the Holy Spirit's
prerogative to direct as well as distribute those ministries, the Lord Jesus in the ministry of
His house, and the word of truth in its teaching thereon.
Did any Church in the apostles' times choose men to minister to them in spiritual things? No.
Did one man assume a position as "the Pastor," "the Minister," "the Priest," "the Director"? No.
Were there any "Mr. So-and-So's evangelists," any "evangelization societies," "mission agents,"
etc., etc. No! we read of none of these. Nothing of Holy Orders, appointments, patronage,
preferment, recognition services, calls, trial sermons, and supplies. The ministerial charge,
circuit, and chair, the whole is contrary to Scripture. When we look there for any of these
practices, we cannot find them. "The sole charge," "the temporary duty," "the musical priest,"
"assistant priest," and "daily celebrations," is the repetition of
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Micah's man (Jdgs.17), who for his victuals and clothes and pieces of silver accepted "a place"
till a bigger "call" gladdened his heart, and the fulfilment of 2 Tim.4:3, "heap to themselves
teachers," "who make merchandise of you" (2 Pet.2:3).
Two Christians were conversing together; one asked the other, "What denomination do you
belong to?"
"To which does the word of God say I should belong?" was the reply.
"Oh! I don't know that it tells us to belong to any."
"Well, that's the reason I belong to none."
Often it is left as a matter of choice, and the young believer is urged to "attach himself to some
Church," to - "go somewhere and settle down," as if he had a right to choose, and as if it were a
matter of indifference to whom he joined himself. The word of God is left out of the question,
and the whole matter of Christian association and fellowship treated as one for human
opinion and preference. But is it so? When God redeemed Israel, He gave directions as to their
gathering together (Num.2, Ps.50:5, Ps.107:3), and He has done the same thing for saved ones
now. As then Israel had only to hear and obey, so would God have us to hearken and do,
remembering that "to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat of rams " (l
Sam.15:22).
If we accept the Scriptures as sufficient to guide us in all things, and look therein for sectarian
distinction and fellowship, we shall find how entirely contrary to God's mind it all is:
Roman Catholics, Anglicans, Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, Dissenters,
Methodists, Salvation Army, etc., etc.,
are names which exhibit the sad spectacle of Christendom in its confusion and sinful schism.
"A Christian" (1 Peter 4:16), "Saints" (1 Cor.1:2), "Brethren" (Heb.2:11) "Believers" (Acts
5:14),
are names which God has given His people, and which include all born-again ones.
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The merest glance at these contrasts is sufficient to show how truly Satan has succeeded in
turning Christians aside from the way of the Lord. Indeed, so well has he done his work, that
for a child of God to speak of himself as simply a "Christian," or as being only what the new
birth has made him, is to most unintelligible. If he could only say of himself, I am a
Presbyterian Christian, or a Methodist Christian, etc., etc., that would be understood, but to
drop the denominational addenda, and assert himself to be nothing other than God has made
him, in these days seems something of a puzzle in Christendom.
In apostolic times they were together as believers (Acts 2:44), they came together as disciples
(Acts 20:7), they were gathered unto the Name (Matt.18:20), they recognised each other as
brethren, because they were all children of God. They had no separate "cause" to build up, no
distinctive "denomination" to which they belonged, no particular doctrine, by making which a
centre they made themselves a "sect." The Body they belonged to embraced all saved ones
within its membership (Rom.12:4,5; 1 Cor.12:13), and the Lord Jesus, as the Head of that
Body, was recognised in absolute and exclusive control of it, by the Holy Spirit and the word of
truth. How different in Christendom; now schism, which hides its true name and character
beneath the pleasanter name of denominationalism, glories in its diversity, and to be a
sectarian to " the backbone " is the perfect ideal of Christianity to many.
Yet hath God said, "there should be no schism in the body" (1 Cor.12:25), "for while one saith, I
am of. ... are ye not carnal?" (1 Cor.3:4, see also verses 1, 2, 3, 21).
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He has declared "heresies" or sects to be among the works of the flesh (Gal.5:19, 20).
God has spoken in distinct and emphatic utterance with regard to sectarianism, and to turn
aside from His word is disobedience which cannot escape His condemnation.
Of Saul we read, when he returned from his conflict with the Amalekites, "he set him up a
place" (1 Sam.15:12), i.e., erected a monument by way of commemorating his exploit. Anxious
for popularity and human praise, he hurriedly prepared for his own glory what proved to be a
- memorial of his rebellion and disgrace; and are there not innumerable erections of such a
character in Christendom?
What are the "churches " and chapels but monuments which mark the sin which has torn the
saints asunder, and by adulterous alliance with the world (Jas.4:4), built up each its own
particular edifice, its distinctive record of turning every one to his own way. No matter
whether "St. Peter's" or "St. Paul's," Roman, Greek, or Protestant, from the most stately
magnificent pile to the least pretentious ecclesiastical building, sectarianism has only too
profusely exhibited the outward visible sign of departure from God, and from the pilgrim and
separate place He has given His saints on the earth.
Time was when God dwelt among men in tabernacle and temple (Ex.25:8; 2 Chron.5:13,14),
and a future day will witness an earthly dwelling-place again (Ezek.43:7); but since the world
has cast out the Son of God from His place on earth, and He has taken His seat on the throne in
the heavens, and until He comes again in power to reign in His own earthly kingdom, the Spirit
declares God "dwelleth not in temples made with hands" (Acts 17:24). God's house is now His
people, "living stones" (1 Pet.2:6; Eph.2:22) builded together by the Spirit; and wherever two
or three are gathered to the Name (Matt.18:20),
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God owns a temple (1 Cor.3:16). Ignorance of God's altered ways in the present dispensation
from those of the past may greatly account for the perpetuation of Judaism in its architectural
form, as well as in its principles; nevertheless, children of God are responsible to seek
understanding of the will of God as revealed in New Testament scriptures. There, plainly
enough, is seen the temple and the temple worship set aside, and the "hired house," "the
school," and "place" (Acts 28:30; 19:9; 1 Cor.11:20), buildings free from all ecclesiastical
designations mentioned in connection with saints coming together to remember the Lord - in
the breaking of bread, or in prayers and edifying one another; while the open air, the whole
earth lay before them as sphere for Gospel testimony.
How different this from what Christendom presents of "houses of God" and "places of
worship," - houses where often, it may be feared, there is more of the Devil than of God, and
"places of worship" where veneration is paid to steeple and turret, window and carving, choir
and organ, pulpit and pew, having their foundation and memorial stones, and memorial bricks
without, and their "building funds" and "debt" within.
The heathen has his idol, so has the professing Christian; and though he speaks of himself as a
worshipper of God, and no idolater, it is not difficult to find in the rapturous admiration and
praise lavished upon brick and stone, upon vestments, music, and architecture, where the
heart is, and how God is shut out, and the building, etc., put in His place.
C. Morton.
(to be concluded.)
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HOLINESS IN THE HOUSE.
"THE servant of the Lord must not strive" (2 Tim.2:24). By the side of this passage of the word
of God we must place Jude 3, where the child of God is exhorted to contend earnestly for the
Faith once for all delivered to the saints, thus placing us in a position of responsibility to seek
to accomplish that for which God has called us. There are two ways in which we may fail to do
the will of God. One of these is to settle down satisfied with our own salvation from eternal
wrath, little troubled with the solemn fact that the multitudes around us are in rebellion
against Him whom we profess to own as Lord, and indifferent as to the obedience of fellow saints in things concerning the House of God. The other way is by seeking to accomplish the
work of God, whether towards saint or sinner, through the force of our own wills. In this way
we may lead unsaved men to profess conversion, and saved men to follow us; but, alas! when
our personal influence is withdrawn, it will be seen that our wills have been accomplished and
not the will of God, by the return of professors to the world and saints to the pathways of
disobedience.
Not to strive, and yet to contend earnestly for the Faith, is no easy thing; in fact, that which you
and I can never accomplish, except in so far as, by the grace of God, His will is done in us. And
herein lies the secret of all successful service; and thus, while we often make God's work our
care, God makes His work in us His special object and aim. Only in so far as His will is done in
us do we become fitted to accomplish His purposes of grace toward others.
If we have the honest desire and purpose of heart to serve our God acceptably, we need not
wonder if the path in which He leads our wayward feet brings us to a knowledge
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of our own weakness. It is only thus that we shall learn His strength; but we may, in our own
conscious weakness, take refuge in something short of that Divine power which should act in
and through us, moulding as to the mind of our God, subjecting us to His will, and using us to
the accomplishment of that will in others.
This conscious weakness of ours may lead us into every sorb of human device by which to
accomplish our purposes; and in the various religious systems around us, with all their
endless varieties of government, we see but the outcome of the will of man being done on
earth.
If in our individual lives we naturally cling to our own ways, and often seek to hide, even from
ourselves, and much more from fellow - saints, our real condition and need, we may expect to
find, in our collective capacity, that there will be the same effort to get on without God, to
substitute human activity for the power of God abiding in us: but why so? Is not the promise
today as much to be reckoned upon as 1800 years ago, "Where two or three are gathered
together unto By name, there am I in the midst of them" (Matt.18:20)? But, alas! how little
power there often is to give to God the worship that is His due - that worship which may be in
perfect silence, going up from hearts bowed in His presence who has promised to be in the
midst of those gathered according to His will! I have often stood amidst the splendid
architecture of some foreign cathedral, listened to the beautiful music, and heard the
gorgeously arrayed priests chanting in language unknown to the greater part of their
audience; but the Lord was not in the midst there! I have sat with those professedly gathered
to the name of the Lord, in a building which was not magnificent, with no soul - stirring music,
no priests in gorgeous vestments chanting in an unknown tongue; yet, alas! there was a sad
correspondence in character between the two things so outwardly different. The hymn given
out to break
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the weary silence - for silence may be from poverty of soul - the empty word spoken that
seemed but to please the one that uttered it, and prayers that appeared as if they would never
reach the ear of God. Between these two great extremes as to outward things we should find
an endless number of systems more or less the result of human ingenuity; and yet one thing is
in common with all - the attempt to get on without God, the substituting of man's will for His.
Nor need we wonder at this, for God has not in the ordering of His house provided a system
suitable for a child of His walking in the flesh, or seeking to do his own will.
When we bring our lives to the test of God's word, are we not forced to own how much our
waywardness has entered into all our past; yea, into the most sacred things of God's house,
where we have little sought to behave ourselves according to the revelation He has given us in
His Word (1 Tim.3:15)?
I suppose all will be agreed that only as our lives individually are conformed to the mind of
our God shall we become such a power as He would have us, and as He is able to make us. This
will not be necessarily by our having any special gift as teachers or rulers, but simply by our
individual conformity to the will of Him who has chosen us in Christ, and who will have us to
be holy because He is holy. We often excuse ourselves by saying we have not this or that gift,
and can therefore do little for God. But is not the real fact of the matter that we have little
heart for His service, and that we are trying to hide our sad state of soul from our own eyes
and from those of others? If we would but let the Spirit of God that dwelleth in us wholly
possess us as vessels for His glory, and lead us into that truth which can sanctify and save us
(Jn 17:17; 1 Tim.4:16), we should find the will of God accomplished in us and through us, and
this would be INDIVIDUAL HOLINESS.
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But yet another thought: is there not such a thing as COLLECTIVE HOLINESS and thus
collective power for God, a church of the living God in which His will is done and His power
manifested (1 Cor.14:20)? Do we not often hear God's saints say, "We have no gifts in the
assembly in which we are; we are so weak"? Why is this? Are not all the resources of the Lord
at our command? And yet this weakness! Is it not that He is saying, "Consider your ways," as
He said of old to those who had come to the right place, but were not doing the right thing
(Hag.1:5)? They were satisfied with position, but were neglecting both their individual and
their collective responsibilities. I repeat it, Is there not such a thing as collective holiness, as
saints being builded together according to the will of God, and this will as revealed in His
written Word? Is not that which is often spoken of, almost with contempt, as Church truth, the
very truth which would conform us as assemblies to the mind of our God, so that we might be
perfectly joined together in the same mind and in the same judgment? And if those things
were so, might we not expect to see such a work done through the assemblies of God's saints
as we have never yet seen? and would He not own us then in a way He is not able to do now,
because He has been set aside as Lord over His own house, His will unlearned, and man's will
and man's traditions substituted for it?
It is Satan's purpose to hinder our individual power. We may talk about holiness, and profess
to be holy, so long as he can keep us from obedience. Similarly, we may talk about meeting in
the name of the Lord Jesus only, and being out from sects and parties, so long as collectively
we do not carry out the government of the House of God. Being out from systems, as it is often
called, may only be one of the worst of all democracies, because lawlessness in the very House
of God. Let us learn in fellowship with the
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Lord of the house what our behaviour should be, and we shall find it no dry, uninteresting
thing. I was once taken by Professor Owen through that portion of the British Museum which
was his special study and interest; and as he stood amidst the skeletons of those mighty
animals of the ages past and spoke of them, he clothed with living interest those dry bones. So
let us but be in fellowship with our Lord as we study those things of such deep interest to Him,
and which He has condescended to reveal to us in His written Word through His Spirit, and we
shall never then find them dry, or speak of them as "mere Church truths, " and, as such,
inferior to truth that guides us in our individual walk with Him.
"Holiness becometh Thine house, O Lord, for ever" (Ps.93:5).
J. A. BOSWELL.

"LET THEM MAKE ME A SANCTUARY."
THE sinner newly converted to God and saved by grace from eternal burnings, is chiefly
occupied with his great deliverance, and little thinks, as he little knows, of the glorious
purposes in him and through him, by God to be fulfilled.
As little did there enter into the hearts of the sons of Israel, when they were brought up out of
Egypt, the things which God had in store for them. Under the yoke of a cruel bondage to a cruel
Pharaoh, they sighed for deliverance, and when it came, and God saved them in spite of their
unbelief; their song chiefly looked backward, as they joyed in the overthrow and destruction
of their relentless foes. Then they settled down into that indolence of mind and indifference
concerning the things of God which so sadly marks the depravity of the human heart. But their
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Saviour's name was Jehovah - He who, amidst all the failures of His people's faith, is
unchangeable in His purpose of grace towards them. See Exodus 6:3,6 compared with Ex.5:21
and Ex.6:9. [And so right on to Mal.3:6, " I am Jehovah, I change not; therefore ye sons of Jacob
are not consumed."] If His people fail, it but brings out, in some fresh phase, His purpose, and
shows in new glories the infinitude of His resources. Therefore on to Mount Sinai, in fulfilment
of the promise given to Moses, (Ex.3:12) the people are brought.
And there God would seek first to teach them who and what He is, and make them
contemplate the mighty work He had wrought for them, (Ps.92:4) that they might thus be
fitted and prepared to be and to do for Him what was well pleasing in His sight, the fulfilment
of His heart's desire.
Too often, alas! they whom God saves from the coming wrath either settle down in languid
satisfaction with what has been accomplished, or with undue haste and precipitance begin to
work for God - as they think - ere they know what they ought to do. And both of these errors
may be traced to the same cause; an inadequate conception, firstly, of what God has done for
them, and secondly, of what He desires yet to do in them and through them. And of these, to
consider the former and neglect the latter is serious indeed; but to place the latter first is no
less serious, and no less fatal to acceptable service. For, indeed, whilst for the helping of our
feeble understandings such a division is right enough, yet, in point of fact, the Divine purpose
regarding us is A perfect unity, whereof if we mar a part we injure the whole.
Therefore when the God who had gone into Egypt for His people, and by the hand of Moses
brought them out; and by His own mighty hand destroyed Egypt before their face, and had led
and guided and fed and watered them in
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the plenitude of His love; when He would further unfold to them His purpose, He speaks to
them in these words of Ex.19:4 - 6, "Ye saw what I did unto the Egyptians, and I have borne
you on eagles' wings, and I have brought you unto Myself." This first He says, and then He
adds, "Now therefore if ye will obey My voice indeed, and keep My covenant, then ye shall be a
peculiar treasure unto Me from among all peoples: for all the earth is Mine: and ye shall be
unto Me a kingdom of priests, and an holy nation."
One might well have supposed in looking back that the response to such a message from God
would at least have begun with an acknowledgment of His wonderful goodness, and that a
recollection of their shortcomings so far might have caused their answer to be, at least in some
measure, tempered with humility and modesty. But, on the contrary, thanksgiving is quite
absent, and self - confidence spoils the whole. "All that Jehovah hath spoken we will do"
(Ex.19:8). A more utter want of appreciation of the message sent it would be difficult to
conceive. All that Jehovah had spoken was not for them to do. Much, yea, most of what He
spake, was of what He had done or would do, and of what He would make them to be. How
sadly little they heeded and understood what God said, their future history only too clearly
shows.
Therefore God would yet further reveal Himself to them first, and come down in the sight of all
the people. And these six chapters, Ex.19-24, are mostly occupied with an account of God
showing what His character is, and what manner of behaviour on their part in daily matters
this involved. But no amount of teaching from God seemed to hinder the people's self confidence, who say at the end of it all, "All that Jehovah hath spoken will we do, and be
obedient" (Ex.24:3,7). Not a single request for God's help, not a single misgiving as to
themselves! Now, however,
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God has spoken; He has told them what He is, both in His love and in His holiness, and if they
neglect to take it in, that rests with themselves. Now for a little He will leave them to
themselves (Ex.24:9-18) to prove themselves, and later to prove Him, while He proceeds to
unfold to Moses for them that desire of His heart for worship and service unto which all these
things have been leading up. But not before. Twenty - four chapters of this book of Exodus
preface the instruction which Ex.25-31 record, as to the tabernacle God would have His people
build, that He might dwell in their midst. For unless a sanctuary was constructed exactly
according to a pattern furnished by Himself, though He was their Saviour and their King, yet in
their midst He could not, would not, dwell.
This lesson then those may learn who seek to have the dwelling of God among them (1
Cor.3:16; 2 Cor.6:16-18) as well as know Him as their Deliverer from the bondage of the
mighty power of Darkness. That first, there must be some knowledge, some understanding of
what God has done for us, and what His character is as a God of infinite holiness as well as
grace; that then learning something of what He designs that we should be, we may thereafter
seek to be guided and controlled by His revealed will altogether, to the utter exclusion of the
thoughts and ideas of any, be they who they may, other than Him whose dwelling we seek to
construct (1 Cor.3:9-17, R.V.).
When Moses then was gone up to God into the Mount, He told out to him His heart's desire,
how that He, the One whom the heaven of heavens could not contain, desired a dwelling place among His people (Ex.25:8). Need it be said that this most clearly shows that up to this
point God had not dwelt among His people, though He had gone down into Egypt for them, and
led them out, and protected them, and cared for them, aye, and even brought them to Himself,
yet
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among them He as yet had not dwelt. That He might be enabled so to do, He now gives
particular and explicit instructions to Moses concerning that which it wag needful for Israel to
do if they were to secure this wondrous blessing and privilege, that the Lord Jehovah should
dwell in their midst. So we read of the Tabernacle for Himself; what it was to be made of, and
how it was to be constructed; of the offerings to be brought freely by the willing hearted
(Ex.25:1-7); of the work to be done skillfully by the wise hearted (Ex.28:3-8; 31:6), according
to the pattern (Ex.25:9-40; 27:8, etc.): everything was to be after God's idea, and human
devices to be utterly excluded.
But while this goes on above, the people below were corrupting themselves - "they have made
them a molten calf and have worshipped it.... These be thy gods, 0 Israel, which brought thee
up out of the land of Egypt." It is important to observe what their thought and purpose was in
this their idol - making. The golden calf was not intended to be to them in place of Jehovah, but
in place of Moses (Ex.32:1). It should be recollected that God Himself had said to Moses that
he should be a god to Pharaoh (Ex.7:1) and even to Aaron and the people (Ex.4:16); and it was
the lack of a visible Moses that led Israel to yearn for a substitute, and to induce Aaron to make
for them the molten calf, and says he, "Tomorrow shall be a feast to Jehovah” (Ex.32:5). Thus
their thought was, to have a substitute for God's servant, Moses: a calf of their own making,
within their own control, instead of Moses, who was of God's making, and under God's control:
in common with all idolaters, Jewish, Pagan, and Christian, who, whilst professing in reality to
worship a Supreme Being, practically deny to Him any right to say how He will be worshipped,
preferring to do everything according to their fancies and thoughts, and so "they exchange the
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truth of God for the lie, and worship and serve the creature rather than the Creator" (See
Rom.1:25, R.V.).
What it concerns us now particularly to observe, is how God dealt with His people in these
special circumstances. Let us briefly recapitulate. God, with a special purpose in view, leads
His people out of Egypt, and deals with them in His grace preparatory to His revealing His
purpose to them; and then, whilst He is yet telling out to Moses what He would have done for
Himself, the impatient worshippers below have started in a way of their own, instead of
waiting for God's way, and, as a consequence, have erred most grievously, and have made
themselves unfit for doing what God designed they should do. Is not this the state of many
believers in Christ in the present day? who never having learnt of God, how He would have
them act in a collective capacity for His glory, have devised a plan of their own, or adopted a
plan of other men, perhaps with high human sanction (Lk.16:15), and when they first hear of
the Divine will in matters connected with assembly worship and the like, they are in every
way unfit and unready to carry it out.
Israel was in a dilemma at this time indeed. Were they to endeavour to carry out God's
instructions as to the building of the Tabernacle? Could they do so? Would He come into their
midst, if they did? Well, if He did for one moment He would but consume them (Ex.33:5, R.V.)
Should they then just go, with His angel before them, who should assuredly drive out their
enemies before them? Yet, says He, "In the day when I visit, I will visit their sin upon them”
(Ex.32:34).
A careful perusal of chapter 32, and on to verse 6 of chapter 33, in the light of the distinction
so plainly
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made between God's going before His people and His dwelling in their midst, and between the
angelic and the personal presence, will clear up much that is otherwise obscure. Hitherto
Jehovah Himself had led them, and had brought them to Himself. it this point He had desired
that they should build a moveable sanctuary, that He might dwell among them as they
travelled; but if this could not be, the alternative was this, He would send an angel to go before
them, and lead them into the promised land, in fulfilment of His promise as given e.g. in
Ex.23:20-31. For the promises of God are all unchangeable, and must have a fulfilment. They
might miss the blessing of His presence by their neglect of His word, or because of their sin if
undealt with; but He could not deny Himself. Yet in any case their grievous trespass cannot be
passed over. But God in His grace will abound to them, and not only looking forward to the
great atoning sacrifice of Calvary will He release such as have faith in Him from the penal
consequence of their sin, but Moses, taught of God, shall show those who seek Jehovah how to
evidence their repentance. He takes the tent (Ex.33:7. The word "ohel," used here, should
never be translated "tabernacle." See Newberry's Bible, and so R.V.), and pitches it outside the
defiled camp. What tent this was, we do not know; certainly it was not the Tabernacle, which
was not yet built, nor was it the tent that covered the Tabernacle, though both are called " tent
of meeting. " It may have been the tent in which Moses personally dwelt, and wherein he
judged the people (Ex.18). Unto this tent of meeting then, all who sought Jehovah went, afar
off from the camp; and here God was to be met with, at the door. Not inside; that was reserved
for the Tabernacle built according to the pattern; in which alone He could dwell. But even then
the Tabernacle was covered with a tent, that at the door
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of it God might meet with His people. This then we learn, that if they, who had thus gone in for
worship according to their own ideas and thoughts, desire, turning away from that to build a
sanctuary for Jehovah, they must come right out from the old associations and the sin-stained
camp, and leaving it afar off they meet with God, and thereafter the willing-hearted may bring
(Ex.35:20-29), and the wise-hearted may build (Ex.36); and then, when the Tabernacle is
reared up and the tent spread over it, and all is done exactly as Jehovah had ORIGINALLY
commanded,. then the glory of Jehovah filled the Tabernacle (Ex.40:34).
Now this is applied for us in Hebrews 13:13 clearly enough, with a word of exhortation to
Christians in the present day who are in analogous circumstances, "Let us therefore go forth
unto Him without the camp." And wherever a child of God is found in an association, mayhap
of believers only, or of believers and unconverted mixed, it matters not; if the basis of union,
or the rules (written or unwritten) governing their behaviour, are other than the Divine code,
as given to us fully and completely in the Scriptures, to such an one the message from God is,
"Come out from among them, and be ye separate" (2 Cor.6:17). And then, for those who have
come out, there are given by God full and sufficient instructions to guide us, so to build that we
may know Him dwelling in us and walking in us, whilst we seek to call upon His name, and
own His authority; His word our only creed, His glory our only aim.
C. M. Luxmoore.
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OTHER LANDS.
NOTES FROM ITALY.
These notes are from our brother John S. Anderson, who has become known to many of those
gathered to the name of the Lord in Great Britain, through a recent visit which he paid to this
country, in which he attended various conference meetings, where he received help from he
Lord. Having now returned to Italy, he sends the following particulars of some assemblies
with which he is acquainted, and in which, he believes God to be working, and of movements
in that one time dominant, and yet deeply interesting land.
The geographical position of the towns named will be understood by reference to the
subjoined sketch map of Italy.

Acqui was opened as a centre of Gospel preaching on the 1st of January of this year. There is
an assembly having is in fellowship and needing constant care and prayer, the
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believers being but babes in Christ. There is one brother who is able to speak to profit as an
exhorter of the saints.
Genoa was once the centre of a powerful testimony to and for the truth - but few now remain
in fellowship, alas! owing to sectarian influence. These few are, however, faithful to God.
Sestri Levante is a priest-ridden town; but even in it the Lord is raising up witnesses to
Himself. A young brother named Ambrosini, who has given himself to the work of the
evangelist, has been residing there at times; and the preaching of the Gospel has been owned
of God in the conversion of sinners, as in July last three were about to be baptized in the
Mediterranean.
Carrara. There is an assembly here which has known something of blessed revival lately, and
of special help from our God. The whole work is a testimony to the faithfulness of the Lord in
providing for the spiritual wants of His people (Eph.3:10).
Florence is the central city of the Italian peninsula, central in many respects, and was the first
city to open its doors to the Gospel in 1848. The assembly here is numerous, and has a godly
oversight; but, like the four companies mentioned above, it needs more direct teaching out of
the Word of God; aggressive Gospel effort is also greatly needed.
ONE of the largest publishing firms in Italy, Sonzogno, of Milan, has just issued, in weekly
halfpenny numbers, a Romish version of the Bible translated from the Vulgate (see note
appended) by Archbishop Martini. This new and corrupted edition of God's Word not only
contains the Apocrypha and the characteristic French illustrations by M. Dore, but also the
expository notes of the Archbishop of Milan. Notwithstanding these vital considerations that
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the canon, text, and exposition of this "new Bible for Italy" are opposed to God's inspired
Revelation, this publishing speculation is hailed by many compromising Protestants as "a sign
of progress," on the ground that the people will thus receive the Scriptures in "some form!"
We too are thankful for every sign of spiritual dawn in this dark land, but we feel more than
doubtful about the work to be accomplished by such corrupt versions of God's Word; and
regard the success of this literary enterprise as another sign of the times.
We are about to make a much more humble effort to circulate the Scriptures, one which is, we
trust, more ill accordance with the mind of God, and therefore more hopeful, by establishing a
depository from which we hope to send out many copies of the pure Word.
In Acqui a little Gospel printing press has already been established, from which we publish "Il
Cristiano," a monthly periodical which is gradually winning its way among the Italian
believers. From this little press, we hope also to publish a series of tracts on subjects sadly
ignored generally amongst Christians. We feel much the urgent need of a better press and
more materials for this most important work in Italy.
Our brother Anderson is at present making Florence his centre of Gospel work His address is
7, Via lungo il Magnone, Firenze, Italy.
[The Vulgate. For the sake of readers who are not acquainted with the history of ancient translations of
the Scriptures, a word of explanation as to the " Vulgate Versio " (i.e. Common Version) usually known as
the " Vulgate " may be added.
This translation of the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures into the Latin tongue, is said to have been made in
the 4th century (being begun A.D. 384) by St. Jerome, one of the so-called "Fathers" of the Romish Church.
It was sanctioned by Pope Gregory I. in the 7th century, and commended for public use by the Council of
Trent in 1546, having, by
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such Council, an authority given to it superior to that of the original Scriptures; as a commentary upon
which profanity, be it observed, that the first edition published in 1590 (known as the Sixtine Vulgate)
was so full of errors and of gross palpable absurdities that it had to be withdrawn from circulation, and a
second edition issued in 1592 (called now the Clementine Vulgate) - the first having been published
under the authority and with the sanction of one infallible Pope (Sixtus V.), and by him declared perfect
and infallible, and the second under the authority and sanction of another infallible Pope (Clement VIII.),
and by him declared to be likewise perfect and infallible, though very different from its predecessor!
The learned Dr. Mosheim, an ecclesiastical historian of great repute, describes the Vulgate as abounding
"with innumerable gross errors," and in a great variety of places exhibiting "the most shocking barbarity
of style, and the most impenetrable obscurity with respect to the sense of the inspired writers," a
judgment which certainly receives support from the fact that the translation received the approbation of
the Council of Trent.
The objection taken by our brother Anderson to the circulation of the Scriptures under the disguise and
mask of a translation made by a Romish Archbishop from the Vulgate, will thus be understood. - ED.]

CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES.
OUR brother T. B. Horne of Birkenhead, who crossed the Atlantic in company with Alex.
Marshall and A. Matthews (who passed on to Orillia), in the end of May last, and who has now
returned to this country, sends brief particulars of some of the Canadian and American
assemblies he visited, and words of cheer concerning the saints therein whom he met.
IN Montreal he found about fifteen at the meeting for the remembering of the Lord, and was
gladdened by the readiness with which the people listened to the Gospel at an afternoon
outdoor meeting. The need for such testimony was made painfully evident on the same Lord's
Day, for it being a "high day" in the Roman Catholic world, (the feast of 'Corpus Christi'), and
two-thirds of the population of Montreal being said to be Papists, a great demonstration of the
pomp and power of that dark system was given; as through a gaily decorated city, a vast
procession of priests, monks, nuns, and
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acolytes marched in company with the archbishop, he holding the "host" aloft for the
adoration of deluded multitudes, who fell upon their knees in their blinded worship; bowing
the hearts of the believers in deep pity for the poor dupes, and in renewed hatred for the
awful system which was thus helping to destroy their souls.
In Toronto likewise, he had the happiness of meeting with the saints, including our brother
Donald Munro, whose name is known to many in this country.
Also in Detroit (Michigan) where, with our brother T.D.W. Muir and others, he had part in
Gospel work, which he rejoices to find to be of a very hearty character, both outdoors and in.
T.D.W. Muir left Detroit a little later to pitch a Gospel tent in a place about 100 miles farther
north.
In Chicago too he found the saints seeking to bear witness for the Lord. They were just about
to begin summer tent work there. Our aged brother D. Boss was from home at the time of his
visit.
In Minnesota he failed to find a gathering of believers to the Name of the Lord; and though told
such existed in St. Louis (Missouri), he was unable to discover its whereabouts.
In Cleveland (Ohio) and finally in New York, the "Empire City" as Americans love to call it, he
found the assemblies, and had happy fellowship with them; but in them, as in all the meetings
in Canada and the States, he was much struck with the fact that very few of the native
Canadians or Americans are found amongst those gathered to His Name; the great bulk of the
meetings being composed of English, Irish, and Scotch people. Truly the need of these great
lands in the West calls for much prayer.
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" THE COMMUNION OF SAINTS. "
Back into the far past, shrouded in the impenetrable darkness of ages, a ray of Divine light has
been cast, and in the dim distance we see the foundations of this earth being laid by the Allwise, the Triune God; and later, a garden blooming in Eden (Ezek.28:13). All was harmony,
and sin yet an unspoken word. In this garden a created being, full of wisdom and perfect in
beauty, perfect in his ways till iniquity was found in him, walked in the presence of his
Creator; the morning stars sang together, and the sons of God shouted for joy. That song, that
shout without a discord, rang out through that creation. Yet on so fair a scene the blight of sin
seems first to have fallen, the first note out of tune to have been struck, and another will than
the will of God to have been done.
Ages of ages may have rolled away - another garden blooms in another Eden (Gen.2:8). A
created being again stands in the presence of his Creator, and walks awhile in the sunshine of
that presence, sharing the joys and interests of his Maker (Gen.2:19).
But, alas! again the bright scene is blighted. Sin enters, man rebels, and the will of the prince of
the power of the air, the god of this age, is done on earth. Yet in the wondrous purposes of
grace, planned in the councils of the mighty Trinity, a way has been determined by which the
gulf that yawns between the Creator and the creature can be spanned. The Son of God, the
Seed of the woman, is to bruise the serpent's head, His feet are to tread the dark valley of the
shadow of death, and on the cross, in His
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weakest moment, He is to triumph over the united powers of earth and hell. And so God could
meet fallen man, and cover him with that which spoke of death, of blood shed, and life given
up (Gen.3:21). In this way He set up a finger - post, for faith to see through the dark ages, till
He should come who is the Light of the world; and in virtue of that blood God can pass over sin
and hold communion with His creature. Enoch walked with God, and, as one has put it, he
walked so long, so far, that God at length one day said: "Enoch, you shall not return to your
home on earth, but I will take you to Myself"; and he was not. No strange thing for him to be at
home in heaven, for his had been a walk with God on earth. And so, again, God could talk with
Abraham, and Abraham could plead with God, and know just when to stop his prayer. And so
God walked with men and men with God, until the Lord Himself appeared and lived on earth,
growing in favour both with God and man. Up to the cross He did His Father's will, and on the
cross the will of God was done, the gulf was bridged, redemption's work was finished, God was
in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself. And now our Lord is waiting on the throne until
His enemies are made His footstool, and the time shall have come for the restitution of all
things whereof God spake by the mouth of His holy prophets. His own redeemed are waiting,
too: His hope is ours, and in the light and through the virtue of His blood we walk with Him, (1
Jn 1) until the day when a waiting creation will be satisfied, and redemption's song, taken up
around the throne, shall spread from pole to pole, and Christ shall reign, the will of God being
done on earth as it is in heaven.
"The witness is this," writes John in his first epistle, "that God hath given to us Eternal Life, and
this Life is in
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His Son. He that hath the Son hath the Life, and he that hath not the Son of God hath not the
Life. These things have I written unto you, that ye may know that ye have Eternal Life, even
unto you that believe on the name of the Son of God. "Thus ALL believers have the Eternal Life,
because ALL believers have the Son of God. He is theirs "Him we ALL in common share."
From the simple axiom that the whole includes its part, it follows at once, as the Divine
reasoning has it, that he that hath the Son of God hath the Life, because the Life is in the Son.
Or, as Paul puts it, in Colossians 3:3, "Your Life is hid with Christ in God."
Here then is "Communion of Saints" indeed! - the communion which consists in our ALL
having Christ as our common Life. This depends wholly and solely on our having as guilty
sinners come to the sinners' Saviour; on our having heard the voice of the Son of God; on our
having called on the name of the Lord as of the One who is rich unto ALL who so call; on our
having, in short, believed on Him.
We have thus become possessors of that righteousness of God which is by faith of Jesus Christ
unto ALL such. Nothing that we may ever do, or omit to do, can in the slightest degree affect
this, or make it less secure. Nothing that we can ever attain to, or be delivered from, can make
it more certain. These things stand firm in the unchangeableness of Divine purpose, and ever
must and shall be true of every one born from above. "We are all partakers of the one Bread,"
"which if any eat he shall live for ever" (1 Cor.10:17; Jn 6:50,51).
"And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and one soul," said God of is
church in Jerusalem,
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in the days of Acts 4. This he spake as of an inward reality. Some, indeed, who possessed lands
and houses might manifest themselves by selling them and bringing the proceeds for
distribution among the poor; but not of these alone, but also of those who had no houses nor
lands, yea of ALL, this was true - true as a blessed reality wrought in the believing ones by the
Holy Spirit whom they had received, that they were of one heart, one soul.
Here then is a species of communion among saints dependent on a work wrought in them
after conversion, having, as a result thereof, an outward manifestation which all might take
knowledge of, so that "with great power gave the apostles their witness of the resurrection of
the Lord Jesus." The word translated "power" here is interesting; it means "might" or "ability."
The verse might be paraphrased thus: "The apostles gave their witness of the resurrection of
the Lord Jesus, and they could well do so," for these their fellows backed up their verbal
testimony by their manner of life, which spake louder than words could speak: how that they
had one common Saviour, that He had given them hopes and desires which at once separated
them from earth's joys and treasures, and bound them to Him and to one another in an
earnest seeking after the same thing in the Lord.
Amongst those whom God in these early days added together was Stephen, a man full of faith
and of the Holy Spirit. He, in communion with all saints, was a partaker of Eternal Life as a
believer in the Son of God. Moreover, he was in special communion with the saints whom God
had brought together in His church, which was at Jerusalem, amongst whom he lived his life
and in co-operation with whom he did his life work. But a time came when in the grace of God
he fell asleep, or rather (literally) was put to sleep. He did not cease to possess the Life which
is in the Son - it is his today - but he did there and then cease to
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have part in the communion of that visibly united company: no longer could he with them
remember the Lord Jesus in the breaking of the bread; no longer could he with them continue
steadfastly in the prayers. For him the opportunities (so well used) of testifying to the Lord
Jesus were over. They who still were at home in the body might by means thereof do deeds
pleasing to God or otherwise. For him, "safe in the arms of Jesus," it but remains in the
blessedness of His enjoyed presence passively to wait the Coming Morn when his corruptible
shall put on incorruption. So different is the communion of ALL saints from that species of
communion of saints which is based upon the fact that such have been brought together by
God into a gathered company amongst whom He may dwell. From which communion, not
sleep alone, as in Stephen's case, but where there is immorality, as 1 Corinthians 5 teaches;
false doctrine, as 2 Tim.2 shows; self-will, as 1 Jn 2:19 tells - these also may sever such as have
sometime been in the communion of gathered saints. Whilst such a scripture as Acts 9:26
shows that one already a partaker of the Life needs to be joined to the company of disciples, if
he desires to enjoy the privilege of communion with them in learning and doing the will of the
Lord.
Again, conspicuous amongst those spoken of in the latter part of Acts 4 was Joseph, who by the
apostles was surnamed Barnabas. He not only was a partaker, in common with all saints, of
the Life which is in the Son, but he manifested himself as of one heart and one soul with the
multitude of saved ones, whom God had joined together that they might mind the same thing
in the Lord. Now, at a later time, Barnabas and Paul were associated together in a special line
of service, for which they were jointly separated at the bidding of the Holy Spirit, and for their
successful prosecution of which they were helped in prayer by the
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assembly in which they then were (Acts 13:3). During a considerable time there was happy
communion of heart and soul between these two in doing the work whereunto they were
called: they were perfectly joined together in the same mind and the same judgment. But time
came when this was not so, and Barnabas could no longer go on in the path that God had set
before His servant Paul, and the communion of these two as co - workers was broken. Though
they both had part still in those things which pertain to the communion of all saints, being
possessors of one Life and children of one Father; though they both remained members of the
body of Christ, and were indwelt by the same Spirit; yea, though they both continued in the
communion of God's gathered saints on earth; yet in this special line of things they ceased to
have communion, and Paul had to choose another co-worker with whom to go on in the mind
and will of the Lord.
A consideration of these two simple instances may suffice, if the conscience and mind be
exercised of God, to teach us the distinction between at least three different spheres of
communion: the communion of all saints in what becomes ours on believing; the communion
of saints in the assemblies of God; and that special communion which obtains between such as
God calls to special joint service for Himself. A definite work of God in the heart after believing
is required for the establishment and maintenance of these latter; and also for their recovery
when lost, or their recuperation when failing.
"I believe in...the Communion of Saints," so many are taught to cry, knowing neither what they
say nor whereof they affirm. Yet, like not a few expressions uttered ignorantly and therefore
thoughtlessly by men, the
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words convey a great truth and give expression to the acceptance of a revelation of God.
There is a communion of saints, a fellowship of men upon the earth, in whose mortal bodies
the Spirit of God dwells, and that communion, that fellowship, (the words are synonymous,
and are employed indiscriminately in the A.V. to translate the same Greek word) is of Divine
origin, therefore must be of Divine constitution, and can only be maintained by Divine power.
This is often overlooked when the subject is discussed amongst believers in Christ, hence it is
the more necessary to stir up the pure minds of such "by way of remembrance."
When God calls sinners, He calls them to Himself as a God of salvation; when He calls saints
(Rom.1:7; 1 Cor.1:2 The italicized words "to be" are additions of the translators, and destroy
the sense of the original), He calls them to a fellowship which is of Jesus Christ His Son, as
their Lord (1 Cor.1:9). OF Jesus Christ - not in this case with Him, but "of" in the sense of
belonging to, and possessed by. Therefore the first, the: foundation thought, in connection
with the communion of saints, is that it, as a whole, belongs to God's Son, as a present
possession and a present dominion.
With this the work which has its origin in the throne of grace commenced, for, of the first and
earliest of those in whom the Spirit of God took His place, it is written, that they continued
steadfastly in the apostle's teaching, and in the fellowship (so the Greek: Acts 2:42); the
teaching (which was doubtless elementary, the revelation being incomplete) being of a
character to put the hearers to the proof at once, and to test their willingness or unwillingness
to yield obedience thereto, as the parting charge was that baptized ones should be taught TO
OBSERVE all things whatsoever the Lord had commanded (Matt.28:20). Hence accepters of
the teaching were found in the fellowship, and thus the communion of saints began.
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That this fellowship was possession and place of dominion of God's Son is evident from the
words used to describe those brought into it: "Believers were the more ADDED TO The LORD,
multitudes both of men and women" (Acts 5:14).
The call which brought saints unto this communion brought them also out of the world, as
those given to the Lord Jesus Christ (Jn 17:6), and, because of the called-out character of those
who composed it, the Spirit of God used for its designation a compound word, which has since
spread the wide world over, calling it, in the speech of the Greeks, ecclesia, which, literally
translated, would read a "called-out thing," but which has been rendered in both A.V. and R.V.
by the word "CHURCH," and though etymologically - according to the letter of the word - this
has no connection with the Greek term which it represents, yet spiritually there is a striking
link between the two, for "Church" (which comes to us through the Anglo-Saxon "circe," yet
preserved in the Scottish "kirk") had also its derivation in the Greek tongue, having sprung
from the word kuriakos, which means "pertaining to lordship," and hence fittingly describes a
communion of which the very reason for existence is that it pertains to the lordship of Christ.
Besides this, there is no other communion of saints on the earth. There are communities
many, there are fellowships of sundry kinds and divers characters. Some are as of yesterday,
others have around them the glamour of antiquity and possess a history fittingly lost in the
dark ages. In some, children of God may be found in large numbers, linked together by their
agreement in mind, or their oneness of aim, or both; but though this is so, and though such
may at times of special emotion and seasons of sentimental effusion join hands and sing with
fervour and with sincerity, -
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"Blest be the tie that binds
Our hearts in Christian love;
The fellowship of kindred minds
Is like to that above" yet the fact remains, that to one fellowship, and to one only, are saints called of God on this
earth, and that all others are apart from His mandate and without His call.
That which was in the days of the apostles IS, and WILL BE as long as the Spirit is upon the
earth and JEHOVAH, that name of majesty and of fear, proclaims the unchanging character of
the living God.
The day has gone by for speaking of this with bated breath and in words of measured
ambiguity; it now behoves the man who would teach others in the things of God to lift up his
voice and utter aloud once again the old message, "God is light, and in Him is no darkness at
all," and to declare, and to see to it that the declaration is understood, that "if we walk in the
light WE HAVE FELLOWSHIP ONE WITH ANOTHER"; and further, that this fellowship is house
for God, place of rest for Him, and of testimony (the only real testimony) to His Word and to
His power, being "pillar and ground of the Truth"; and that in it, and in it alone, is the part and
the place for the man who would walk in the ways which are in Christ.
Ever since the day when God said, "Let Us make," He has indicated the good of not being, nor
acting, alone. In this most instructive manner He calls upon His own to be "imitators of God."
But it is this very imitation, this acting in concert with others, that, through the devices of
Satan is often made most disastrous to God's dear children.
As witness, indeed, how Babel was brought about. The very ground of their action was, "Go to,
let us make us!" (Gen.11). Ah! but here this very "make us" is the element that
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introduces the direst failure, as it is that which warns us against the counterfeit of the true.
For while the true always has in it "let us," it never has in it "make us." But, rather, in the
obedience of faith, learning the will of their God, His willing and wise - hearted saints seek to
carry out His word, "Let them make Me" (Ex.25:8; Rom.15:4). And thus, as there was a
readiness to will, so now there is a performance also out of that which they have (2 Cor.8:11).
Therefore, if we are found together as a church (Matt.18:17), He expects that this will be as
Matt.18:20 has it: "For WHERE are two or three, having been gathered together into MY
NAME, THERE am I in the midst of them." And let it be well noted that the Lord Christ gathers
as a hen gathers her own brood under her wing. Consequently, they whom He gathers are,
firstly, His own. Secondly, He gathers them to Himself by calling to them In language which
they know and respond to. Hence, their being around Him is not a matter of passing
circumstance, nor yet the caprice of feeling or opinion, but the result of direct obedience to His
having called them to Himself, as those whom He has brought forth into life. Thus, gathering is
not the giving of life, but the calling together of those previously born.
Again, if we labour, He expects that we shall be labourers together of God (1 Cor.3:9); and thus
doing work OF the Lord (1 Cor.16:10), which is obedience to the same one will, everywhere
and at all times (1 Cor.4:16,17). And so, what one may plant the fellow will water, while God
will truly give the increase. And thus good reward shall we have for our labour, even God's
husbandry - God's building (1 Cor.3:9).
Correspondingly, a Paul (which means, a worker) may need to contend with a Barnabas
(which means, son of consolation) and to refuse, in the exercise of consolation with
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sense (Phil.1:9), a John Mark, because of his behaviour in connection with the work of the
Lord; and, taking instead a Silas, find himself commended by the saints unto the grace of God,
and so proceed to the definite work of confirming the churches (Acts 15).
And still, in agreement with the foregoing, those who have been together as a church, yea, who
have taken "sweet counsel together, and walked into the house of God in company," may find
at times the bitterness of having to put away from among themselves one whom they have
called a brother. And as regards others, they may have occasion to wish that they would even
cut themselves off, because of their unsettling words and ways; while from others, again, they
must need out-purge themselves, that they may be vessels unto honour, having been
sanctified, meet for the Master's use, and prepared unto every good work. Whereas with some
who will not keep rank, but rove as they list, they must needs admonish them as brethren, yet
not count them enemies, though they refuse to make companions of such. All which is to be
done unto fulfilling, "let THEM make ME," as our God speaks, and "let US make HIM,” as we
answer, and obey, in rigid adherence alone to the pattern given us, even His revealed will
concerning ourselves and others. Whence, as of old, when the "let Us make" of Genesis 1 was
accomplished, God pronounced it very good, so still, in wonderful grace, shall He account as
very good our obedience in communion of worship and service.
And though to our gaze the present outcome be as nothing in comparison to what our eyes
have seen of the first glory of those who thus were brought and kept together, and who
laboured for the like issue unto others, nevertheless, His word to one and all of us is, "Be
strong, for I am with you according to all By word as at the beginning
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declared. "And therefore, as they of Jn 20:19,25 had Him in their midst, and they of Acts 20:7
were gathered to remember Him, and they of 1 Cor.5 were gathered to know the power of the
Lord Jesus, enabling them to carry out His behests, so we also. And, therefore, to experience
and to manifest the grate of our Lord Jesus Christ (cf 2 Cor.8:9), the love of God (cf 1 Jn 5:2),
and the communion of the Holy Spirit (see Phil.2:1-11). And thus in like-mindedness in the
Lord sincerely care for the state of the saints, and constantly seek the things that are Jesus
Christ's, in the hope of His sweetly recompensing word, "Well done!"
There is a Divine order in the commandment, "Cease to do evil; learn to do well" (Isa.1:16,17),
which cannot be ignored without serious consequences. Whatever it may be, in which the
walk of the man of God has not been in accordance with the will of God, there will be no lasting
reality about his attempt to do better unless it is preceded and continually accompanied by
self - judgment as to the sin of the previous disobedience. True, that disobedience may have
been largely, or even wholly, the result of ignorance; but while that may affect the measure of
culpability, it does not affect the sin of the thing itself. The whole of the instructions as to the
sin-offerings in the 4th and 6th chapters of Leviticus, relate to sins of ignorance; yet how
solemnly Jehovah declares those who have thus ignorantly sinned to be guilty. When their sin
is brought home to them, it is, of course, required that they shall henceforth be obedient in the
things concerning which they have hitherto transgressed. But that is not all, nor is it even the
first thing. They must judge themselves as guilty, and bring the appointed offering for their
sin; while in every case the
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offender has to lay his hand on the head of the victim, and then kill it, this being the most
solemn acknowledgment as to the character of his sin, and of his personal identification with
the sin-bearer.
During the last three centuries there has been, through the mercy of God, a wonderful
recovery of much of His precious truth that had been obscured or completely buried out of
sight during many preceding generations. Believers of today dare not think lightly of the
testimony and toils and sufferings of those servants of God whom He has honoured in the
bringing out to light once more of such forgotten truths. But these are not honoured when
their attainments are made the standard and the final limit of that which those who have
succeeded them shall seek after. All that they truly wrought for God was by forsaking the
traditions in which they had been nurtured, and turning once again to the Divine standard.
And there was a living and abiding reality in their testimony just to the extent to which they
confessed and judged their previous departure from that standard.
Down to this very hour God is still graciously working in the same direction. He is loudly
calling His people to forsake the human traditions which make His commandment of none
effect, and to diligently search the Scriptures, which alone are able thoroughly to furnish the
man of God unto all good works. But now, as always, God's call is to humbling and confession,
in order that there may be a genuine and lasting acknowledgment of the Truth. Rocky - ground
hearers may receive the word with joy for a time; but because there is no depth of earth, there
is no rooting, and they soon fall away again.
It is because this is so little understood that many well - meaning believers cry out against the
narrowness and exclusiveness of the only really godly course of actions in regard to fellow saints who have been walking, as to their
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church fellowship, far off from the way of truth. We would ask such to consider attentively the
proclamation sent by Hezekiah to all Israel, calling upon them to come up to Jerusalem and
keep the Passover. The record of it is found in 2 Chron.30. Let it be remembered at the outset
that all Israel were under obligation to keep the feast, and to keep it at Jerusalem. The
commandment contained in Deut.16:16 was unrepealed, and was therefore binding upon
them all. The feasts were JEHOVAH'S feasts (Lev.23:2) and Israel were JEHOVAH'S people, and
it was the commandment of JEHOVAH that they should keep them after the due order.
Nowadays it is often said: "If this is the Lord's table, I am one of the Lord's people, and I have a
right to be there." But, alas! what a complete subversion of the whole matter such a way of
expressing things implies. "The table belongs to the Lord, and I belong to the Lord, therefore I
have a right." Oh! no, let us never say such a thing. The Lord has His righteous claims upon us.
The Lord commands and it is our happy privilege to obey. The other way of putting it is, in
reality, a blind to cover over the self-will that wants to reserve liberty to self to do as it may
choose. I put forward my rights today; but just because I only see MY rights, and not the Lord's
commandment, I conceive that I can do as I please another time. The moment it is
apprehended that the rights and claims belong to the absolute authority of the Lord, while the
privileges and responsibilities of obedience belong to the servant, everything falls into its right
place. Until then all is confusion.
But to return to Hezekiah. As we said before, Israel, ALL Israel, were Jehovah's people, and the
Passover was JEHOVAH'S feast. But the people had long been disobedient, the House of God
had been shut up, and all the feasts had been neglected. Now, however, the House had been
cleansed
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and repaired, and the whole order of the Divine service reorganized. This had been preceded
by humbling and confession on the part of the king and of the Levites,(2 Chron.29:3-15) and
was followed by great rejoicing (v.36). And now Hezekiah, with the hearty fellowship of the
whole congregation at Jerusalem (2 Chron.30:2) is prepared to keep the Passover, and both
king and congregation recognise the important truth that this was a matter that concerned all
Israel (2 Chron.30:5). So the messengers are sent with the proclamation from Beersheba even
to Dan. Beersheba was the southernmost limit of Judah, the part of the kingdom that remained
loyal to God's anointed king; while Dan was in the far north border of the long since revolted
ten tribes. These ten tribes in no way acknowledged the authority of the king of Judah, and
they had high places of their own which they had substituted for the place that God had
chosen, to put His name there. But Hezekiah is not thinking of his own authority, but of the
claims of Jehovah, and he sends out his messengers, not with an invitation, but with the
commandment of God. But let it be noticed what comes first: "Ye children of Israel, turn again
unto Jehovah, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Israel" (2 Chron.30:6). And so he goes on with
searching words for the conscience, and cheering, comforting words for the hearts of those
who are willing to be searched and to be humbled. The commandment, it is true, is addressed
to all Israel; but there must needs be a confession of their grievous trespasses, and a yielding
of themselves afresh to JEHOVAH, before they can obey it. 2 Chron.30:10-11 show us the effect
of such a message. The many laughed it to scorn and mocked, but divers humbled themselves
and came. If Hezekiah had sent out a pleasant message inviting to a united Passover, without
any disagreeable allusions to past sins and a God - dishonouring position, his messengers
would
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doubtless have met with a very different reception. There would have been but few scorners,
while a multitude would have been ready to hurry up to Jerusalem. But what then? When the
special occasion was ended, they would have gone back to their former ways, which they had
never judged as sinful, with their conscience more completely lulled to sleep than ever.
If the Lord will, we may return to this instructive chapter in a future issue, seeking to learn
something more of the important lessons it contains.
RIGHT KNOWLEDGE OF TRUTH.
"This is good and acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour; who desireth that all men should
be saved and come to the knowledge of the truth” 1 Tim.2:3,4.
"If peradventure God may give them repentance unto the knowledge of the truth” 2 Tim.2:25.
“Ever learning and never able to come to the knowledge d the truth." 2 Tim.3:7
IN the three foregoing quotations from the Epistles to Timothy we have followed the
rendering of the Revised Version simply because the Greek phrase eis epignosin aletheias, to
which we wish to call the reader's attention, has therein been translated into the same set of
English words; the connection between the three scriptures being thus made plain to all.
While, however, the rendering of the R.V. is uniform, it is hardly adequate, inasmuch as the
primary meaning of epignosis is "full knowledge" (see Newberry's margin), or "right
knowledge"; while a secondary meaning of the word is "acknowledgment" (See A.V. of 2
Tim.2:25; Tit.1:1; Philn.6; Col.2:2). Let us combine the two thoughts. They represent the one,
an inward reality; the other, an
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outward expression of that reality. The inward reality) is, the disciple of the Lord being led, by
His Word and Spirit, "unto a right knowledge of truth." The outward expression is his being
led, in his own words and works, "unto acknowledgment of truth" in proportion as he learns
it.
The right knowledge or acknowledgment of the truth is brought before us in connection with
three distinct classes of persons: first, those newly come to the Faith, and who have still to
learn the truth; second, those who have departed from the truth after having learnt it; and
third, those who are endeavouring to learn the truth without having really come to the Faith.
I.
1 Timothy 2:4 might be described as "God's will concerning the unsaved, and God's
will concerning the saved." God's will concerning the unsaved is "that all should be saved."
God's will concerning the saved is "that all should come unto right knowledge of truth." This
will of our Saviour God is expressed in the commission given by the Lord Jesus to His disciples,
as recorded in Matt.28:18-20. "All authority hath been given unto Me in heaven and on earth.
Go ye therefore, and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them into the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit: teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I
have commanded you: and lo, I am with you all the days, even unto the consummation of the
age." The same Jesus who speaks here is the One whom God made both Lord and Christ. Men
in general are looked upon as enemies of God and rebels against the "all authority" of the Lord
Christ. The disciples are spoken to as heralds sent forth to make a royal proclamation to these
rebels. This proclamation expresses the will of God towards them both before and after their
conversion. A good paraphrase of its contents in plain English would be: "Disciple the nations,
dipping the willing ones, and teaching the dipped." "Disciple the nations"
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(Matt.28:19); first proclaiming to all the glad tidings (Mk 16:15); namely, that thus it is
written, that the Christ should suffer, and rise again from among the dead the third day, and
that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in His name unto all the nations,
beginning from Jerusalem (Lk.24:46,47). "Dip the willing ones," according to the
commandment of the Lord Jesus, upon confession of their faith in Him, and into the Name of
(that is, unto the public acknowledgment of and by) the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
"Teach the dipped." not only what men may classify as "fundamental" or "essential" truth, but
all things whatsoever the Lord commanded us.
Thus if, under the preaching of the Gospel, we have been brought to own Jesus the Crucified as
indeed THE CHRIST, it is the will of God that, under the influence of truth, we own Him not
less heartily as THE LORD, who alone has authority over us. Again, if we, in our turn, herald
forth the glad tidings, being fully assured that God desireth all men to be saved, we must
divide aright the Word of truth unto the saved ones, with no less full assurance that this also is
the will of God. And lastly, if we rejoice unfeignedly when we behold sinners repenting, we
should have no GREATER JOY than to hear of the children walking in truth.
II.
But what of those who, having once known and acknowledged the truth, have
departed therefrom? 2 Timothy 2:26 deals with their case and with our attitude towards
them. When the Second Epistle of Paul to Timothy was written, the assembly in Ephesus had
already witnessed the fulfilment of the apostle's warning as recorded in Acts 20:30; namely,
that from amongst themselves men would rise up speaking perverted things, to draw away
the disciples after them. Some had missed the mark concerning the truth, and had become
false teachers. The faith of others had been overthrown by means of their evil doctrines.
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How were these earring ones to be dealt with? The answer supplied by the scripture before us
is in accordance with the principle that obtains throughout the whole Word of God; that is to
say, that when an individual or a company departs from the way of truth, it pleases God only
to restore that individual or that company to fellowship with Himself by way of repentance.
It is human nature to forget this and to resume the place we once held for God as lawlessly as
we left it. But when God restores a man or a people to the place they have forfeited, He does so
by first of all restoring the soul to a state in which their works will be truly "answerable to
amendment of life."
Thus the Lord's on man must not contend with those that oppose themselves, for what profit
will it be if, by sheer force of argument, or, it may be, by the power of his personal influence,
he bring them again into outward conformity with the truth? He may find them willing to reoccupy a right position, while God is seeking to work in them a right condition. What then?
The Lord's bondman must work in fellowship with God. He must be found in meekness
correcting those that oppose, "if peradventure God may give them repentance unto a right
knowledge of truth." "Peradventure!" "Perhaps!" It is not at all certain that they will repent.
But until they do so the Lord's bondman must go on teaching and correcting them, and
manifesting gentleness, forbearance, and meekness towards them. Be has no authority to
associate himself with them, or them with himself, in the Lord's work.
Are not we, who have been gathered anew unto the name of the Lord Jesus Christ in these last
days, verily guilty concerning this matter? Did not God recover some of us out of the hoary
traditions and sectarian systems of Christendom into the long - lost place where the authority
of Christ could be owned as that of Son over His house? And haven't
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we, in that place, been more occupied with adding to our number than with seeking for
evidence of a Divine work in the souls of those whom we receive? When a young convert
comes to us from the world, our first concern is to know whether God has purified his heart by
faith. But when a Christian comes to us from a sect, in which the commandments of God are
made of none effect by man's tradition, and in which a man - made system has not left room
for the authority of the Lord Christ, is not often our last and least concern to find out whether
God has given him repentance from these things, to ascertain whether indeed he is purifying
his soul by obedience to the truth? And yet is not the question we have to propound to
ourselves, and to the applicant for communion, the same in both cases; namely, has God been
at work in this man's soul? Has he given faith to the one? Has He given repentance to the
other?
Alas! we have ignored the work of God within ourselves, that led us with repentant hearts
back to the truth from which our fathers departed. We have not expected, nor indeed greatly
desired, to behold a similar work in others. We have gathered those whom Go has not
gathered, and we have stumbled those whom God would have gathered. We have gone out of
the sects, but we have brought sectarian principles and those holding them in amongst us. And
the result is that, in many assemblies, the truth which is our only justification for being where
we are dare hardly be mentioned.
III. Meanwhile, although God gives to some repentance, although some indeed awake up out
of the snare of the Devil unto God's will - as a whole, sectarianism goes on with its deadly
work almost unchecked. This work consists not only in enticing believers into systems in
which they cannot, collectively, own the authority of Christ as Son over God's house - it
consists also, in great measure, in inducing
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unbelievers to assume a form of godliness while denying the power thereof. Hence the
popular "Churches" of Christendom. Hence the man-made creeds and theologies in which the
attempt is made to educate the natural man in the things of the Spirit of God. Hence the false
teachers, who, as James and Jambres (John and Ambrose), the Egyptian magicians, withstood
Moses, do in these last days withstand the truth; namely, by imitating it. These last are the
men who, while leading the thoughtful part of their congregations into open infidelity, enslave
the emotional part by their eloquent discourses and their gorgeous ritual, insomuch that
today, over a great part of Christendom, the men have no longer any religion, while the
chapels and confessionals are crowded with women.
These men, being found worthless as regards the Faith, are "ever learning, and never able to
come unto right knowledge of truth" (2 Tim.3:7). How can it be otherwise? "The natural man
receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness unto him: neither can he
know them, because they are spiritually discerned." They have no assurance of anything, but
must trim their sails to catch every breeze of ancient tradition or modern theory. They cannot
speak as those having authority, for the fog of scepticism is descending upon their souls, and
the horizon of what they once called "essential truth" has long since been blotted out thereby.
They are out at sea, drifting they know not whither, their folly becoming manifest even to
those whose leaders they profess to be!
In the epistle to the church in Thyatira (Rev.2:18-29) mention is made of three companies,
who stand in different relations to "the woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess."
There are (1), in verse 20, those who are truly THE LORD'S BONDSERVANTS but who are
seduced and misled by the false woman. (2) In verse 24, The REMNANT in Thyatira, even as
many as have not the evil doctrine, and have not
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known the depths of Satan (see Greek). (3) HER CHILDREN - the children of the wicked
woman - the outcome of the rebellious system. These past owe their existence (as professing
ones) to the system that brought them forth, and they shall perish with it. " I will kill," saith the
Son of God, “I will kill HER CHILDREN with death."
Yea, evil men and impostors are waxing worse and set deceiving, and being deceived. Let
those of us to whom God has given a right knowledge of truth continue in the things which we
have learned, and whereof we have been assured. If we have come out from a circle wherein
the commandment of God is nullified by the tradition of man, let it be manifest that we have
come out to stay. For to those who, having come out, remain separate is more and more being
committed, not only the recovery of ecclesiastical and positional truth, but the defence of the
very fundamentals of the Faith.
A.P. MACDONALD
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JOTTINGS ON FIRST EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.
Part II.
LOOKING back on the latter half of this epistle, we find in 1 Tim.4 that, to put the brethren in
remembrance of the things herein written is to be a good minister (deacon) of Christ Jesus,
nourished up in the words of the Faith and of the good doctrine, which Timothy had diligently
followed. (Compare the marginal reading of 2 Tim.3:10 for the meaning of this last
expression.) In which habit of life we are called to refuse profane and old wives' fables, and to
be exercised with godliness. For godliness hath promise of the life that now is, as also of that
which is to come.
This word is faithful and worthy of all acceptation; and, as sometimes we say to the unsaved,
from 1 Tim.1:16, It is worthy of the acceptation of all! And though our labour herein doth
bring suffering of reproach, still, our hope is upon the living God, who is the Saviour (that is,
Preserver; compare Ps.36:6) of all men, but specially of those that believe. Moreover, the
things herein written are NOT TO BE KEPT BACK,
whether any hear, or whether they forbear. But rather are they to be told out with intense
earnestness and taught (see ver. 11). While, for the sake of the hearers, the good minister of
Christ Jesus is to cause himself to be an example of the believers, in speech, in manner of life,
in love, in faith, in purity. Withal giving attendance to reading (that is, to others), to
exhortation, and to teaching. Neglecting nothing of God that is in him, while he meditates upon
these very things, and gives himself entirely to them; and so causes his profiting in all things to
be manifest. And thus taking heed to himself, and to his teaching, and
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continuing therein, he shall both save himself and them that hear him.
How terrible for any one to know and teach these things, and yet, through neglecting to
continue therein, not only not to save himself, but actually to be a destroyer of those for whom
Christ died! On the other hand, can it be less
TERRIBLE FOR ANY ONE TO NEGLECT
learning and obeying the things here written, unto due behaviour in God's house, and yet to
imagine that, notwithstanding, he can both save himself and those who hear him? And herein
is fulfilled that word of the Lord: "For whosoever would save his life shall lose it: and
whosoever shall lose his life for My sake and the Gospel's the same shall save it. For what shall
it profit a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own life? Or what shall a man give in
exchange for his life?" (Mk.8:35-37). Oh I what would some of us not give to have our life to
live over again? And how much more in the time of 1 Cor.3:10-15?
1 Tim.5 opens by bidding the saints not to rebuke (that is, to strike upon as with the fists)
either an old or young man, an old woman or a young woman. But rather where correction is
needed let it be made in the attitude of entreaty. The manner, too, of entreaty is worthy of
closest attention: "As a father"; what reverence is here enjoined! "As brethren"; what affection
here! "As mothers"; what tenderness! "As sisters with all purity"; what diligence and sanctity
are here required!
1 Tim.5:3-7 enjoin due behaviour towards widows, concerning whom the word written
aforetime for our teaching is sweetly interesting: "If they cry at all unto Me, I will surely hear"
(Ex.22:22,23). 1 Tim.5:8 proclaims what too many seem to forget. Such, indeed, as better
things had rightly been expected from. For we jot that obedience to the Lord's will in any
particular never entails
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disobedience to, nor neglect of, other parts thereof. 1 Tim.5:9-10 show who the widow is that
the church is entirely to support. Whereas they of verse 11 are not to be taken into the
number for whom the church is wholly responsible. And therefore, to save them from
judgment, because of casting off their first faith, and to prevent their going after Satan, or
giving occasion for any adversary to speak reproachfully, it is well rather that they should be
married, and as such seek to wisely conduct themselves at home. While any believing man or
woman having widows is to relieve them, and so relieve the church from being charged with
them. 1 Tim.5:17,18 give happy instruction as to honouring and supporting those who stand
beautifully before the saints (for such is the force of the words "rule well"). And this, too, as
making a difference between such of them as "labour in the word and teaching." This also
because of what the Scripture has said about the labouring ox, not to be muzzled, so that it
may partake of the fruit of its own labour. But –
WHO MAKES A BARGAIN WITH HIS OX
ere it labours? While the labourer who is worthy of his reward finds simple exposition in Luke
10:7. With which compare Paul's reward (l Cor.9:18).
1 Tim.5:19,20 caution saints unto due appreciation of such men (for no woman could answer
to such). And thus let there be two or three witnesses to establish any accusation against such
before it is received. And when it is proved, and the course of sin is still being pursued, rebuke,
that is, convict, in the presence of all, that the rest may fear. And since such men, because of
their gift or kindred attraction, are apt to beget partisanship and favouritism ("favour is
deceitful"), the solemn counsel of verse 21 is to be duly learned, remembered, and heeded.
While 1 Tim.5:22 warns against haste in judgment; for "lay hands suddenly upon
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no man" has nothing at all to do with "ordination," or the like. These are hands of judgment,
like Ex.7:4, Neh.13:21. And while we, in God's house, are not to be hasty in judgment action,
we are not to be lethargic or slow; but, refusing to partake of others' sins, we are to act with
and therefore for God, so keeping ourselves pure withal. And lastly, the tender words about
taking a little wine, and the solemn words that close the chapter, surely declare that God is
love and that God is light.
1 Tim.6:1 shows what a blessing believing servants are expected to be to their masters.
Verse 2 tells what a benefit they should know themselves ungrudgingly to be to their believing
masters. And again the word is added, "These things teach and exhort."
Verses 3 - 6 speak forth most solemn words concerning him who teacheth other doctrine
(same word as chapter 1:3).
Verse 6 tells what is gain indeed, even godliness with contentment.
Verses 9 and 10 warn against the folly of him who is determined to be rich. Yet how vainly
have these words been set before God's beloved saints, and how enticing, as in ancient days,
has Satan's subtlety been in this very matter? And while (ver. 11) the man of God is carefully
to flee these things, he should be no less careful to pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love,
patience, and meekness, the very order of which is Divine. Withal in pursuing these things, he
is to fight the beautiful fight of the Faith, laying hold upon (or receiving with intensity) the
Eternal Life, whereunto he has been called. And all this in the light of the words given in verses
13-17.
Then as regards those who are rich in this age. They are to be exhorted against being "high minded," which, because rich, they are apt to be; and in this is evidenced God's care for them.
Neither are they (though prone thereto) to trust in the uncertainty of riches, but in the
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living God. Hence they should understand that God giveth them all they have to richly enjoy!
Wherefore let them do good and be - RICH IN BEAUTIFUL WORKS, the beauty of which is
proportionate to God's gifts to them, whether that gift be in substance, or knowledge of His
will, or of need to which he (the rich one) has access He is also to be ready to impart bounty;
sympathetic, as being partner of and with the needy. And so shall he lay UP FOR HIMSELF a
good foundation against the time to come, as well as lay hold of that which is truly life.
Oh! let us, who would honour God, guard that which is committed to us herein, and turn away
from oppositions of knowledge, so called, as also from profane and vain talkings, which some,
alas' have espoused, and so missed the mark concerning the Faith. Compare Phil.3:14
JOHN BROWN.
SKETCHES OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
INTRODUCTORY
THE intelligent life of a man upon the earth is divisible into two elements - past experience
and future hope; the present, which links these two, being no more than a variable point in
which they for the moment blend, a point evanescent and intangible, ever eluding the grasp of
the one who would hold it, no sooner come than passed by.
"Like a snowflake on the river A moment white, then gone for ever."
As with the single life, so with the life of the race; indeed, the race life is but the sum of many
single ones, being in this like unto the earth itself; for as the children sing -
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"Little drops of water,
Little grains of sand,
Make the mighty ocean
And the pleasant land "
and while the "drops" and the "grains" taken singly reveal in their constitution and
composition some of the Divine power and wisdom of their Creator, it is only when they are
seen and studied in the aggregate - in the whole - which is formed of them all - that in them
may be discerned the purposes of God, who of them and through them, in the ages past,
shaped the earth that was "without form and void" until He fitted it for the use of the man
made in His own image and after His own likeness, for whose habitation He intended it.
In like manner even now the consideration of a human life, a single experience, may, and often
does, manifest some - thing of the saving grace of the Lord, and of His eternal power and
Godhead; but it is only through the study of - the dealings of God with the race, with mankind
in its divisions (which became its nationalities), that anything can be understood of the depth
of the riches of the wisdom, and knowledge of God, of His judgments that are unsearchable,
and of His ways that are past tracing out.
In accordance with the division suggested in the opening sentence of this article, such study
resolves itself into two main sections. First: Of that which God has done and wrought in the
past. Secondly: Of that He will do and will work in the future.
To describe such studies two words have been imported into our language from the speech of
the Greeks, and of them the first is known as HISTORY, the second is known as PROPHECY;
and with the two the Scriptures of Truth are occupied in their greater part.
It is as impossible as unnecessary to say more with regard to their importance, or to further
urge their claim upon the
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attention of the many sons whom God is now leading to glory. From the days in which the
earth was divided (Gen.10:25), Scripture history was confined to that of one family of such
division, that of a part of the descendants of PELEG (Hebrew word Peleg means “division”),
the son of Eber, the son of Salah, the son of Arphaxad, the son of Shem; for it was in that family
that all families were to be blessed, for of it was to come the Christ, the Son of the Blessed.
In the record of the dealings of Jehovah with this one branch of the Semitic race, there are,
however, many and marked allusions to other ancient nations and peoples coexistent with it;
affecting it and affected by it so closely that God's direct and gracious dealing with the
Abrahamic or Israelite line of the sons of Shem can hardly be understood without some co
lateral understanding of His providential dealings with other families, who earlier than the
chosen people themselves became nations, whose earthly power and majesty were greater
than theirs ever became, and by some of whom they were finally subjugated, through God's
judicial dealing with them in the punishment of persistent rebellion, of long - continued sin.
Again, in the ancient prophecy in Gen.9:25-27, there is a glimpse of a Divine purpose as to the
whole human race in its three primary divisions, broader (though not greater) than that
revealed in and through the chosen family of the sons of Shem. And to follow the unwindings
of this purpose, of which the point of complete accomplishment is now nearly in sight, and
may be reached within the lifetime of those now in the body, some little acquaintance with the
outline of the history of the earlier peoples and kingdoms is essential.
In these papers it is proposed to furnish some simple sketches of the main facts of ancient
history, as developed
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through the advancement of modern research and discovery, and to present such so that those
who are unaccustomed to "much study" may be able to apprehend these main facts and make
them their own for it is certain that having done this they will turn back to the older parts of
their Bibles with a new zest, a new understanding, and a net confidence; for even a very slight
knowledge of that which God's providence has wrought in and through the nations will be to
them as tools in the hands of the miner, enabling them to dig deeper into, and to win richer
treasures from, the Divine Revelation;
Once again, believers in God, in His Christ, and in His Word, ought to understand that the
religious scepticism, which is such a remarkable feature of the day, in its revolt against the
Divine authority of the Scriptures, and its denial, whether in whole or in part, of their
inspiration, proceeds upon three well - marked lines of attack and aggression, - as an enemy
might march upon a stronghold in three parallel columns of marshalled power, - for it is
objected that the Scripture is (1) Unscientific;
(2) Unhistoric;
(3) Unreasonable.
With the first and last of these objections we have here nothing to do; but with regard to the
second, the allegation that the ancient records of the Most High are not in accord with the facts
ascertained by the learned, through the discoveries of modern explorers of the ruins of
ancient cities, it may be seen even in these slight sketches how baseless that allegation is.
MATERIALS FOR THE COMPILATION OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
In addition to the sacred writings, the materials at the command of the learned for the
compilation of the history
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of peoples who have long since passed from the earth are twofold. FIRST: The records that
have been discovered by English explorers, like Sir Henry Rawlinson, Sir Henry Layard, and
the late Mr. George Smith, by French travellers such as M. Botta, and by others; and SECOND:
The fragments remaining in such writings as - those of Josephus (the Jewish historian), and of
Eusebius (Bishop of Caesarea in the time of Constantine the Great, and author of a famous
history of the Church); of narratives of great antiquity written by a Chaldean priest, named
Berosus, who lived and wrote in and of Babylon and its history; and of a priest of Egypt,
named Manetho, who compiled a history of the olden dynasties of Egypt from the sacred
records which he is said to have found in the temple at Heliopolis. It is necessary to add that
these priestly writers appear to have been thoroughly unreliable persons. Besides these
fragments, there is available the remarkable and valuable work of Herodotus the
Halicarnassian, who is frequently described as the father of history, who lived between B.C.
500 and B.C. 400 and who wrote a most striking account of the peoples and nations of his
time. His works have been translated into English by Canon Rawlinson and others, and are
within the reach of all who care to make use of them.
Of the two classes of materials, the first are incomparably the most valuable. Through the
labours of the distinguished travellers and explorers referred to above, many of the
inscriptions that adorned the walls of the palaces and of the "volumes" that graced the shelves
of the royal libraries and record offices in Babylon, Nineveh, and other great cities, have been
recovered, and being yet almost as legible (the "books" of the Chaldeans and Assyria were
almost imperishable; they were, in fact, cylinders of clay upon which the characters were
deeply impressed while the material was soft, and which were then burnt until like a modern
terra-cotta pipe or column)
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as in the far back day in which they were written, have been deciphered and translated by
such English linguists as Sir H. Rawlinson, Mr. R. S. Poole, and Mr. S. Smith, and by M. Oppert,
and other continental scholars, thus not only furnishing true and reliable materials from
which the history of the empires may be constructed, but causing nations with whom God has
dealt in Judgment, and Judgment unto death, yet to speak and to bear witness to the truth of
His Word.
"TOLDOTH BENI-NOAH."
The history of the nations begins in the tenth chapter of Genesis. Whatever be the means
discovered and utilized for the continuance of that history, its true origin can be found only in
"TOLDOTH BENI-NOAH," or "the family histories (or generations) of the sons of Noah," the
oldest document in the world dealing with "ethnic affinities"; that is to say, with the
relationships of the nations to one another.
It would be out of place to attempt to deal here with these relationships. A table is appended
giving in concise form the ancient names of the peoples descended from Shem, Ham, and
Japheth, and also, as far as they can be identified, the more modern nationalities which either
did or do represent them. In connection with and explanation of this table, it is of deep
interest for the Christian to know that modern science has found a reliable method of tracing
ethnic affinities, and of dividing nations into groups. and families into systems, and that,
moreover, it has to a certain extent been able to follow such groups and systems back, and to
find for most, points of common origin, concluding, from close and accurate study of ancient
languages, the sound of some of which has long ceased to be heard upon the earth, and from
analysis and comparison of root words in the wonderful old writings recovered in our times,
that the many races of mankind, whether past or
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present, may be grouped into a comparatively few families of close relationship to each other,
and suggesting that It may be found that each of these few families have again sprung from a
common head or parent.
To the unsophisticated mind all this will appear uncommonly like the tenth of Genesis in
reverse order - as if the modern investigator, the man of inductive science, beginning with the
existing state of things which he sees, and arguing therefrom with regard to the facts of
language and of race as to that which cannot be seen, from what he knows of that which can
be seen, had arrived at very much the same conclusion as that which had been indicated by
the sacred historian, who, without regard to science or philosophy, had simply narrated the
facts of the case as they existed over 3,000 years ago, concerning himself only with such parts
of the family groups of the sons of Noah as were directly connected in one way or another
with the unfolding of the purposes of his God. For God then, as now, had in His mind and in His
every thought the Cross of His Christ as the central point and the central fact of earth's history,
and could we but know it we might add, of the greater and wider history all beyond mortal
ken, of His creation, of His universe, of which the vastness testifies to His might and the order
to His wisdom.
Moses, therefore, whom Jehovah knew face to face, is the true father of all history, and his
tenth of Genesis is the true and safe starting - point for those who, as children of God, desire to
know more fully the ways of Him whom they may call Father, with and amongst the sons of
men.
This tenth of Genesis, this "Toldoth Beni-Noah," has been described by the Asiatic Society's
Journal as "the most authentic record we possess for the affiliation of races," and of it a
learned and candid writer (Canon Rawlinson, M.A., brother of Sir Henry Rawlinson, previously
referred to, in "The Origin of Nations" (p. 252), published by the Religious Tract Society: a
book containing in small compass au amount of most valuable information on the subject thus
cursorily treated here.), whose works on the
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Ancient Monarchies are calculated to afford priceless help to the Christian in his study of the
past, has said: " In no respect is there any contradiction between the teaching of the modern
science of ethnology and this venerable record. On the contrary, the record, rightly
interpreted, completely harmonizes with the sciences, and not only so, but even anticipates
many of the most curious and remarkable of the discoveries which ethnology has made in
comparatively recent times. It does not set up to be, and it certainly is not complete. It is a
genealogical arrangement of the races best known to Moses and to those for whom he wrote not a scientific scheme, embracing all the tribes and nations existing in the world at the
time....The thorough harmony which exists between ethnological science and this unique
record is a strong argument for the truth of both."
In closing this introductory sketch, we may, perhaps, without presumption, express our
accord with this conclusion of the learned modern historian of the ancient peoples so far as to
say that the "thorough agreement" between the science and the Scripture is a strong argument
as to the truth of the science.
W. H. HUNTER.
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CONFERENCE NOTES.
AT DISTRICT MEETING HELD AT BIRKENHEAD,
APRIL 9TH, 1888.
Question read, "What is meant by the snare of the Devil in 2 Tim.2:24-26"
MR. A.P. MACDONALD offered an amended reading of verse 26, thus, "And that they may
awake up OUT OF the snare of the Devil (having been taken captive by him) UNTO His will."
The words "having been taken captive by him" are in parenthesis, while the "out of" at the
beginning corresponds to the "unto" at the end - out of the snare unto the will of God; two
pronouns being employed which in the Greek differ greatly. "By him" means by the Devil but
"unto His will" means unto the will of God.
MR. W. H. HUNTER said that the primary meaning of the word translated "recover" was
"recover sobriety": it was a waking up; not, however, from the sleep of nature, but from that of
drunkenness. In connection with this he referred to Rev.17:5,6, where we read of "Babylon the
great, the mother of the harlots and of the abominations of the earth" (these abominations
having a distinctly religious character), and learn that she, being herself drunken, delights in
making others as drunk as herself (ver. 2). These deluded ones, then, in the incapacity brought
on by their drunkenness, are taken captive by the Devil, and in this state it is impossible for
them to come to a knowledge of the truth, as is the will of God for them.
MR. J. A. BOSWELL had noticed in certain families that some of the children in a special way
repeated the characteristics of their parents. All the children might do so in measure, but of
some it would be said that they were they very image of their parents. So in the family of God,
ill some the Divine image shines out with greater clearness
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than in others, and in them the character of God is revealed. Again in the family of the Devil;
the Lord said to the Pharisees, "The lusts of your father ye will do"; and some of his children in
a special way reflect the character of their father, in that they are ever engaged in the effort to
draw all who come under their influence into their own sin. Knowing what they have lost
themselves, they seek to ensnare others in that which has been their own ruin. Thus the
drunkard will waylay the sober man, and the profligate the moral, each seeking to bring his
victim down to his own level. From this, he thought, something might be gathered concerning
the character and the sin of the Devil. Like his children, he cannot bear to see others enjoying
what he has lost. Pride has been his ruin, leading him into rebellion against God's authority;
and into this sin of rebellion he seeks to lead others. Thus Adam and Eve fell; and so today he
is ever working the ruin of sinners and the ensnaring of saints. He believed that 2 Tim.2:24-26
referred to these latter, ensnared saints. The prominent thought in connection with the snare
was rebellion against the Lord.
MR. R. C. CHAPMAN. The self-will of pride. In contrast to this the man of God is to seek the
mind of Christ, as in Philippians ii. Satan, created in the servant's form of necessity, and whose
glory and blessedness lay in keeping the servant's place, in that form refused to obey, and took
the master's place. On the other hand, the Son of God, by nature God's equal in dominion and
glory, made Himself the servant, and in everything was obedient, taking the place that Satan
refused. Then the man of God, filled with the mind of Christ, has the authority of meekness to
instruct the proud and self-willed captive. Is not this the force of "in meekness instructing"?
Does it not demand that the very opposite mind should be found in him who seeks to recover
from the snare, to that which is found in the ensnared one?
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Again, all know that it is easy to rebuke and convict a child of God, whose offences grieve and
wound natural conscience, and therefore are bringing him to disrepute before his fellow-men,
as well as before the saints; but to rebuke the man, when the outward walk may be possibly
right enough between man and man, but the spirit contrary to the mind of Christ, is far more
difficult. The words of Paul in Acts 20:19 always seemed to him to shine out: in the midst of
keen-sighted men in the church, to be able to appeal to their conscience, and to say, "Ye know
after what manner I have been with you at all seasons, serving the Lord with all HUMILITY OF
MIND." What a deep assurance of God he must have had! What authority that would give to
one who desired to deal with those who are led captive by the Devil, with the object of
recovering them unto the will of God! He suggested some consideration of the word
"peradventure." "If peradventure God may give them repentance," etc. Does not this confine
the passage entirely to those who are children of God? Peradventure! The word was well
rendered; it implied distinct doubt. He thought it solemn indeed.
MR. HUNTER asked whether the expression "knowledge of the truth" (particularly having
regard to the word rendered "knowledge") could possibly be applied to a man in whom the
Spirit of God did not dwell?
MR. BOSWELL said he supposed that as only can work repentance in the sinner, and as He
always begins with the heart, so when God gives repentance to a child of His, it is entirely His
work, and is always begun in the heart also.
MR. HUNTER asked whether the word "peradventure" was not directly linked with "give," and
whether the thought was not that of God's gift having been placed within the reach of
responsible human beings, just as God had given eternal life, but that gift was rendered
nugatory by the pride of heart of many of mankind, who, though God
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had given, had not come low enough to take. If this was so, the "peradventure" would not be
so much connected with God and His willingness to give as with the child of God and his
willingness or unwillingness to take; the possibility of God's giving, depending upon man's
willingness to receive.
MR. CHAPMAN said that to his mind it was a solemn truth that God had not pledged His own
immutability to recover a disobedient child from a state of long - continued disobedience,
whether the disobedience were gross or respectable. He had not pledged Himself as in the
case of simple salvation. It was good that God's saints should be warned of this and it begot
tenderness of heart and conscience before God.
For example, in the case of Lot it was clear that while as truly God's child as Abraham, he
never was recovered from the place of a citizen of the world into that of a fellow-pilgrim with
Abraham. He fell from the pilgrim into the magistrate of Sodom, and never was recovered.
Then again Demas (of whom it is a grievous mistake to make an unregenerate man: there is no
warrant for judging him to be such; on the contrary, we miss the whole point of what Paul says
if we do not look upon him as a child of God and a fellow-worker with Paul) of his recovery
there is no record; as Lot fell away from Abraham, Demas fell away from Paul. In the one case
Scripture is clear that Lot was never recovered, in the other the silence of Scripture as loudly
tells of Demas that he was never brought back into a state in which he might become a
disinterested servant of the Lord. He believed that there were many sad examples of the same
thing in the family of God now; he would be glad to know if what he had said was accepted.
MR. HUNTER thought he might say fully, and that by all present.
MR. CHAPMAN continued: In these matters the silence of
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Scripture speaks, it being the custom of God's grace where repentance takes place to mark it.
He can omit to mention the falls, but He cannot omit to mention the repentance unto
obedience. For instance, in the case of Barnabas and his dissembling (Gal.2:13), from the later
expression in 1 Cor.9:6 it would seem that he was quite recovered. Whereas in Colossians it is
written, "Luke, the beloved physician, and Demas salute you:" that testimony comes first, and
then the record of Demas' fall; 2 Tim. being later in date than Colossians.
MR. JOHN BROWN thought there was a helpful illustration of God - given repentance unto a
right knowledge of truth in Ezra 1. In verse 1, God in dealing with the Gentile King was
revealed as Jehovah, i.e., the unchanging, covenant - keeping One, but when, in verse 5, He
dealt with His own people, who were in captivity because of their disobedience, it was as God Elohim, - the sovereign One, - He was revealed; and as such He stirred up the Spirit of some,
not all - some of the fathers, of the Priests, and of the Levites. There were some whose spirits
He raised unto setting out and doing His holy will, even building the house of Jehovah in
Jerusalem (the comma after "raised" in the Authorized Version of Ezra 1:5 is entirely wrong;
see the Revised Version). In other words, there were some to whom He did grant repentance
unto obedience, and others to whom, though His people, He did not.
In connection with the phrase "in meekness instructing those that oppose themselves," he
would point out that all who remained in Babylon opposed themselves, for they deprived
themselves of the companionship of their God.
MR. HUNTER observed that in the days of Ezra 1 sovereign grace was selective, just as it is
now in the matter of salvation from hell unto the glory and unto God. His love is free, but His
sovereignty is selective, and the sovereignty of grace still makes the difference between the
receiver
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and the rejecter. So again in the matter of the gift of repentance here: the sovereignty of grace
is still selective, operating in the one case, making the heart willing; in the other simply
abstaining from so operating, so that that heart, though regenerate, remains obdurate.
MR. CHAPMAN said that many of the saints of God in their present state were very much like
Lot in Sodom: instead of any repentance, there was a glorying in the seat they had in Sodom's
gate, and there was no promise of restoration apart from repentance. If a child of God justified
himself in doing what would not bear the light of the judgment seat of Christ, and therefore
could not now bear the light of the Word of God, there was no title for him to restoration.
MR. JOHN BROWN remarked that it was the spirit that God raised up of those in Ezra 1, and he
apprehended that it was to the spirit yet that the operation of God for recovery was directed.
MR. BOSWELL pointed out a parallel between the history of God's ancient people Israel and
that of His people now. By God's permission, though through Satan's devices, Israel were
carried into Babylon, where they could have neither altar, temple, nor worship, in accordance
with the Divine pattern and the will of their God. And the same remark applied to those who
are today in spiritual Babylon, where it is impossible for them to have things according to the
revealed will of God.
MR. CHAPMAN. According to the counsel of God, yet against the will of God.
MR. W. J. ERVINE quoted the words of a departed brother, Dr. Mulock: "It is my firm conviction
that there is an election to the truth as well as an election of grace, and that only those in that
election to the truth will ever see what God has in some measure revealed to us."
MR. MACDONALD said it was worthy of note in Ezra 1:5
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that it was not any one from the twelve tribes of Israel that was to go up to Jerusalem. The call
was not issued to those who might desire a change of air for their health, or those who wished
to see the Fatherland because of its historical reminiscences, or those who longed for greater
political freedom than they enjoyed in Babylon. It was addressed to those "whose spirit God
had stirred" to go forward and undertake a certain definite work - namely, the building of the
House of the LORD which is in Jerusalem. He did not believe that it was God who gathered, in
the present day, those who come into assembly fellowship merely as into a place where
everybody is equal, anybody has a right to speak, and nobody has any seat-rent to pay. If "the
snare of the Devil" was considered to be fellowship in setting aside God's will - fellowship in
repudiating the authority of Christ as Son over God's House, - we, for our part, ought to be
seeking fellowship, not with every self-willed Christian we may meet, but only with those
whose spirits God has stirred unto a certain definite aim unto His will.
MR. ERVINE asked if there was anything in 2 Tim. to show that "the snare" had the character
of great organization against God in a collective sense? Instances had been given, such as
Demas and Solomon, of individuals; but was there anything to show that there was something
wider and that the snare has involved multitudes in passive or active resistance to the Truth?
A parent bird flies into the snare, and her eyes are opened to it; but her young may be hatched
in captivity. Demas had once a chance of knowing the truth. He knew it, and, with his eyes
wide open, departed from it. There were others who had never had that chance; how far were
they responsible before God for their own deliverance?
MR. BOSWELL thought it would be well to have clearly defined (if possible): - first, what the
snare of the Devil is; and, secondly, who are in it.
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MR. MACDONALD asked what special evil was dealt with throughout the chapter, as the
context would throw light on the text.
MR. BOSWELL said that the first part of the chapter dealt with men who were believers, but
who were yet overthrowing the faith of others. They had gathered others around themselves.
They were in open rebellion against the Lord, and they had associated with them in that
rebellion those who were perhaps free from their false doctrine, but who remained in
association with them. Then came in the principle of separation unto God of those in whom
there was a heart work.
MR. BROWN said that Ezra 7, which came seventy odd years after Zerubbabel had gone up
from Babylon to Jerusalem, answered to those who were born in the snare, and also showed
the work of God in their hearts leading them to go up from Babylon to Jerusalem to do the will
of God.
MR. MACDONALD remarked that 1 Cor.10:32 was as to the first coming out and coming
together of the Lord's people, when those who, in any given place, acknowledged Jesus the
Crucified as both Lord and Christ were gathered into a church of God fellowship in that place.
In the same town or district might be found the Jewish synagogue, and the heathen temples
and schools. Thus "the Jews, the Greeks, and the assembly of God" were the three groups into
which the population, broadly speaking, were divided. The Second Epistle to Timothy dealt
with a later state of matters. In it we were confronted, not only with the assembly, the idol temple, and the synagogue, but with a fourth thing - namely, a self-will meeting, gathered
around certain lawless men, who, speaking perverted things, had drawn away disciples after
themselves. This epistle gave us guidance in view of this new thing which claimed to be a
church of Christ but in which the Lordship of Christ was
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disowned Again, the question might have been raised in the times of 2 Tim. whether these
men whose faith was overthrown, and who followed Hymenaeus and Philetus, were really
Christians or not. New legislation was brought in to deal with that difficulty. When arrived at
this epistle, we arrived not only at a period when it was sometimes difficult to know whether a
man was a Christian, but a period when we were not required to solve the difficulty in every
particular case. A point was reached at which all that could be said concerning some was, "The
Lord knoweth them that are His." There was, it may be, a profession in accordance with the
Gospel; but other things in their teaching, their lives, or their associations were so contrary to
the Truth that the responsibility of deciding whether or not they were Christians was too
great for man to bear; and therefore the responsibility for believers was, "Let every one that
nameth the name of the Lord depart from unrighteousness."
MR. BOSWELL said it was ecclesiastical iniquity, not moral, which we had here.
MR. HUNTER observed that "the snare of the Devil" was something so definite that it would
have the same character wherever found. An illustration came to his mind. Chemical science
divided all that is known of creation into two great sections - organic and inorganic. The
organic section comprises all manner of forms and substances, differing much from each
other, but characterized by one constituent element - carbon. Whenever carbon is found in
the constitution of a body that body is an organic compound. In one form it is of great value as the diamond; in another of no value at all - as soot; but the same qualifying element is
found in each, and indeed is world - wide. Thus in the verse under consideration. Here was
something that was worldwide, taking all manner of forms, bearing all manner of
appearances, yet characterized by this one element - it was
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"OF THE DEVIL." The development of this character in this present time is that of organized
rebellion against the Lord. Satan's hosts were all organized, and, moreover, were combined
with all kinds of outward arrangements of men, as carbon is combined with all manner of
substances. But, whatever the combination, the qualifying principle is organized rebellion
against the Lord, which is "of the Devil." What shape does this take? Such a question goes back
to the very foundation - to the fundamental truth of Matt.28: "All authority hath been given
unto Me in heaven and on earth." That is not seen as yet; but God has put His people into the
place of absolute subjection to the Lord Christ. He has all authority pre - eminent authority,
nor even paramount authority, - but authority that is absolute and alone. Now wherever that
is found (whether deemed precious as a diamond or accounted filthy as soot) of which the
constitution necessitates the denial of that ALL authority there is also found "the snare of the
Devil."
MR. CHAPMAN said it might be shortly put as the creature's will against God, in defiance of
Christ as Head of the Church, which is His Body
MR. BOSWELL did not believe that a Divine creation was ever found in the sects. When God
saved souls He saved them out of all sectarianism. He begged that the use of the word
"recover" in Isa.11:11 might be noted. It was there certainly applied to those that were never
themselves taken captive, but were born in captivity.
MR. SUTHERLAND remarked that John 7:17 showed that if a child of God was willing to do
God's will he certainly would not be left in ignorance thereof.
MR. HUNTER thought there had been failure through lack of understanding that ignorance is
guilt. If a man is a child of God the Holy Spirit dwells in his heart that He may guide him into all
the Truth; and, therefore, if
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progress in the direction of the Truth is not made, it is because there is that in the heart which
hinders the working, and nullifies the guiding and teaching power of the Spirit. No one has any
right to be ignorant of any part of the will of God. Ignorance is always guilt, which nothing but
the blood of Jesus can cleanse.
MR. CHAPMAN. - - One of the most precious things to be wrought in the soul is the settled
conscience and judgment which never excuses a sin of ignorance. In the 19th Psalm we see it:
"Cleanse Thou me from secret faults." After all, it must be the fruit of pride if one judges one
thing and another judges another. It must be self-will, and more or less rebellion against the
authority of Christ. No doubt we have been dealing aright with the rebellion of God's children
in the sects. (May God give me a double measure of abhorrence of it all! ) But if we would do
God's will, in these days of such departure from His Word, let not clashing judgments be dealt
lightly with, but let 1 Cor.1:9 be remembered, and also 1 Jn 1:3.
He asked, Was it not our obligation, and was it not always the obligation of all the members of
Christ, to represent in our and their oneness of mind the oneness of mind of the Father and the
Son? That was our common obligation. In the case of clashing Judgments, ought we to deal
lightly with it? Ought we to agree to differ? Christians in sects made it their policy to agree to
differ. And we were sure to do it unless we regarded the matter as solemn before God. Sounds
of discord in our assemblies ascended to the highest heaven, and were heard there. Whether
upon the Scriptures, or upon a point of conduct, we ought never to forget that we are called
upon to represent fully and fitly, - to be a mirror that represents to God's children the
oneness of mind betwixt Himself and His dear Son.
He fully accepted the accountability of saints in sects. Whether born in them or not, the
accountability is there.
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It is as impossible for God to forego His claims and to alter our obligations as to change His
love. We have to raise the standard of our conscience to God's standard, and to judge
everything by that standard. We then see the accountability of those we cannot walk with, and
especially we see our OWN accountability.
[NOTE. Further questions of interest and importance were read and discussed at this meeting,
but the exigencies of space prohibit the continuation of the report here.]
OTHER LANDS.
CENTRAL AFRICA.
A LETTER has been received from our brother C. A. Swan, who went out to Africa about the
beginning of 1887. He mentions that his fellow-labourers and himself have been much
exercised in heart and conscience that they might in all their service he conformed to the will
of God, and speaks of their desire that this should be carried even to the matter of outward
arrangements. We print some extracts, that readers may join in prayer to God for a right way
both for them and for all their substance (Ezra 6:21). The presence of our esteemed brother
F.S. Arnot in Great Britain at this time enhances the interest in all that concerns the work
among the Garenganzi.
Mr. Swan writes: "Ever since coming to Africa I have had it on my heart to write you and
others, whom I know to be interested in the Lord's work at home and abroad....during the
whole of my stay in Bailundu and Bihe, I did not receive a scrap of direct news from Mr. Arnot,
nor he from me, owing to the difficulty of getting mail - carriers, in fact, it was not until we met
in the Garenganzi here that we knew anything definite of each other, at least regarding our
thoughts as to how the Lord's work ought to be carried on.... I did not leave Bihe till Sept. 7th,
1887, and a few weeks before that I was joined by brother Faulknor. I need scarcely say how
glad I was to have Christian company and fellowship during so long a journey. We experienced
many difficulties in the way with our carriers, and also with the peoples of the countries
through which we passed, but the Master brought us safely through, and on the 17th of
December we arrived at our destination not much the worse for the rough journey.
"After having paid our carriers and made the necessary formal visits to the chief, we came
together for counsel and prayer, with the ultimate object of learning one another's mind
concerning the way in
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which the Lord's work should be carried on.... One result of our thus coming together was that
we decided to place our business affairs in the hands of a Dutch trader in Benguella with
whom I had previously spoken about the matter, or some such likely person. We found out
that each of us had been more or less exercised about these things.... I may here say that it is
my desire, and I believe the desire of my brethren, to serve the Lord in Africa as we would at
home, without any compromise of the Truth. May He grant unto us and all His servants, both
at home and in distant lands, increased energy and faithfulness in His service.
"The work here, as yet, is in a very primitive state. Some months ago we commenced a school
with the children at our village, and I am glad to say that they are making fair progress; some
of them will begin in a few days to read short words. The chief has promised to build a large
schoolroom near his village, where he expects me to teach his sons and young men.
"A Portuguese trader and a number of Biheans are still here, and we have had many
opportunities of bringing before them the Word of God. May the Lord be pleased to watch
over and bless His own Word.
"The little knowledge of Umbundu which I obtained during my stay in Bihe and Bailundu I
have found very useful in speaking to the men who come here from the West Coast to trade.
"If sufficient helpers are forthcoming when Mr. Arnot returns, we purpose occupying Nana
Kandundu about thirty days' journey from here. It is a very central place, many roads
branching off there into the far interior. Should we be able to occupy this place, it will make a
convenient break in the journey from Bihe and Bihean carriers would readily come so far,
where they could be paid off; and Garenganzi men would then proceed thither with some
responsible person to bring our supplies here.
"We have many plans before us, but the carrying out of them depends on the Lord Himself.
May we be content to follow as He may lead, step by step. I am sure you will not forget us in
your prayers both in the assembly and privately."
CHINA.
THE following notes of work in FOO-CHOW are from our brother Spencer Jones, who is at
present in England for a short time, hoping that that Lord may give him a fellow-labourer to
return with to the interesting and encouraging, albeit difficult, sphere of service there.
Foo-Chow a large port on the east coast of China, is in the province of Fukien which is
estimated to contain about thirteen million souls, and to cover an area equal to that of England
Mr. Jones's first business on arrival in China was, of course, to endeavour to become
acquainted with the language of those to whom he desired to be a
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messenger of the Gospel of peace; and he early decided wisely as we think) to give his
attention to the dialect spoken and under stood by the common people in Foo-Chow rather
than to classical Chinese. This, however he found a matter of no small difficulty, as the same
word may have as many as eight different meanings, according to the tone with which it is
pronounced. However, in this ho was much and specially helped by the Lord, and managed to
make some useful progress, and, indeed, to smooth the way for any who may go out with him,
by preparing useful collections of words with their pronunciations and meanings, etc.
With the myriads of perishing around him, he was early desirous of telling out the love of God.
One of his first attempts to do so was in this manner. He got his Chinese instructor to write out
in the Foo-chow dialect a text, such as, "Behold, the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin
of the world"; and then a youth coming in, he would ask him to read it, carefully listening as
he did so. When perhaps five or six had read it to him, he would be able to read it to the next
himself.
Another plan was to take out into the street large texts, and read them out, as this could, of
course, be done before it was at all possible to preach ill words of his own choosing.
An important means used by our brother to bring the truth before the Chinese has been to get
little books printed which put the Gospel in a simple form, and distribute them. Many of these
consisted mainly of texts of Scripture linked together; as these v ore to be found ready in the
Chinese Bible. It should be observed that, as every word in Chinese is represented by a distinct
sign (except a few formed by two or more signs together), the student of the language has not
twenty-six letters to learn, as one seeking to read English has, but many thousand symbols;
there being nothing in a written word to indicate how it is to be pronounced, each has to be
committed to memory.
About half a dozen little books have been printed and a great number of copies have been
given away. The circumstances attending the distribution of one are very interesting.
After reading with a lad some tests regarding the brazen serpent, and translating with him a
little book entitled, "Do you Hope or Know you have Eternal Life?" he professed to have
received Christ and to have eternal life. One evening, when he was leaving, Mr. Jones said: "Is it
really good - bye?" "Yes," he said. "Why?" "Because I have eternal life." His simplicity was very
sweet, and was shown in many ways. When told that the Holy Spirit alone could enable him to
confess Christ, and asked whether they should kneel down and seek power for this, he said,
"Yes, we will," with great emphasis.
The day that this little book, “Now I hare found the Peace of God," came from the printers this
lad called on our brother and with a view to having his company and help in the morning in
distributing them,
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he gave him a form for a bed, in the room which serves him for bedroom, living-room, and
meeting-room combined. They went together to the Pagoda Anchorage, nine miles from FooChow, the site of a bombardment by the French in the recent war, but now much
strengthened. There was, happily, a great review on this day by a Tartar general from Peking;
who, being assured that Mr. Jones was English, and not French, granted permission for the
books to be given to the soldiers. They received them with much eagerness; and so glad was
the young Chinese brother to see this, that, referring to their weary journey, he said: "My tire
all gone; so great joy!"
Another interesting case was that of an old Chinaman, who had been connected with the
Anglican "Church." He was eager to read and search the Scriptures. He said that he saw clearly
that infant sprinkling was wrong; for how could he be responsible for the conversion of his
sons, though ho had a responsibility towards them? He asked to be baptized, and also wished
to break bread. "I want to help you" he said; meaning that he wished to come into fellowship
At present, however, there is no assembly to the name of the Lord in Foo-chow. though it is
hoped such may be formed if a suitable helper return there with Mr. Jones. This Chinese
brother has been to the
clergyman of the "Church of England" and expressed hill desire to leave that organization.
Besides the Anglican "Church," the Congregationalists and the Methodist Episcopalians
(American) have missions at Foo-Chow. These three sects combine to hold prayer-meetings
and Bible readings together. There are many amongst them who preach Christ crucified. But,
on the other hand, there is not only the ecclesiastical error of these systems (baby sprinkling
and the like being taught and practised by them all), but even the leaders do not hesitate to
associate themselves with men denying the very fundamentals of the Faith: as, for instance,
with one holding an official position in Foo-Chow, whose antagonism to the doctrine of the
atonement was manifested in a painful way, trembling with rage as he spoke against it. Mr.
Jones was speaking to the wife of this gentleman, one day, of eternal life. She shoved most
utter indifference, though she had been an energetic worker in connection with one of these
missions previous to marrying this universalist; but since then she has declined from even an
outward profession of the Truth, and expressed an awful wish that her might rather be deaf
than hear of such a place as hell. Alas, her wish has been granted!
It behoves us to remember before the Lord those in this distant city in whom God has begun
His good work, and to pray that our brother, Spencer Jones, may derive much spiritual help
from his sojourn in these lands, and thus go back better fitted than ever for the work of
making disciples of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
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CORRESPONDENCE DEPARTMENT.
"Hearken to me...I will answer also my part."
Job 32:10,17.
THE INTEGRITY OF THE WORD OF GOD.
Dear brethren in Christ,
I would like to say a word anent a statement in Mr. W. Laing's paper in Needed Truth on page
18. He says that if one word (of Holy Scripture) could really be proved false the whole would
collapse. Is this so? Say, if any one were to set about disproving what is set forth in Holy
Scripture, would he not require to take each book separately? If one word by any one writer is
proved to be false, how could this disprove what is found in another book by a different
writer?
I would contend for the integrity of the Book, and do hold to it, but I must not allow myself to
forget that there were many authors, though all given from the one Shepherd.
Praying that good success may attend the effort to diffuse much needed truth among the
saints of God,
I remain, yours in the bonds of Christian love, O. G.
[It is scarcely correct to speak of different authors of the books which together form the Book,
the Bible. For there is but one Author, Who is God; they, whom He has been pleased to use to
write His Word, being but instruments in His hand unto the accomplishment by many of what
is really one complete work. This is what we understand by the integrity of the Word of God
(Integrity from the Latin Integer, whole, undivided). It is not so well known among God's
children as it should be that there is definite evidence, which God has allowed to come to us,
settling the question as to what books are parts of the Inspired Word and what are not. This
cannot here be gone into in detail, but we may say in brief (1) That in the time when our Lord
Jesus Christ was on earth the very same books that we now have in the Old Testament were
together and known as the Scriptures, and that the fact of their constituting "the Scriptures "
was borne testimony to by the words and deeds alike of our Lord Himself and of His holy
apostles. (2) That the writings which we have in the New Testament were collectively
acknowledged universally by the believers of tic early centuries of the Christian Era as the
Word of God, given through the apostles of our Lord, and other Christian prophets. And (3)
that there are many passages of these Writings which bind them
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so inseparably together that the cited words from W. L's paper are most fully justifiable and
justified. For instance, since Peter, in the second letter, chapter 3:16, classes Paul 's writings
with “the other Scriptures," does it not follow that if the Holy Spirit so spake by Peter it was
the Holy Spirit who spake by Paul? Or otherwise, that if Paul was not indeed an inspired
writer neither could Peter be such? For an inspired writer must of necessity be absolutely and
verbally truthful. Thus we think it must be clear to all that in the words of our contributor,
"The Word of God is absolutely the direct revelation of the will of God or the greatest
imposition under the sun."
We cannot too earnestly contend for the Divine authorship of the Scriptures, making them as
absolutely perfect, down to the minutest jot or tittle (Matt.5:18), as the living Word Himself.
Perhaps it may be needful to remind some of our readers, that no such claim to absolute
accuracy is made on behalf of any translation of the Scriptures, nor of any individual copy of
the Scriptures in the original tongues. In the days when the pen was the only means of
multiplying copies Of the Word of God, as of any other writing, the penmen were liable to
make mistakes. Hence the value of the labours of those who have diligently compared all
available ancient manuscripts, so as to verify which were the actual words of the inspired
writers. Hence also the need of careful revision of all translations into other tongues, that we
may get the divinely perfect original rendered as closely as possible into the languages of
every nation under heaven.
But all this does not touch the principle we have to maintain—that that which was written in
old time came not by the will of man: but men spake from God, being moved by the Holy Spirit
(2 Pet.1:21). That this statement declares the Divine authority of every word, without any
permission of such a thought as various authorship, there can be no doubt. God claims to be
the Author of it all, and hence the expression "the Scripture" in the singular is used quite as
often as "the Scriptures." The latter tells us that God used many instruments for the
production of the many parts of which the whole is composed; but the former declares that it
is one perfect whole, having one Divine Source. The Lord Jesus pledges Himself to the accuracy
of every part when He makes the integrity of the whole depend on the truth of one single
word: "If He called them gods unto whom the Word of God came, and the Scripture cannot be
broken." In the same manner the Spirit of God, by the Apostle Paul, asks, "What saith the
Scripture?" (Rom.4:3; Gal.4:30; and similar expressions elsewhere). There is no thought of
separate authors, but it claims for itself, and the Lord Jesus and His apostles claim for it, the
absolute authority of that which comes from God Himself. - ED ]
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Department of Question and Answer.
"If any man willeth to do His will, he shall know of the teaching, whether it be of God." Jn 7:17,
R.V.
QUESTION 1.—Matt.18:18 to 20. What do you understand by the binding and the loosing of
verse 18? Was this power vested only in the Apostles or can it be carried out in an assembly of
God in any place today? For instance supposing an assembly is called upon to put out of
fellowship one described in verse 17, could that be called the "binding" of 18, or if on the other
hand, one " restored to fellowship in a scriptural way, would that be the "loosing " of verse 18?
Does not the Lord promise in verse 20 to be in the midst of those gathered into His Name, and
seeking to carry out verses 18 and 19?
The above scriptures form part of words spoken by the Lord Jesus, directing what should be
done in a case of trespass between those who are linked together in church companionship.
When, at length, the brother who has trespassed is appealed to by the church to acknowledge
his fault, and yet will not, being like the fool that is wiser in his own conceit than seven men
that can render a reason, he, at the bidding of the Lord Christ, is to be to that church as an
heathen man and a publican.
The word thee of verse 17 has most blessed significance and force as connected with the word
you of verse 18, is by the way, is much easier understood by a fuller translation, as see Young
and Rotherham. "Verily I say to you, Whatsoever ye may bind upon the earth, shall have been
bound in heaven; and whatsoever ye may loose upon the earth, shall have been loosed in
heaven."
Thus churches of God are called to learn and recognise in implicit obedience what the revealed
will of God is regarding all they bind or loose. And so shall they know, not only the sweetness
of the Name into which they have been gathered, but also the power (1 Cor.5:4) of Him who is
in their midst!
Hence we hold that this was responsibility laid on the Apostles in common with all disciples
who are where they are because of having been gathered into the Name, and is not power
vested in them nor in others, and most certainly can, and should be, carried out in and by the
churches of living God. Thus the case the questioner cites is quite to the point and true.
QUESTION 2—Do Eph.2:21,22; Eph.4:16, and Col.2:19 present the Godward or manward aspect
of the truth? What is the true meaning?
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Is not the aspect and due meaning of the truth expressed in these verses both to Godward and
manward?
Eph.2:21 is a general statement of doctrine. Namely, that in Christ Jesus every several building
fitly framed together groweth unto an holy temple IN THE LORD. Verse 22 is a further
statement regarding those addressed in this epistle. We say "further" because that, in verse
19, we are told what they no longer are, and also what they now for ever are, which verse 20
climaxes by declaring that they have been built (a past completed action) upon the foundation
of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the chief Cornerstone. And now verse
22 asserts that in the Lord THEY ALSO are being builded together for an habitation of God in
the Spirit.
Eph.4:16, with Col.2:19, reveals the doctrine of the Lord regarding the entire body, of which
Christ is the one blessed Head. And this in particular as to the true means of supply by which
increase unto edification in love, and increase which is the increase of God, are possible.
QUESTION 3.—What is meant by the water and the blood in 1 Jn 5:6?
A careful modern writer has said, "It is a canon of interpretation that whenever the benefits or
results of the death of Christ are ascribed to His blood the figure therein implied is borrowed
from the types. It behoves us, therefore, to turn back to the Old Testament, and seek out the
particular key-picture to which it is intended to direct our minds." These are, beyond question,
words of wisdom; and following the rule laid down in them, and seeking for "key-pictures" in
Old Testament story of men who "came by water and by blood," two such present themselves.
Let us take first that which is second in order—On the great Day of Atonement, the High Priest
having borne into the Holiest the blood of the bullock, which was sin-offering for himself,
turned himself about, a fitting picture of the Apostle of our confession, who, Himself without
sin came unto us as a putter-away of sin—for as a man without sin the High Priest came from
God to the people, to bear back to God the offering that was for their errors. Coming from God
to man, Aaron came by the one only way - by the laver and the altar (i.e., by water and by
blood), as going to God from man, he went by the one only way—by the altar and the laver
(i.e., by blood and by water. Comp. Jn 19:34). Then, in the earlier instance of Noah, the man
who passed from an earth of sin and of doom to one of resurrection and of covenant, there
was again a coming "by water and by blood" in such passage. For having been "saved by
water" (1 Pet.3:20), in the separation effected by that water between him and the polluted
earth, which through it, had been judged, he builded an altar, and offered of every clean beast
and fowl unto the Lord; who, smelling the
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sweet savour (the foretaste of the obedience unto death of His Son), thereupon established His
covenant with man.
The bearing of this upon the question, and, indeed, the answer to the question, may be found
in the remembrance that the path of the Son of God upon the earth was in everything reverse
in its order to that of the child of God—that is to say, where He finished, the believer begins;
and as for the believer, the order is, first, deliverance through the cross from the doom and
penalty of sin (which is the blood aspect of the death of Christ), and then salvation from its
dominion and power (which is the water aspect of that death); so, on the other hand, the Lord
Jesus Christ, the Holy One, the Harmless, the Undefiled and Separate from sinners, coming to
us as the sent one of God, first, manifested His victory over sin as to its dominion and power;
and, secondly, bore in the grace of God to sinners, the doom and the penalty of the sin He
Himself had been so plainly "apart from."
In the flood whereby men of old time were cut off, God's judgment upon sin was set out and in
the laver from which the High Priest washed, God's uttered word of the continuance of such
judgment was declared in figure. In the lifting up of Noah from the earth by the one, and in the
constant cleansing of the hands and feet of Aaron from the other, the separation once for all in
Divine nature, and constant and continuous in practice, seen in Christ, and sought in His
people by God, were foreshadowed.
"This is He who came by water and by blood " from God to us and for us, and by "blood and
water" we ought to go on to God through Him and for Him.
QUESTION 4. - What is the teaching of the "open door" of Rev.3:8 and of the closed door in verse
20? Have these doors any reference to the 2 Jn and 3 Jn, where, in the 2nd Epistle, we have the
door opened only to those who bring the doctrine of Christ, and, in the 3rd Epistle, the door
closed by man against the faithful, Christ in His members shut out?
When a figure of speech which is not rendered self-explanatory by its connection is employed
in Scripture, those who seek to understand the metaphor will find deliverance from fanciful
interpretation (which really gives expression to no more than the bent or bias of the mind of
the interpreter) in one course alone; that is, in searching for further scriptural usage of the like
figure under circumstances which make its meaning obvious.
The expression, "I have set (or, more correctly, "given") before thee A DOOR OPENED is a
figure of speech, terse and graphic, and, in tie light of its further employment in the Word of
God, easily understood.
In 1 Cor.16:8 the Apostle Paul, declaring his intention of
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still longer tarrying at Ephesus, gives as his reason "a great DOOR, and effectual is OPENED
unto me," Acts 19:9,10, putting his meaning beyond dispute, the matter was one of service, of
testimony; and "the door" was so great that "all they who dwelt in Asia heard the Word."
Again, in 2 Cor.2:12, he employs the same metaphor in describing his experience at Troas; still
in connection with "the Gospel of Christ," and still as descriptive of privileges given to him in
testimony and service. And once again, in his plea in Colossians 4:3 for the prayers of saints
for God - given opportunities, his cry is "that God may OPEN to us a DOOR for the Word, TO
SPEAK the mystery of Christ" (Revised Version).
These words leave no room for doubt or difficulty as to the Lord's meaning in Revelation 3:8.
Here is an assembly in which brotherly love prevails, and where the "little power" is shown by
the obedience to His Word, and by the repudiation of all names but His own. He will Himself
provide (in spite of the opposition of men and demons) such opportunities for service and for
testimony will render His servants independent of all but Himself and remove from them the
hindrance of human fear and of human favour. And whether the DOOR be "great,” as at
Ephesus, or whether it appear to be more contracted, it will be OF THE LORD: the service will
be His, and the testimony will be to all that of which He has spoken.
Between the letters to Philadelphia and Laodicea there is a marked change in the figure. A
little consideration makes this clear. In the letter to Philadelphia the door is that which for the
assembly the Lord opens, and no one can shut it. In that to Laodicea, the door is for the Lord,
and is to be opened, not by the assembly, but by an individual, by ANY ONE who hears and
who is willing to respond. And the entering in, and the supping with, and the supper for, are all
alike for that one only; the assembly being about to be given over and disowned of the Lord;
the failure being so utter that fellowship with Him and testimony for Him can be found only in
the isolated path of the one whose faithfulness to God has made him a solitary man. This
condition is as presently possible as that indicated in the Philadelphian letter. The two may, in
fact, be concurrent; and the godliness, which would constrain a man to take his place inside of
the one, would equally lead him to a place outside of the other.
It is unnecessary to further enlarge upon the matter. There is no connection whatever
between the verses quoted and the 2nd and 3rd Epistles of John, nor have they any bearing
upon the subject of reception into the fellowship.
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REPENTANCE.
THE Apostle of the Gentiles, in his memorable address to the overseers of the Ephesian flock,
whom he had called to meet him at Miletus, formulated the testimony through which the
world had been turned upside down in two terms, "Repentance towards God" and "Faith
towards our Lord Jesus Christ," and in his summary of the fundamental principles of the
doctrine of Christ in Heb.6:12 he places Repentance at the beginning of the list—first in order
of all and equal in importance to any.
The neglect of this primary point of Repentance is one of the fatal defects in modern
"Evangelicalism" and in its preaching; hence the tendency of that Evangelicalism to drift into
the deadly quicksands of Universalism, whether outspoken and avowed, or hidden away
under the pseudonyms (or, in plain English, the lying names) of "Probation after Death" and "a
larger Hope." We say, hence the tendency—for neglect of the doctrine as to Repentance, the
first of the Apostle's points, must lead, and does lead, to the denial of Eternal Judgment, the
last upon his list, and this again leads ultimately to the denial of the sacrificial character of the
work of Christ upon the cross, and of the judicial dealings of God with Him thereon, or, in
other words, to the trampling under foot of the Son of God.
Necessity for insistence upon Repentance from dead works and towards God is not limited to
the matter of the proclamation of the Gospel: it obtains in all our dealings with God and in the
dealings of believers with each other in the things of God; for in these none are more than
stewards and as stewards are found unfaithful if they give or withhold except to or from such
as are marked out by the Lord
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as those to whom He has given or from whom He has withheld.
The absolute and unlimited Sovereignty of God is owned by the worshipping heart with joy as
well as with deep reverence, while the instructed spirit understands that with - out such
Sovereignty there could have been no redemption; yet it appears to be overlooked sometimes
that Sovereignty is manifested as much in what it withholds as in what it gives.
Free grace calls sinners to Repentance (Matt.9:13), yea, commands all men everywhere to
repent (Acts 17:30). Sovereign grace gives Repentance to those with whom it deals personally
and directly, and withholds it from those it leaves without such dealing. This the Spirit of God
calls the "election of grace" (Rom.11:5), and for it no reason is given but that which was
vouchsafed to Moses ages ago: "I will have mercy upon whom I will have mercy, and I will
have compassion upon whom I will have compassion" (Rom.9:15); for Sovereignty does not
and cannot acknowledge necessity for justifying its action to any.
As with mankind in the outer circle of creation so with the children of God in the inner circle of
redemption.
God calls ALL His people to obedience, unto discipleship, and into the fellowship that He has
ordained down here, as well as into that which He has prepared in the glory. It is as much His
wish that all the saved "should come to the knowledge of the truth" (1 Tim.2:4), as it is that
"all men should be saved." Alas! how sadly apparent it is that by the many that call, that wish,
is utterly unheeded: disobedience prevails instead of obedience, self-will instead of
discipleship, sectarianism instead of fellowship, and the most gross and guilty ignorance
instead of the knowledge of the truth.
To the saved who are thus failing, and thus held fast in the snare of the Devil, God calls again,
and His cry now is,
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as of old, Repent! Repent! Repent! (Rev.2:5,16; Rev.3:3), but except where He. in His
Sovereignty GIVES Repentance that cry is as unheeded as the former call, and men cleave to
their "dead works," and dream that even then they are pleasing God.
This God - given Repentance, like the city set on an hill, cannot be hid. It manifests itself (1st)
in earnest desire to know and to do the will of God, and (2nd) in strong hatred of the
ensnaring thing through and in which the child of God was beguiled from the way of God.
In these easy-going and latitudinarian days there are those who name the Name of the Lord,
whose Christianity appears to have in it nothing of hatred and to be ignorant of abhorrence,
yet "ABHOR that which is evil" (Rom.12:9) is as much a commandment of God as "cleave to
that which is good," and it is the gentle Spirit of God who teaches the repentant one seeking
the knowledge of the truth to cry, "Through Thy precepts I get understanding: therefore I
HATE every false way" (Ps.119:104,128), and the spirit that shrinks from this godly
abhorrence and holy hatred is today leading some to the doctrines of Annihilation and
Universalism, and others again, through them to the depths of hell.
If in this latter time "the knowledge of the truth" has in any measure been committed to the
few who are really gathered to the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ upon this earth, it is as a
trust; and in it they are indeed but stewards, occupying a certain position because the
Sovereignty of grace has put them into it. In that position their responsibility is to be strong in
the Lord,—verily, the feeblest of them should be as David, and the house of David as God,— to
raise their voice in fellowship with their God, and to call disobedient saints unto Repentance,
and to see to it that they do not give where God has withheld—that is to say, that the right
hand of fellowship is not extended to
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those whose feet have been held in ensnaring sectarianism unless the tokens of God - given
Repentance are discernible in those who desire that fellowship.
There would be power in this such as some little dream of.
"As ye have therefore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in Him" (Col.2:6). All the steps
of the believer's walk are to be ordered upon the same principle as that upon which he first
received Christ Jesus the Lord. In every case the reception of Christ is preceded by
Repentance. The outward evidences of that Repentance may vary greatly in different cases,
but the Repentance must needs be there or Christ could not have been received. We all know
that Repentance means a "change of mind." The heart that is satisfied with the world, or is
determined to get satisfaction from the world; the man that is satisfied with his own
righteousness, or, at least, that is endeavouring by works of his own to satisfy God; such an
one can have no room for Christ. Not till all besides has been found worthless does the sinner
receive the Son of God as a Saviour; and this judgment of what once was thought to be gain as
only loss is the true change of mind that makes room for the reception of God's gift.
But this Repentance, though real, is, of necessity, far from complete. The man who sees that
self - righteousness robs Christ of His glory as the Saviour judges that very self righteousness
as the most guilty thing about him, and as the strongest evidence of the corruption of the
natural heart. But oh! how much there is yet to be learned of what belongs to Christ, and of
which we go on robbing Him until we are convicted of the sinfulness of whatever it is that we
have allowed to be a substitute for Himself! Hence it is that in Phil.3 the Apostle speaks about
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his counting all things but dung that he may win Christ, not as an attainment finished and
complete, but as one in which he is ever seeking to make progress (Phil.3:7-14).
In turning back, then, once again to the history of Hezekiah's Passover, we would seek
carefully to keep in mind this important lesson connected with it. We have all had some
experience of what comes of a professed reception of the Gospel that has not been preceded
by any exercise of conscience as to sin. The seed sown upon stony ground tells us how little
such a reception of God's Word is worth. But this holds good as to all the other steps of our
progress in the truth. There may be an apparently rapid advance, but if there be no
corresponding widening and deepening of the Repentance there will be a lack of rooting and
grounding. It is for this reason that the Apostle, after writing the words quoted above, goes on
to say, "rooted and built up in Him, and stablished in the faith, as ye have been taught”
(Col.2:7).
It is important to notice that, while there had been humbling and confession on the part of all
those who came up to Jerusalem to keep the Passover in Hezekiah's reign, there was great lack
of knowledge of many of God's requirements. Consequently a multitude of the people had not
cleansed themselves, and they "ate the Passover otherwise than it was written" (2
Chron.30:18). Hezekiah did not make light of this. On the contrary, he owned it as sin, and,
confessing it as such, prayed the Lord to pardon the people. Yet even here he did not in an
indiscriminate manner ask forgiveness for all. " The good Jehovah pardon every one that
prepareth his heart to seek God, Jehovah, God of his fathers, though he be not cleansed
according to the purification of the sanctuary. " These were the words of the king's prayer, and
there is nothing in a prayer of this sort to encourage a repetition of the wrong or a returning
to former disobedient
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ways. Where there is a prepared heart to seek God, it is true, there may be as yet much
ignorance; but there will be no trifling with the Word of God, no resisting of His will, when it is
known. This very prayer of Hezekiah's is not infrequently quoted as a warrant for allowing
and even inviting believers to share for a single occasion in the Breaking of Bread, which they
are in the habit of neglecting. But nothing could be more contrary to the lesson it should teach
us. That we should be very patient with the ignorance and mistakes of any who have humbled
themselves and have prepared their hearts to seek God, it says plainly enough. That we are not
to keep them outside the fellowship of the gathered saints till they have learned all that others
have learned is equally plain. But there is not the smallest warrant for dispensing with
Repentance as to the past neglect of the commandments of the Lord, or bringing believers to
break bread when their doing so is not the outcome of their having prepared their hearts to
seek God in what they desire to do. That all this is done sincerely enough by many, who think
that love to all saints and the acknowledgment of their preciousness to God warrant it, is most
true. But it is as wholly contrary to the entire teaching of Scripture, as is the easy-going gospel
of love that ignores the righteous claims of a holy God. Faithfulness to God and love to the
sinner equally require that we should seek to deal with the conscience about sin, and not
apply the balm of Gospel grace to an unbroken heart. in exactly the same way would God have
us act in regard to fellow saints who have been brought up amid the delusions of human
tradition. If our object is only to attract numbers, we shall be glad to get rid of the reproach of
the Cross in our dealings with both saints and sinners; but we shall presently find ourselves
landed in the universal Fatherhood of God, as our gospel to the world, and in every man doing
what is right in his
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own eyes for the church. But if our object be the glory of God, we shall ever give Repentance
its true place—first of
all in regard to the steps of our own progress, and then in all our ministry of God's Word.
"Not knowing that the goodness of God leadeth thee to Repentance" (Rom.2:4). Whether it be
with an individual or a nation, in the present dispensation, or in the dispensations past, the
restoration of fellowship between the Creator and the created, or between the Father and the
child, is on the ground of Repentance, and this the result of godly sorrow, inwrought by the
Spirit of God, producing conviction of sin. This must not be confounded with the sorrow of the
world which worketh death, that remorse which, as with Judas, brought him to his just
reward, and that which the lost will, we doubt not, be filled with in hell. The goodness of God
did not lead Esau to Repentance, although he sought it diligently with tears (Heb.12:17). It did
lead the inhabitants of Nineveh, for they repented at the preaching of Jonah: then their
rebellious hearts were subdued, and they were subjected to the will of God. Like the clay in the
hands of the potter, which has been wrought into that plastic condition in which his ready
fingers can mould and fashion it as is pleasing in his sight, so the person or the people that
have come under the operation of the Spirit are in such a broken and contrite condition that
they can be again fashioned according to the will of God.
If we are to be workers together with Him it is to the accomplishment of His purposes that we
must ever strive. Tens of thousands are working for God, but, never having learnt His will
themselves, they are busy hurrying unrepentant sinners to an outward position of profession,
hoping
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that they will one day become the subjects of Divine grace. While others, we fear, in equal
ignorance of the will of God, are busy gathering unrepentant saints into a church position,
expecting that when so gathered they will have Repentance given them to the
acknowledgment of the truth (2 Tim.2:25). In doing this they forget the solemn word
"peradventure"; for it may not be the will of God to give to such Repentance any more than to
Esau; and if not, then they will remain in a position of profession, yet in no condition in which
the will of God can be done either in them or by them. Gathered into church position "on the
ground of the one body," or, what is almost identical, gathered simply because they are
believers, around a table to which all the Father's children can be welcomed irrespective of
their condition, there will be the immediate reproduction of all the works of the flesh, instead
of the fruit of the Spirit. Thus sectarianism will be reproduced in all its worst and most God
dishonouring forms, as today it is manifested in Christendom. Man ever glorying in position
and putting it first, as in the past so in the present, forgets that it is with the broken and
contrite spirit that God can accomplish His purposes. Such being moulded to His will, will
bring forth the fruit of that light in which they dwell, while the unrepentant can but bring forth
the fruits of that darkness as to the will of God in which they abide.
And this is equally true whether the darkness be that of a sinner unsaved from the power of
the world, the flesh, and the Devil, or of a saint unsaved from the power of sectarianism and
undelivered from the snare of the Devil (2 Tim.2:26). The will of God is that we should be
turned from darkness unto light and from the power of Satan unto God, and thus do works
meet for Repentance (Acts 26:20).
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Judas Iscariot is a most solemn example of Repentance real and full. As it is written, "Judas...
repented himself,... and went and hanged himself. "Surely, wisdom is justified of all her
children.
Repentance is always recognizable by its fruit. Moreover, the fruit indicates the root, and so is
revealed what the repentance is FROM, and TO, and FOR!
One man may repent of evil and still go on in wickedness, as did Judas the traitor. Another
man may repent of folly and turn to wisdom, as did Naaman the Syrian, which instances may
help some to lay hold of the PRINCIPLE of Repentance. And yet we add that the source or
cause of the Repentance is the great factor which determines its purpose or end. Wherefore,
as water doth naturally rise to its own level, so also will God-given Repentance lead back to
God.
Perhaps one of the direst illustrations of refusal to repent is that found in Rev.9:20, where it is
written: Neither did they repent of the works of their own hands, which, after all, were but the
expression of the devisings of their own, or other men's, heads. That refusal to repent in things
religious sorely emboldened to refuse Repentance in matters gravely irreligious, as see verse
21.
Further, there is always this merit in God-given Repentance— "It worketh sorrow." But then,
it is sorrow unto salvation not to be repented of. Therefore he who hath experienced it goeth
not back to those or that from whom or from which, in godly sorrow wrought Repentance, he
hath been delivered. Nay, rather having sorrowed after a godly sort, great carefulness hath
been wrought in him, lest in any wise he be again associated or ensnared therein.
Furthermore, there is strenuous endeavour to maintain clearness from the evils confessed and
forsaken, ay, constant indignation and fear towards those evils. All that, too, as strengthened
with vehement desire and zeal for the deliverance of
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others still in that repented of and left. While, as for very revenge thereupon, the salvation of
such is constantly sought, by "in meekness instructing" those Christians who yet oppose
themselves, in the hope that God may grant them Repentance to the right knowledge and full
acknowledgment of the truth. Which, if given, will evidence itself by their arising from the
false cheer of the wine that caused them to sleep, with sobriety to do the will of their only God.
The beauty and the manifold perfection which characterize the handiwork of God are to be
seen alike in the material world and in the new creation. As the forest tree in its well
proportioned grandeur excels in magnificence the most pretentious monument that human
skill can rear, so does the manifestation of a work of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of God's
people surpass the most wonderful results that human reformation can effect.
To illustrate this we may recall a contrast afforded us by the history of God's earthly people
Israel. In 2 Chron.34,35, we read of a reformation effected in Judah by the zeal of Josiah; of
Jerusalem purged, of the temple restored, of the Passover kept. Turning to Jer.3:10, we learn
that this was due to no work of God in the hearts of the people; it was (as far as they were
concerned) mere outward reformation. What was the result? No sooner was the king removed
who had led them aright, than his place is taken by others who care nothing for the law of God
(though they care everything for the place of rule in the city of God), and into deeper iniquity
the people were all too willingly led, and deeper were they engulfed in misery and in
wretchedness.
Compare with this what is yet to be brought about in a coming day, when Judah, like a tree of
Jehovah's planting,
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shall take root downward ere they bear fruit upward (Isa.37:31). For when they shall look
upon Him whom they have pierced, they shall mourn for Him, yea, there shall be a great
mourning, every family apart and their wives apart (Zech.12:10-14). Thereafter Israel shall
blossom and bud, and they shall fill the face of the world with fruit (Isa.27:6).
How is it with us today? We know of companies of those whom God has called out from
systems of human religion and gathered unto the name of Him to whom all authority has been
given—companies who acknowledge no Lord save Him, who own no creed but that which the
Word of God contains. Churches of living God, indeed, as in 1 Timothy 3 they are called; but is
it manifest regarding such that they at once uphold and confirm the Truth to which they seek
to bear testimony? (1 Tim.3:15). And if not, is not the reason oftentimes this, that there is
little knowledge and less appreciation of what the expression "house of God" is intended to
convey? For where God dwells and God rules will there not be stability? yea; and will there not
be earnest proclamation of the Faith ONCE delivered the saints? And if it be asked, where does
God dwell? let the word of the Unchanging One as spoken of old to Isaiah cause us to
understand, that concern for the disobedience of beloved saints still in the sects, and
humiliation for our own many failures may work in us, as godly sorrow ever does, repentance
not to be repented of - "Thus saith the High and Lofty One that inhabiteth eternity, whose
name is Holy: I dwell in the high and holy place, with him also that is of a contrite and humble
spirit, to revive the spirit of the humble ones, and to revive the heart of the contrite ones”
(Isa.57:15).
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SKETCHES OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
II. THE LAND BETWEEN THE RIVERS.
IN the ancient land of Armenia, and in one of the snow-clad mountain ranges that give a
special character to its districts, two mighty rivers take their rise, and from thence flow
onward, the one down the northern and the other down the southern slope of the range.
Close together at the commencement of their course, and apparently widely divergent in the
direction of their flow, the two great streams, after many windings and meanderings through
many lands, converge at a point about 650 miles east (or, strictly speaking, south - east) of the
mountain crest in which they had a common origin; and rolling onwards as one for a further
distance of 100 miles, finally discharge their waters into the upper end of the Persian Gulf.
Except the river Jordan and the land of Canaan, there is neither river nor country upon the
face of the earth comparable in interest or in future importance with these twin rivers from
the land of Armenia, and with the great tract of country which they enclose and water.
For many hundreds of the years that are gone human history centred in that enclosed tract; it
was the part of God's earth that He chose for the earliest habitation of the man who was made
in His image and in His likeness. and for centuries it was the scene of all His dealings, whether
in grace or in judgment, with the race that He had formed for Himself, but which had become
apostate from Him.
Of the two rivers, the first—that of which the primal flow is in a northerly direction—is still
known to us by its Biblical name Euphrates (Heb., " Sweetness, " or " Fruitfulness "), while the
second which begins its flow upon the
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southern flank of its mountain source, named by moderns the Tigris, is in the Scripture styled
Hiddekel (Heb. "Swift, rapid": The Euphrates and the Hiddekel are the only great rivers of
scripture; see Gen.15:18; Josh.1:4; Rev.9:14; Rev.16:12; Dan.10:4; the Euphrates was "the
flood," on the other side of which Abram dwelt when God's call came unto him - Josh.24:2,3 and from his passage over the river he gained a title of everlasting fame, for "Abram the
Hebrew" - Gen.14:13 - translated, is simply Abram the Passer-over), while the land which they
enclose has from time immemorial had its designation in terms derived from its relationship
to these rivers, having been called by the Hebrews, ARAM-NAHARAIM, or "Syria of the two
rivers"; by the Greeks, MESOPOTAMIA, or the country “in the midst of the rivers"; and by the
modern Arabs, AL JEZIRAH, or "the island." It is at present a part of the Turkish empire, and
under Turkish government (or misgovernment) the measure of its curse and of its destruction
has been almost filled up; it has indeed become "as when God overthrew Sodom and
Gomorrah" (Jer.50:40), "wholly desolate" in accordance with the denunciation and the woe
written in the roll into which the stone was bound, that thereby it might be caused to sink into
the depths of the Euphrates two thousand five hundred years ago (Jer.51:63).
From the sweet waters of its rivers the land derived its marvellous fertility. Without them it
would have been a desert similar to those bordering it on either side: with them it was once as
a garden—the one spot upon the earth in which wheat was of indigenous growth—and will be
as a garden again when the doom of desolation laid upon it because of the special guilt of its
ancient inhabitants is removed.
It is almost beyond doubt that it was in this garden - like land that JEHOVAH God planted the
garden into which He put the man whom He had formed.
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There can be no question as to the identification of the two great Mesopotamian rivers with
the Hiddekel (which went in the front of, or to the eastward of, the old land of Assyria, which
was simply the northern part of Mesopotamia) and the Euphrates of Gen.2:14; nor can there
be any question that, excepting the minor local changes to which the beds of all rivers are
subject continually, the courses of the streams are generally identical with those they took in
their passage from Armenia to the Persian Gulf in the day of Adam's innocency. This has been
denied by some—ignorance of the natural laws that govern the passage of moving waters
having led to vague suggestions of the effect that the Deluge might have had in remodelling
the face of the globe, and so causing rivers to flow in directions other than which the
combined forces of nature would direct—but it will probably not be denied again, and if it is,
the denial will be unworthy of consideration; hence, in dealing with the Land between the
Rivers, there is but little fear of error or mistake in observing that the commencement of its
human history and the history of the Adam family were concurrent—both began together.
Mr. W. St. Chad Boscawen, in an interesting series of lectures delivered at the British Museum,
has suggested a till closer localization of the Garden of Eden, and has proposed to identify the
Gihon and the Pison of Gen.2 with the river Gikhannu (or modern Shat-d-Hie) and Pisannu, the
older name of the royal river which joined the Euphrates and Tigris in the north. The four
rivers would thus form a quadrilateral, embracing a region probably more richly fertile than
any other on the earth. and presenting to view the whole of the points detailed in the second
chapter of Genesis, and detailed, obviously, for the purpose of the identification of the locality
in later days.
It is an interesting fact, and its knowledge certainly adds
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to the presumptive value and the authority of information derived from the inscriptions upon
the slabs and cylinders of the buried cities of Mesopotamia, that amongst the most ancient of
those inscriptions which have been discovered and deciphered are records which embody
some of the very earliest traditions of mankind as to Eden, the fall of man, and the tree of life,
and which add their testimony to that of the inspired historian as to the true site of Paradise
being to be found in this part of the Land between the Rivers.
The inscriptions further help to the identification in this great land of the locality in which
Noah prepared an ark to the saving of his house.
Scripture is itself silent as to such locality, but does fix the spot on which the ark rested, during
the subsidence of the water, on the seventeenth day of the seventh month, as in the
"mountains of Ararat" (Gen.8:4), which in all probability means, in the 'divide' of the
watershed of the primal fountains of the Euphrates and the Tigris.
The Chaldaean legends, which are supported by Greek traditions, run to the effect that one
HASISADRA, who is the Xisithrus of ancient Greek story and the NOAH of the Bible, built, by
Divine commandment, but amidst the derision of young and old, a great ship; planked it
without, and poured bitumen over it both inside and outside; and all this in or near a city
named Surippak, situated in the southern part of Mesopotamia, and apparently at no great
distance from the Persian Gulf. (This would imply that during the time in which the ark was
borne by the waters of God's judgment, Noah was not only in it borne upwards—that is,
heavenwards - but also westward—that is, in the typical Ianguage of Scripture, Godward; but
of this more anon.)
Surippak was rebuilt after the destruction wrought by the flood; and the tradition that
connected it with the
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ark-building operations of Noah adhered to it for centuries, as the inscriptions show. For
instance, a certain Hammurabi, who was king of Babylon about 1600 B.C., conquered the
place, and in his record of the conquest described it as "Surippak—the City of the Ark."
The inscriptions claim that the flood traditions preserved in them were derived in the first
instance from Hasisadra (Noah) himself; and whether there be truth in this or not, it is clear
that there is so much of fact in the legends that they must have had origin in times
comparatively near to the occurrences which they narrate. At the same time, there is, of
course, much of exaggeration, and probably wilful exaggeration, and perversion, and also
much of confusion of persons. As, for example, they are emphatic in their record of Hasisadra
being taken "to the gods" without dying—evidently a traditional confounding of Enoch and
Noah.
Again, the dimensions of the ark are (as might be expected much exaggerated: instead of 300
cubits by 50 cubits by 30 cubits, as in Genesis 6, the Eastern writer, who embodied the story
told in his time, in his engraved tablet, described a vessel ("a ship" he called it) 600 cubits by
60 cubits by 60 cubits. And while retaining a fairly truthful record of the sending forth of the
raven and of the dove, interposed a swallow between the two; but added one graphic touch as
to the dove, that may have been accurate, viz., that on its second return it reached the ark with
mud stains on its feet.
Very forcible and even powerful are some of the lines of the legend as rendered into English
by Mr. George Smith ("Assyrian Discoveries", Sampson Low & Co., 1875), the discoverer of the
series of tablets in which the "concealed story" is narrated. After narrating, in terse and
pregnant terms, the building of the “ship” and the rising of the waters, the account proceeds:
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"The Spirits carried destruction,
In their glory they swept the earth.
The flood reached to heaven;
The bright earth to waste was turned."
then of the Deluge itself—
"The surface of the earth it swept;
It destroyed all life from the face of the earth;
Brother saw not his brother;
It did not spare the people";
and after describing the subsidence of the waters, brings the mortal career of Hasisadra to a
close at the altar which he built, upon which he offered sacrifice and poured out libation, and
from the side of which he was taken "to the gods" in the ascending smoke of his burntoffering.
In the account given by Berosus of the stories of the flood which were known to him, there is
much of striking similarity to the above, due without doubt to the ancient common origin of
the two series of legends. Berosus again and again asserts, however, that Xisithrus, as he calls
Noah (or Hasisadra), received Divine commandment to bury certain "writings" until the
waters of judgment had passed from the earth; and that he did bury, and did afterwards
recover such writings.
Who can say that there is no truth in this ancient story? or who is able to deny the possibility,
to say the least of it, of these records having contained God's own inspired narrative of His
dealings with mankind in the Land between the Rivers and in the days before the flood; as
well as His prophetic foreshadowing of events even still in the future, of which He had even
then spoken through the lips of the first of the great line of His servants the prophets, Enoch
(Jude14) of Surippak, in the land of Mesopotamia?
W. H. HUNTER.
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THE WORD OF GOD MADE OF NONE EFFECT.
IN a former paper we considered some of the simpler points relating to the integrity, origin,
and accuracy of the Holy Scriptures; we now propose to review several of the more
pronounced perversions of the written Word of God.
A careful study of the Gospels, in the light of the law of Jehovah as given by Moses, will reveal a
striking parallelism between the days of our Lord and the times in which we live; the great
point of similarity being—
THE RELIGIOUS PERVERSION OF SCRIPTURE.
In Matt.15:1-14 and Mk.7:1-13 a scene is described, the circumstances of which, when closely
considered, afford an ample justification of our statement. From the closing verses of Matthew
xiv. we learn that the Lord had returned to Gennesaret, and the people not only recognised
Him, but showed their faith in Him by bringing all that were diseased, and a mighty work of
God went on. While the hearts of multitudes were cheered by the blessing of Jehovah, and the
Messiahship of the Lord Jesus was attested by the miracles which brought that blessing, the
deputation of Pharisees and Scribes from Jerusalem arrived to interrogate Him concerning the
disciples.
It may be well to notice that they did not come to point out some glaring violation of the law,
or to inquire into some mischievous heresy that was propounded by them, but to ask, "Why do
Thy disciples transgress the tradition of the elders? FOR they wash not their hands when they
eat bread."
This question, though it may appear somewhat ridiculous to us, was vital to them, as we shall
presently prove. But, meanwhile, it must be distinctly understood that the "tradition of the
elders" was not comprised in the "washing of hands,'' which was only a part, and a very
insignificant part,
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of that tradition. This is of the utmost importance, for in the Lord's reply we find that He
entirely ignored that point and addressed Himself to the matter as a whole, describing the
relationship of their tradition to the law thus— "Why do ye also transgress the commandment
of God by your tradition?" And this solemn statement was not left unproved, for in verses 4 - 6
quotations follow from the Law, and one from their tradition, which showed how directly
antagonistic the two were, and which clearly established His indictment against them, "Thus
have ye made the commandment of God of none effect by your tradition."
MS. authorities are about equally divided as to the words "commandment of God": some read
"the Word of God"; others, "the Law of God"; but the bulk of evidence seems to show that it
was not a single commandment, such as He quoted, that was at stake, but the whole Word of
God. Thus they made the Word of God of none effect (that is, deprived it of authority) by their
tradition.
Co-existent with this tradition was a class of men who claimed for themselves the exclusive
right to teach the people. In Matt.23 we find the Lord's public exposure and condemnation of
their practices, a perusal of which helps us to an understanding of their position among men.
Their practice did not accord with what they taught;
"They say, and do not." Ver. 3.
They were exempted from the burdens of their own religion;
"They bind heavy burdens;.. but will not move them." Ver. 4.
They were known in public by their dress;
"They make broad their phylacteries, and enlarge the borders." Ver. 5.
They were chief in all social and religious movements;
“And love the uppermost rooms at feasts, and the chief seats." Ver. 6.
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They delighted to be publicly recognised in their official capacity;
"And the salutations in the market places, and to be called Rabbi, Rabbi." Ver. 7.
While these were the outward marks by which they were; known, the Lord shows, from verse
13 and onwards, the awful results of their position. The kingdom of heaven was closed by
them against men; widows' houses were devoured by them while their evil deeds were
cloaked over by long prayers: they were zealous in missionary work, but only to make each
convert "two-fold more the child of hell than themselves," etc. And every Sabbath the people
assembled in the temple to hear the Word of God, and those ministers sat down on Moses' seat
and read the law of God indeed (ver. 2), but enforced their own precepts.
From the above we think we are justified in drawing the following condensed deduction:—
The existence of a religious system which was a corruption of that established by God, and
which consisted of, first, a creed called "the tradition of the elders," which was formed by a
suppression of the Law; and second, a ministry, which was a gross perversion of that of the
Priests and Levites; and all worked out by an apparent adhesion to the Word of God.
We now see the import of the question addressed to the Lord. He went everywhere doing
good, and proving that God was with Him by the mighty deeds which He wrought. Every
convert made by Him meant a defection from, and a weakening of the power of, the Pharisees;
"for He came not to destroy the Law, but to fulfill it." His withering denunciations of their sin
in thus corrupting the Law, and of their hypocrisy in their public profession of reverence for it,
caused them to scruple at no means if only His downfall could be secured. And when we read
His scathing exposure and awful condemnation contained in those chapters, we learn the
mind of God regarding human religion rearing
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itself in opposition to the truth of God: and turning to the scenes enacted in Pilate's judgment
hall and around the cross, we behold the full manifestation of the religious human heart in its
enmity towards God.
And as we hold the picture aloft, we ask if any unbiased mind can fail to recognise that history
has repeated itself in this as in other matters. We do not here inquire into the causes which
have led to the formation of the multifarious sects around us, but simply review them as they
present themselves to us today in the light of the Word of God and in that light we find, that,
however widely they may differ from one another, yet they all, more or less, closely resemble
the above picture. Each of their creeds exists by a corresponding rejection of the portions of
the New Testament which contain the pattern of the House and of "the Faith once for all
delivered to the saints," and few of the upholders of them would care to dispute this; for the
general defence is, that the Word of God concerning those things has become impracticable
and out of harmony with modern ideas.
Indeed, the writer was helped to a knowledge of the truth as to baptism by the study of a book
("The Sacraments" By the late Dr. Candlish) which was given to him as a defence of babysprinkling, in which the author blandly assures his readers that there was not even a hint of
sprinkling babies in Scripture, and that immersion was the Apostolic mode, but that it was
somewhat inconvenient, and therefore sprinkling being the easier mode had the most
adherents.
The various orders of ministry which obtain in these communities are also far removed from
the ways of God, for, when one passes the educational curriculum and endorses the creed, he
is at once constituted a "minister,"—whether saved or unsaved.
How solemn all this is! and yet how many of those who
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are truly born again seem entirely indifferent to this state of things! They may rest contented
because the Gospel is preached, but they forget that they have no footing in a bona fide
contention for the truth; for, when the sceptic points out the glaring perversions of Scripture
on their own part, how can they attempt to put him right? What an unhappy position the
modern "minister” occupies in these scientific, sceptical days! While every schoolboy is taught
to have a reason for everything he believes, the "minister” has only an apology to offer when
his position is assailed. He dare not appeal to Scripture except in the vaguest and most general
way; therefore he is compelled to resort to an appeal to human tradition, thus showing how
completely the Word of God is rejected. And in this unenviable position he seems wholly
unconscious of the fact that it is only a matter of degree between his action and that of the
most pronounced infidel.
While we rejoice that in many of those places the Gospel is preached and sinners are saved,
yet it is becoming more patent every year that in most of them the very foundations of Gospel
truth are being gradually undermined. "The new theology," with its polished platitudes and
soul-destroying heresies, is fast becoming the popular creed; an(i sinners, lulled to sleep by
the soothing effect of "the larger hope" and non-eternity of punishment, are going down to hell
from the churches and chapels of Christendom.
And yet we find many who have professed to leave this hybrid religion condoning the whole
thing because there are children of God mixed up with it, forgetting, in their endeavour to
sentimentalize the things of God, that the presence of such only adds to the solemnity of the
scene. Does the association of saints with these things alter one single fact we have stated? Are
they stemming the tide of religious infidelity that threatens to sweep away every foundation
on which the soul can rest? Have we not lately
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beheld perhaps the most humiliating scene of the age, when Mr. Spurgeon entered his protest
against the unholy doctrines that are being promulgated? Did not that vast majority of Baptist
ministers, when they gave their votes, agree to hold those questions as neutral in order to
keep the Union intact, while religious magazines lauded their action as a step in the right? And
if such things are tolerated in a sect that was supposed to be the most evangelical, what must
be the condition of the rest?
We state those things simply and plainly in order to draw the attention of our brethren in
Christ to the solemn issues of the times; and to show that, with such perversion of Scripture in
high places, their only safety lies in "cleaving to the Lord with purpose of heart," and taking
their stand for the whole Word of God outside the camp with their rejected Lord,—
dishonoured alike both by civil and religious powers: also, that they may be on their guard
against any attempt to minimize the value of any portion of the Word of Truth.
And our desire is that that Word may, in the power of the mighty Spirit, open the eyes of saints
to see clearly the religious perversion of the things of God that exists; and that their ears and
hearts may be opened to hear the voice of Him who seeks the enlargement of His people,—
"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness
with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? and what concord hath
Christ with Belial? or, what part hath he that believeth with an infidel (unbeliever)? and what
agreement hath the temple of God with idols?... Wherefore come out from among them, and be
ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean; and I will receive you, and will be a
Father unto you, and ye shall be My sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty" (2 Cor.6:1418).
W. Laing
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JOTTINGS ON SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.
HAPPY is the man that hath an ear to hear when God speaks once. Happier still the man who
hath ears to hear when God is pleased to speak a second time. As such did the blessed Lord
Jesus overcome the Wicked One. Behold His answer: "It is written again" (Matt.4:7).
Because of a second epistle to Timothy we find ourselves in the position of the man who is
privileged to listen with both ears. How solemnizing and instructive it is to think that God
should need to speak a second time! Surely His pitying mercy shines forth in this, while the
intensity of our need is also revealed. God speaking twice tells of a truth that we required His
first words. How much more therefore His second utterances! Whence we should understand
that each is the complement of the other. Knowing also that both are necessary to him that
would honour God with that honour on account of which God, too, will honour him. As it is
written, "Them that honour ME, I will honour" (1 Sam.2:30).
Paul wrote the first epistle to Timothy as Apostle of Christ Jesus, according to the
commandment of God our Saviour. This second epistle he wrote as Apostle of Christ Jesus
through the will of God, according to the promise of life which is in Christ Jesus. Wherefore, in
the first epistle, commandments predominate, which, if obeyed, bring about salvation unto its
veriest fulness. So then, in this second epistle, it is Will of God unto the abundance of life which
is in Christ Jesus being enjoyed and lived. For which cause every child of God who would be a
servant of the Lord should bestir himself not merely to have commandment of God for matter
of obedience, but commandment of God that declares and makes plain what God wants him to
be and to
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do in the time that is now. Lest otherwise as with a Saul of Tarsus, or even a very Apollos, so
with us. For still, indeed, a man may have the purest of conscience and verily think within
himself that he ought to do many things contrary to the Name of Jesus from Nazareth, all the
while, too, thinking he doeth God service. The fact is, that conscience must never be allowed to
determine what is the will of God where the Word of God has come; but rather, by right
dividing of the Word of truth, the will of God should determine the conscience we have, in the
energy of which we should seek to serve God with all of Him that is in us. This, moreover, in
relation to Christ Jesus as Lord. Hence the words of 2 Tim.1:3, which give early warning in
regard to the place and power of conscience in the light of the will of God which ever leads to
the life that is in Christ Jesus being possessed and exhibited.
By the unfeigned faith that dwelt in Timothy, we may readily perceive the good conscience
which accompanies a pure heart filled by love that gives the possessor thereof to know how
truly he loves the children of God, since he loves God AND keeps His commandments (comp. 1
Tim.1:5. and 1 Jn 5:1-3).
Verse 6 connected with 1 Tim.4:14 seems to say that "Gift" was put into Timothy by the
Apostle's own hands, having the fellowship of "with the hands of the company of Elders" then
present.
The idea in the word "stir - up" is that of putting the poker into a smouldering fire, so that it
may blaze forth in light and heat.
The reminding Timothy (verse 7) that God hath not given as the spirit of fear (cowardice) but
of ability, and of love, and of a sound mind, in the light of the preceding verse, may indicate a
proneness to shrinking back rather than boldly manifesting this mercy. Nevertheless, in that
spirit it becomes us not to be ashamed of the testimony of the
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Lord, nor yet of any who are His prisoners on account thereof. Thus we may suffer evil with
the Gospel according to the power of God, Who saved AND called us with holy calling:— NOT
ACCORDING TO OUR WORKS
but according to
HIS OWN PURPOSE
and grace which was given us in Christ Jesus before eternal times. And now is manifested by
the appearing of our Saviour Christ Jesus, Who abolished death, having brought life and
incorruption to light through the Gospel. Unto which Paul was set a Herald! and Apostle! and
Teacher! Whence his sufferings without shame and without fear. Hence also the exhortation to
hold fast the form of health-giving words. Given as they were received (comp. 1 Tim.1:14 with
this 13th verse) in faith and love that is, so far removed from policy and self, being in Christ
Jesus. Fit lesson and example to every servant of the Lord, which is also to be guarded by us
through the Holy Spirit who indwelleth us.
Others, too, will not be ashamed of the prison loneliness and lowness of such a servant. And
albeit many turn away from him because he cleaves to the God - prepared works, and refuses
all that otherwise would be but works of man, he goes on in the fellowship of God, seeking in
His way to carry out His purpose. He also shall have certain seek him diligently out, so that he
shall be oft refreshed, though cut off from much and many through adherence to the good will
of his God.
Thus abiding in his God - given place he shall be kept from inventions of his own or of others,
and as proclaimer sent forth he shall instruct as bidden by his Lord. Therefore shall he also
encourage others to carry on the will of
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God. This, too, as strengthened in the grace that is in Christ Jesus. So passing on to others what
has been entrusted to him, in order that they also may teach others, in the doing of which the
Soldier - life of the Lord's servant is called into manifestation. Hence the exhortation: As a
beautiful or brave soldier of Christ Jesus endure evil, taking care not to be entangled with the
affairs of life, lest thereby we fail to please Him Who hath chosen us. ENGAGEMENT in the
affairs of this life is quite compatible with pleasing Him as a good soldier. ENTANGLEMENT
therewith is a positive prevention of such pleasing. Moreover, if called to wrestle (close
conflict), let such take heed to do so lawfully, even according to all the will of Him Who is
Judge Himself.
It is necessary that the husbandman labour first before he receives of the fruits. Because of
which receiving he labours, and labouring shall yet receive more and more.
He that considers shall receive understanding in all things from the Lord. The call to
remember the Lord, as Jesus Christ of the seed of David, raised from the dead, is highly
instructive here. For though He was rejected and cast out even unto death, yet hath Jehovah
set His King upon His holy hill of Zion. Wherefore, though suffering evil, as a "bad workman"
(comp. Phil.3:2) even unto bonds, let such rejoice that the Word of God is not bound. Strange,
is it not, that a worker of, and for, the will of God should be reckoned and made to suffer as an
evil-doer? Yet so it is. Nevertheless, that God's elect may not only have salvation, but salvation
which is in Christ Jesus
WITH eternal glory, let these labour and suffer on, heralding forth the Word of God.
Faithful is the word. If we die with Him, we shall also live with Him. If we suffer, we shall also
reign. If we shall deny (or refuse) Him, He also will deny (or refuse) us. If we believe not or are
unfaithful, He abideth faithful.
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He cannot deny Himself. Saints need to be reminded hereof, and herewith to be charged in the
Lord's presence, not to strive about words that are only catastrophe to the hearers. Whence
the Lord's servant is to be diligent to present himself approved unto God. We note here that he
who presents himself to God is to do so not for God's approval, but as one already approved!
This at once raises the question, Approved by whom?—which, like all the questions of
Scripture, is answered by the Scriptures. For, not he that commendeth himself is approved,
but he whom the Lord commendeth (2 Cor.10:18). Therefore, as an approved workman, let
the saint be diligent to present himself unto God, not needing to be ashamed, since he rightly
divides the Word of Truth. This tells us that workmen who present themselves to God may
have need to be ashamed; chiefly because they wrongly divide the Word of Truth. Moreover,
this establishes the fact that the Word of Truth needs to be divided. But the business of the
workman is to see that he abides by the lines which the Spirit has drawn, and so fulfills his
deaconship (that is, ministry or service). For even a very Apollos may be mighty in the
Scriptures and eloquent, and yet need to be instructed MORE ACCURATELY in the way of God.
To manward the approved workman is to shun profane and vain talkings, which only increase
in more ungodliness; for such words eat as doth a gangrene, driving the - receiver and
believer thereof either far past or far short of the Truth. And so the mark of the Truth is
missed. How very blessed that, despite all the confusion and anxiety that this behaviour
entaileth, "The foundation of God standeth steady,
HAVING THIS SEAL,
the Lord knew them that are His;
AND,
Let every one that nameth the Name of the Lord (not Christ) depart from iniquity." Besides
which, as in a great
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house, there are vessels of gold and of silver, of wood and of clay, some to honour and some to
dishonour, the saint is expected to be awake and sober, that he may not as a workman be
found labouring or associated with such as are to dishonour.
We note very definitely that this verse is too commonly quoted and spoken of as if it read, "in
THE great house." From which, huge misrepresentations of its voice have been set forth.
There is no word "the". The statement is simply illustrative of a great and radical principle of
service, as also a revelation that there may be those from whom he who would be a vessel
unto honour, having been sanctified, useful to the Master and prepared unto every good work,
must needs out-purge himself. Surely, surely, since the Lord requireth His servants thus to
conduct themselves, His word must make it very plain who these are from whom one must
needs out-purge himself: The issues whereof are of the most solemn importance in the matter
of service. Indeed, upon this out-purging turns all the weight and worth of being a vessel unto
honour, etc., or a vessel unto dishonour, not useful to the Master, etc. Then to whom useful,
may we not ask? For workmen are the subjects before us.
The fleeing and following of verse 22 are fascinatingly instructive. We note that youthful
strong desires (for lusts are not necessarily more than intense longings) are no mean nor
uncommon snares to entrap from the mark of the Truth. The very strength and zeal of the
young, with the results that flow from their work, emboldening them in questionings that
forsooth are not answered, not because they cannot be, but because being foolish and
unlearned questions, they cannot be answered to the help of the questioners. Hence the Lord's
servant is bidden to reject such, and not to fight, but to be gentle, availing himself of any
opportunity to say a helping word, being apt to teach,
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forbearing withal. Alas, alas! that this godly behaviour causeth some today to imagine that
these vessels to honour are altogether like themselves (comp. Ps.50:21).
Moreover, the Lord's servant in meekness is to labour on, instructing those who oppose
themselves. Let no one think that this means who themselves oppose. It is far different, yea, it
is the very opposite in a spiritual sense of Eph.5:29, first clause. How sad to stand in one's
own way of approval and reward at the hand of the only Lord. Still, while there is life there is
hope, and God may give them repentance to acknowledgment of the Truth, in the energy of
which they will wake up out of the Devil's snare unto THE WILL of God.
JOHN BROWN.
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WHERE AND WHEN
DID PAUL WRITE THE LETTERS TO THE CHURCH 0F THESSALONIANS?
To find out from Scripture the circumstances under which a given portion thereof was written
must ever be a profitable as well as an interesting study. For it is a word fitly spoken, which is
"as apples of gold in pictures of silver."
To do this we should read the book through with great ease, noting especially all allusions,
however slight, to matters of fact that may be recorded in other parts of the Bible. And in
particular we should keep our eyes open for names of persons and of places.
In the case of the first letter to Thessalonians we notice within the compass of the first verse
four
facts which will much assist our inquiry. (1) That the letter was written by Paul. (2) That Silas
and Timothy were with him at the time. (3) That there was in Thessalonica (a city in the
country of Macedonia) a church, that is to say, in plain English, a company of called-out ones
(this is the simple meaning of the Greek word: ecclesia, which comes from a verb eccaleo, to
call out or summon forth: Liddell & Scott, 7th edition, p. 434). (4) That this letter was written
to that church. Then (besides other matters less helpful to our present subject) we glean (5)
That their conversion to God had been attended with much persecution (1 Thess.2:14; 3:1-5),
so that some had even been slain therein, or, as Paul beautifully words it, they had been put to
sleep by Jesus (1 Thess.4:13,14).
That (6) Paul had been hindered in a desire to see them, but had sent Timothy to them,
although that necessitated his being alone at Athens. And (7) That Timothy had just rejoined
Paul ("came even now," chapter 3:6, R.V.) with good news of their faith and love.
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On turning to Acts 17 we find verses 1 to 4 occupied with the planting of this church. Then
verses 6 to 9 speak of the persecution which arose and which resulted, as verse 10 tells us, in
Paul being hastily sent to Berea. Thither the unbelieving Jews of Thessalonica followed him,
and he fled to Athens, leaving Silas and Timothy behind in Macedonia. We say in Macedonia,
not in Berea itself, because on now comparing the passage before us (Acts 17:14,15) with 1
Thess.3:1,2, it is evident that they both refer to the same time, that just as Paul started for
Athens he sent Timothy back to The Thessalonica, whilst Silas occupied himself with other
work, perhaps in Berea itself. And urgently as they were exhorted to follow Paul quickly, we
find that they did not rejoin him till he had left Athens and come to Corinth (Acts 17:16; 18:5).
Now as Paul says in 1 Thessalonians 3:6 that Timothy had just arrived we know that this
epistle was written immediately after Silas and Timothy reached Corinth. And as Paul
remained in Corinth eighteen months we are equally certain that it was from Corinth he wrote
it.
We have much less to guide us as to the date of the second epistle. But the general tenor of it
would seem to show that it was written soon after the first, and we are probably safe in
connecting chapter 3 verse 2 with Acts 18:12 to 17, and thus concluding that it was written
towards the end of Paul's first visit to Corinth. (The subscriptions printed at the ends of the
epistles in most editions of the Authorized Version, for instance, "The first epistle unto the
Thessalonians was written from Athens", are no part of the inspired Word of God. Nor have
they indeed any claim to attention as coming from those who might know what they were
writing of, for they are comparatively recent additions.)
C. M. LUXMOORE.
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CHRISTENDOM BROUGHT TO THE TEST OF SCRIPTURE.
(Concluded from page 81.)
"THEY are not of the world" (Jn 17:14); "Born from above" (Jn 3:7). Each child of God, by
Divine operation, is eternally linked to Him who is "the heavenly" (1 Cor.15:48).
Relationship by birth to the first Adam made each in nature of the earth, earthy. Relationship
by the new birth to the last Adam has made each born-again one heavenly: "As is the
heavenly" (1 Cor.15:48). Marvelous words of mightiest grace, bringing about already a
likeness which will be fully complete when He "shall appear," for then “we shall be like Him"
(1 Jn 3:2). "Born from above,” “our citizenship is in heaven, from whence also we look for the
Saviour" (Phil.3:20). The eternal things of the heavens are those now set before God's people
and not as formerly to Israel, blessing in the temporal things of earth. Unlike Israel's choice,
calling, character, and hope, ours are heavenly, and our place here is that of identification with
a rejected Lord, and our becoming character, therefore, "Strangers and pilgrims" (1 Pet.2:11 ).
"Sons of God in the world; but the world out of us" (1 Jn 2:16). Unknown and hated by the
world, yet overcoming it by our faith, and serving it by shining as lights in it. Thus is clearly
defined our relationship to the world, our separation, and our service.
As through Balaam's counsel Israel was seduced by Midian, so, alas! Satan has succeeded
against God's people through the seductions of the world. Church and chapeldom exhibit this
on every hand. How closely allied are "Church" and State, Christians and the world! yet
nothing could be more opposite to the words of Christ, "They are NOT of
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the world." Satan has reversed the character of those protesting godliness (thank God there
are many exceptions!), and made the resemblance to the world so complete, that but for the
name it were impossible to tell the two apart. The world gives the "Church" its contribution,
and the “Church" favours with its presence the world's theatres, balls, parties, etc. The world
appears to be less worldly by its religious disposition, and the "Church" is an apparent gainer
by her compromise. Yet, alas! in reality she is unfaithful and disloyal to Him whom she
professes to own as Lord, and a loser of all that beauty of holiness so precious in His sight.
How common a thing it is for the sects to seek the patronage of unconverted mayors,
magistrates, and other influential gentlemen as presidents of religious meetings! and the more
influential and likely to secure the patronage of wealth the gentleman elected to the chair, the
more acceptable. He can give his donation, and secure those of others; and that is the
recommendation for his position - anything for money. Concerts, penny readings, dramatic
and organ recitals, services of song, popular lectures, musical services, fruit banquets and
bazaars, with their unhallowed accompaniments of "art galleries," “phrenological
examinations," "bouquet of fun," "stalls," "drawing of prizes," etc., etc. What miserable
substitutes for Christian liberality! how completely setting aside Divine precept and example,
and adopting worldly methods to obtain worldly support!
How different all this is to the way of God as taught in the Scriptures and seen (in some
measure) in the conduct of His people in apostolic times! Then, poor saints were helped by the
liberality of fellow - believers (1 Cor.16:2; 2 Cor.8:14) apart from worldly aid, and God's work
was carried on through the gifts which came exclusively from those who had first accepted the
gift of God. The world was asked for nothing, and those who went forth for the
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Name took nothing of the Gentiles. Saints were instructed to give liberally and cheerfully; not
grudgingly, nor of necessity; not by constraint, but of a ready mind; to distribute with a
bountiful hand to the necessity of saints, and, as opportunity afforded, to do good to all. Their
gifts were the expressions of care for, and, fellowship with, needy saints and approved
servants of Jesus Christ, and also fruit abounding to their own account; and above all, an odour
of a sweet savour to God, a sacrifice acceptable to Him (Phil.4:17,18). But as to solicitation of
worldly support, we have positively nothing in the Word of God: nothing of endowments,
advowsons, livings, benefices, salaries, pew rents, collecting cards, subscriptions, fees, tithes,
bazaars, and the host of other methods of ancient and modern device.
" That which is born of the flesh is flesh " (Jn 3:6). " They that are after the flesh do mind the
things of the flesh " (Rom.8:5).
It is impossible for the natural man to appreciate the things of God; and to expect him to love
spiritual things while he remains in a carnal state is to expect what can never be. His
preference is for the world. How is he then to be influenced so as to secure his presence at
"church" or chapel? Sectarianism, largely setting aside the command, " Go ye into all the world,
and preach the gospel," has raised the question, "How are we to get the people?" For with the
chapel to keep up and the minister to support, getting the people becomes an important
question indeed.
Rome has answered the question to a great extent, and Ritualistic Anglicanism has taken up
the cue, and tries to outdo Rome in its struggle for the people. An imposing ritual, gorgeous
vestments, magnificent architecture, choral services, stained and figured windows toning
down the light—all these, and more, ministering to the religious sentiment of the creature,
contribute through his senses
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to his pleasure, but leave his heart unmoved with the things of God. His eye is pleased with
beauty of form and colour, and his ear with sweet sounds of music; but the flesh wants not
God, for God and the flesh cannot agree.
Dissent is not backward in its perception of what suits the people; and though it cannot
provide so sumptuous au entertainment, it makes up for it by its quantity of popular lectures,
musical evenings, services of song, solos, duets, recitations, "short sermons, short prayers, and
much singing," American organs, harmoniums, and choirs; and though its respectability may
be shocked by the later methods of brass bands, fiddles and drums, yet, having admitted them
in principle by its own use of organ and choir, it cannot but suffer the rougher element of
tambourine, concertina, and cornet. So the people are gotten, and their money too - gotten to
an entertainment for which they are willing to pay either by tickets bought or contributions to
the collections made. Alas! and all this in the name of God, sanctioned, encouraged, nay, put
forward by the host of religious teachers who themselves having been chosen by the people to
their situations, in turn please the people with that which the natural heart and ear can relish,
"a great success" - yes, but a great delusion.
But, it may be asked, did not God's people have instrumental music? Had not David his harp,
the priests their trumpets, and the people their timbrels? Yes, they had, and they will have
them again. Ps.149 tells us that when Israel shall be saved and have become joyful in their
Ring again their hands shall take their instruments of music, their lips sing the songs of Zion,
and in the dance, too, will their joyousness be told out. But since they put their King on the
cross and God left them desolate, He has been dealing with another people - a people whom
He has called out, of whom He speaks as "The Church" (Eph.5). To such He has given
instructions with regard to worship and
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service which differ entirely from the order and manner of worship and service Israel
rendered. The Lord Jesus, in Jn 4:23, said, in regard to worship, "The hour cometh, and now is,
when the true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth: for the Father
seeketh such to worship Him." The accompaniment of instruments of music to the proclaiming
of God's praises belonged to a dispensation when God dwelt in a house built with hands, and
accepted sacrifices laid by men's hands on a visible altar. But all these things are entirely
inconsistent with the heavenly calling of the Church, and consequently we find none of them
in the epistles of the New Testament.
The Acts and Epistles furnish the man of God with present guidance and instruction as to his
service, and in those parts of Holy Scripture nothing whatever is found of organs or
harmoniums, or anything else of the sort; and to adopt them, whether to get or to entertain
the people, or with the humbler thought of helping the singing, is neither to make the service
more obedient, nor the offering more acceptable to God.
"But it is for a good cause" is the common argument, and the apologetic tone of a so called
Christian liberality is ready to cover over all the extravagances indulged in in the name of
"religion," as if God must necessarily be pleased with everything that is called the Lord's work,
and must accept whatever has a religious appearance.
Everything for God may be but the counterpart of anything for God. In Malachi's days, the
lame, the maimed, and the blind were offered in sacrifice, for the name of Jehovah was
despised. Anything was thought good enough for God. He was less considered than the
governor (Mal.1), and Israel's worst, like Saul's best (1 Sam.15), was offensive to Him. In these
days everything is pressed into what is professedly the Lord's work, and the means are
supposed to be justified by the end. But God would have
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us prove in our service what is His good, and acceptable, and perfect will (Rom.12:2), so that
we may be accepted of Him in service who are already accepted in the Son. Everything can be
no more acceptable than anything. God looks for obedience from His children in their work as
in all else, and however great a show of piety and zeal there may be, where that obedience is
lacking, everything is wanting which could make it well pleasing to Him.
The plate and work assumed by many women now fully illustrate this. Ever since the woman
took the lead in the garden and went wrong (Gen.3), God has given her the place of subjection,
of which her long hair is the sign (1 Cor.11), and in keeping with such subjection, her
shamefacedness, and modest apparel, and behaviour (1 Tim.2:9; Tit.2; 1 Pet.3), are the fitting
accompaniments, while she is placed under most positive injunction not to teach nor usurp
authority, but to learn in silence in the assembly.
How largely all this is reversed nowadays, as if God had not uttered His mind at all! We have
today the humiliating spectacle in almost every large town throughout the country, and in
numerous smaller ones, of women and girls who have so far lost all womanly modesty that
with unnatural voice and gesture they assume command and lead on the crowd who follow.
Their dress, too, while having the appearance of neatness, marks them out at all times
conspicuously by its peculiarity, and helps to complete the demolition of their modesty, while
it advertises the religious faction to which they belong. And all this professed to be for the
Lord, like Saul's sheep and oxen (1 Sam.15), a religious show, and at the same time an
exhibition of saddest disobedience.
That there are many Christian women preachers who act differently is only too well known;
and the writer, in speaking of the last phase of departure from the truth in women's work,
would by no means appear indifferent to the more
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decorous and womanly manner of earnest women, who would themselves condemn the
practices complained of. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that, however modestly
and naturally a woman may speak, she is assuming a place God has not given her, whenever
she attempts public utterance. And then again, how great the loss of true womanly work
whenever other ways of serving are taken up in its place! Satan's effort is to get us all away
from the path and work allotted to us; and since God has given the woman the home sphere
for her service, and has insisted upon her silence in the assembly and in public, when she
conforms to those instructions she is as much serving God and doing! His will as is the man
whom God has gifted for public utterance, and who seeks to wait upon such ministry. To the
saints has been given the Faith once for all delivered (Jude 3). In 2 Chron.36:14-17 we see how
the disobedience of God's earthly people culminated in most flagrant rejection of His word,
and brought down upon them the wrath of God without remedy. In the same way the remnant,
who, at the earlier stage of their return to Jerusalem, gave the book its place, and did as they
found written (Ezra 3:2-4), later turned aside from God and His word to skeptical questioning
(see Malachi). Still later, though full of apparent religious zeal, their descendants were ready
to reject and kill their Messiah; and in like manner Christendom has turned away from the
truth, and; continues her guilty course of disobedience. Men have arisen, speaking perverse
things; their words have eaten like a gangrene; many have followed their pernicious ways; the
way of truth has been evil spoken of; and lies accepted in its place. Turned aside from the
truth and after Satan, alas! how many of both teachers and taught believe and propagate
human theories as the teaching of the Scriptures.
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What a masterpiece of Satanic strategy! - the base metal of Satan's imitation, with the assumed
name and authority of God attached to it, is passed on as genuine coin!
C. Morton.
CORRESPONDENCE DEPARTMENT.
“Hearken to me, I will answer also my part." Job 32:10,17.
CAN A SIN COMMITTED IN IGNORANCE BE CALLED DISOBEDIENCE?
Dear brethren in Christ, I have no desire to find fault with an expression, but, if I mistake not, there is one in Needed
Truth, p. 60, which to my mind is not scriptural, and very misleading; viz., "Whatever it may
be, in which the walk of the man of God has not been in accordance with the will of God,... sin
of... disobedience. True, that disobedience may have been largely, or even wholly, the result of
ignorance."
Now, in Scripture we read of children and others obeying, but it does not follow that if a child
or a servant is ignorant he or she is therefore disobedient. Whether the ignorance arises from
being "dull of hearing" (Heb.5:11) or from any other cause, it is blameworthy, and though they
wist it not, they are guilty - they have certainly trespassed against the Lord (Lev.5:19), but
they are not disobedient, for the same individual can take no action till it come to his
knowledge (Lev.4:28). I judge, therefore, that for one to be disobedient two things are
necessary - 1st, Knowledge, 2nd, Self-will (Lk.12:47, Matt.21:29,81), and this self-will is shown
whether they say "I will not," or say "I will," but do not.
But why contend about an expression? Because with many that expression is a principle,
actuating the thoughts and actions towards other believers whom they consider disobedient,
and if so, guilty of a positive sin; whilst others only consider these same believers as guilty of a
sin of ignorance, or negative failure to rise up to what the Lord has called them to.
As Ezra and his times have been referred to (pp. 88, 91) do not you think that Scripture
reveals more disobedience in those who went up at the call of the Lord to Jerusalem, guilty of
usury, breaking the
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Sabbath, and forming unlawful alliances, - all positive sins against the commands Is of God, than in those who in negative failure failed to realize God's call, or understand when Jer.29:4-7
ceased to be the will of God and Jer.29:10 should be their privilege. If this is so, how will it
agree with p. 88 - "all that remained at Babylon opposed themselves, for they deprived
themselves of the companionship of their God"? - and how does this agree with the first 18
lines of p. 90?
Perhaps Scripture will be given for the following quotation from that page: “We ought to be
seeking fellowship,...only with those whose spirits God has stirred unto a certain definite aim
unto His will."
Desiring to see "needed truth" rightly divided, I am, dear brethren, yours in Christ Jesus, J. R. S.
[According to the standard of the natural conscience, we might probably answer that a sin
committed in ignorance is not be called disobedience. But, according to that standard, we
should have to go further, and to say that where there is no knowledge of the commandment
there is no guilt in the transgression. It is very plain, however, that this whole subject of sin
has to be dealt with on other ground altogether. In each of the four cases of sins of ignorance
spoken of in Leviticus iv. the persons concerned are said to be guilty, and a very strong word
in the original is used on each occasion. Sin can only be rightly judged by regarding it in
relation to God, and then we see at once that there is no difference, but that all have sinned,
because all have come short of the glory of God.
But is all sin disobedience? We believe the Word of God teaches that it is. In every age and
among all nations God has not left Himself without a witness (Acts 14:17), therefore His wrath
is revealed against all unrighteousness of men, "because that which may be known of God is
manifest in them; for God manifested it unto them" (Rom.1:19, R.V). For this reason God
accounts all unregenerate persons as disobedient, and in Eph.2:2; Eph.5:6, and Col.3:6, the
term "children of disobedience" is used as embracing them all. In the same way Jew and
Gentile sinners are alike charged with disobedience in Rom.2:8.
But if those who have not heard the Gospel are disobedient in respect of that which God has
manifested without the word, how great is the disobedience of those who have heard and yet
have not obeyed. Yet even multitudes of such, in a sense, are ignorant, for they have never
understood what they have heard, and are not aware that they are refusing the Word of God.
Still they have not obeyed the Gospel, and he that obeyeth not the Son shall not see life (Jn
3:36, R.V.).
The translators of the Authorized Version in this and many other
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passages have substituted the words "believe not" and "unbelief" for the "obey not" and
"disobedience" of the original, and by so doing have greatly confused the sense. In Romans
11:30-32 particularly they have made this change in the most unwarrantable manner. Read
correctly, as in the Revised Version, this passage shows very plainly that God accounts the
condition of the heathen nations and of the Jews as alike one of disobedience. And now as to
the teaching of Scripture with regard to the departures of God's people from His
commandments. The very fact that God has given us His perfect Word and that we are indwelt
by the Holy Spirit surely makes us tenfold more responsible to know and to do all His will than
those to whom the Word of God has never come,. and who yet are counted disobedient. If we
take a concordance and look up the word "obey" in the Old Testament, with its negative form
"obey not," and take note of every use of it in admonitions to Israel. we shall see that, having
given them His commandments, God held them guilty of disobedience if they did not keep
them, and that although the majority of them might be in as great ignorance about those
commandments as the heathen themselves. As we remarked in the passage to which our
correspondent takes exception, the degree of culpability may be largely affected by the
measure of the person's knowledge, but it is not less to be accounted as disobedience.
Even from a human standpoint, the idea that there can be no disobedience apart from
knowledge is a mistake. Suppose a master gives a servant written instructions as to his work,
bidding him follow them closely and be guided by them alone. Is that servant not disobedient
if he neglects to read the instructions, or, having read them once, lets them slip from his
memory, and contents himself with copying some fellow - servant? We are deeply persuaded
that the lack of a right understanding of this fundamental principle is the reason why there is
so little reality about our professed turning again from human traditions to obey the Word of
God. We are no to treat the disobedience of ignorance as though it were willful; but we are
surely bound to account it as disobedience, and therefore to judge it as such in ourselves, and
seek to exercise the consciences of fellow saints about it in like manner.
As for our correspondent's remarks on "Ezra's times," it is impossible properly to answer him,
as he does not quote the scripture on which he founds them.
In Needed Truth pp. 88-91, it is not "Ezra's times" that are alluded to, but the times of Ezra 1,
which concern people that went up to Jerusalem from Babylon 70 years before Ezra, and
more than 100 years before the usury, Sabbath - breaking, etc., were manifested, and dealt
with by Nehemiah. Clearly then it was not those whose spirits God
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had raised in the day of Cyrus, but their descendants, who committed these sins, probably,
with some of those who went up with Ezra.
J. R. S. asks for Scripture to substantiate the assertion on page 90 lines 16-19; we refer him to
2 Tim.2:21,22. - ED.]
Department of Question and Answer.
"If any man willeth to do his will, he shall know of the teaching whether it be of God." Jn 7:17,
R. V.
QUESTION 5. Please explain Dan.8:14. When does the period of 2,300 days begin, and when does
it end? Does it begin with the seventy weeks mentioned in Dan.9:24?
Dan.7 and Dan.8 are one vision. And the vision of the evening and the morning which was told,
IT is true: wherefore shut thou up the vision, for IT shall be for many days (Dan.8:26).
Chap.7: The EVENING telling is spoken in Chaldee or Aramaic.
Chap.8: The MORNING telling is given in Hebrew. This evening and morning make a day of
God, all of which end in morning whereas that of man is from morning till night. These days
are clearly within the compass of the seventy weeks, and have to do with that time when the
wicked king shall be broken without hand by that Prince of princes against whom he so
impiously has stood up. We do not pursue the interpretation of some who affirm that those
days mean years, or what they choose to call "prophetic years," system of interpretation
unheard of until the 14th century; which, moreover will not bear the light of the Scriptures for
any time that yet has been. This, too, chiefly because (Dan.8:19) Daniel thereby was made to
know what shall be in the LAST end of the indignation; for the end shall come at the
appointed time and ISSUE IN the sanctuary (not yet built, and which cannot be until after the
Rapture) being cleansed or justified.
QUESTION 6. Is it according to Scripture to break bread on a Lord's day morning, seeing Acts
20:7 mentions "midnight," or does this passage give any authority for the Breaking of the Bread
to be held at night?
Genesis 1:5, clearly shows that at the beginning the day began in the evening, each day
consisting of an evening and a morning. Such scriptures as Lev.23:32 and Dan.8:14 (See
margin of “Englishman's Bible" in both places) prove that the
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Israelites reckoned time in like manner, and that they did so with Divine sanction. Thus, for
example, the seventh or Sabbath day began at Sunset, on what we should call Friday evening,
and ended on sunset on Saturday (in the present day the shops of religious Jews may be seen
to be closed on Friday evening, but reopened on Saturday evening). Thus also the first day of
the week would commence on what we call Saturday evening, and would be generally ended
by the time Sunday evening meetings commence in this country (sun sets at Greenwich before
7 o'clock during eight months of the year).
From the allusion in the preceding verses to the days of unleavened bread, it is clear that the
longer intervals of time were still measured by Jewish feasts, which though superseded by
God, were yet unabandoned by the many Israelites with whom the disciples were coming in
constant contact. It therefore seems reasonable to suppose that much more they would cling
as long as possible to the old evening - morning day, which had been in vogue for twenty five
centuries before the days of unleavened bread were instituted. If this be so, the verse tells us
that they were gathered together on what we should call Saturday evening, being in the first
hours of the first day of the week (even as our Lord and His apostles kept Jehovah's Passover
at the beginning of the day, as Lk.22:14 says, though Jn 18:28 tells of Jews who on the
following morning had not kept theirs). Without controversy our days do not begin at sunset;
but if we would be guided by the example of these disciples, it is in the first hours of the first
day of the week that we shall keep the Feast of remembrance.
If it be contended that perhaps Roman time was kept, and a morning - evening day was
observed, then it must be remembered that at any rate the first day of the week was not a
public holiday, and many of the disciples were slaves, or otherwise not the masters of their
own time, therefore the Sunday evening would be in that case the earliest practicable hours of
the first day of the week.
This leads some to quote the supposed analogy of Num.9:1-14 for an evening breaking of
bread meeting for servants, and the like. But if so, it must be observed: - first, that Num.9
expressly discountenances the keeping of the Passover in the second month by any who could
possibly keep it in the first; secondly, that it gives no authority for any one keeping the
Passover in both months; thirdly, that the only passage in the Bible which gives instruction as
to the details of the meeting when the Feast of Remembrance is kept (1 Cor.11:17 to 1
Cor.14:40) expressly speaks of a "whole" being come together
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into one place (the expressions "come together" (1 Cor.11:17,18,20,34; 1 Cor.14:23,26), and
"in church” (1 Cor.11:18; 1 Cor.14:19,28,35), are characteristic of this passage). From which
we learn that the Feast of the Breaking of the Bread is only kept "according to all the
ordinances" thereof when within the circle of a divinely called-out company - a church of God at a time when the "whole church" comes together. Acts 20:7 shows that the right time is the
earliest practicable hours of the first day of the week.
QUESTION 7. Does the Scripture teach final perseverance? If so, what is the meaning of Heb.6:4,
etc., and similar passages? Please explain the whole subject, and put the above passage in what
you consider its true light.
A full exposition of this subject, and of all the passages that might be classed as similar to the
one above named, would require a volume rather than a short space in this department of our
magazine.
As to the general question, we would say briefly that the Scriptures abound in the most
absolute and unqualified statements as to the eternal salvation of every sinner that has
trusted in the Lord Jesus Christ. We might refer to such passages as Jn 10:27-31; Jn 5:24;
Rom.8:28-39 Col.3:3, 4; as a few out of many similar ones. But if the believer's heart is to be
established as to this all-important matter, it is necessary that he should see that God has
made the eternal character of His people's salvation dependent wholly upon what Christ is.
"Because I live, ye shall live also," were the words of the Lord Jesus to His disciples (Jn 14:19).
It is not merely that Christ has given us life, but the continuance of that life is guaranteed by
His own unchangeableness.
Inferences have been drawn from various passages in the Word of God in contradiction of this
truth; but we should ever remember that no inference or deduction of ours must be allowed to
weaken the force of plain statements of God's Word. We cannot attempt to deal with all such
inferences, but we will endeavour to point out the force of the passage specially referred to in
the question. This is one of the Scriptures most confidently relied on by those who have fallen
into error on this subject, and will therefore serve as a useful example. The argument is that
the apostle says "if they shall fall away," and how could he say this if the believer could not
possibly fall away? The inference appears to be a strong one, but it is only an inference; and
even if we were not able to explain it, it could not take away the truth of the absolute
statements already referred to.
Unlike other passages of a somewhat similar character in this
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epistle, the apostle here neither speaks in the first person, “Let us hold fast"; nor in the second,
"We desire that every one of you do show the same diligence"; but in the third person, "For it
is impossible for those who were once enlightened,... if they shall fall away." For he is speaking
of that which can neither be true of himself, nor of those he is addressing, and therefore the
change in his manner of expression. But if this passage is not applicable to saints nor to mere
professors, what class of people can it describe? It seems perfectly plain to us that the apostle
only deals with a case, such as was evidently SUPPOSED to be possible by the Hebrew
believers, in order to make very plain how great a mistake they were labouring under. The
Hebrews SUPPOSED, as many believers do today, that one might have trusted in Christ, and
fallen away from Him again, and afterwards be saved a second time. This the apostle here
declares to be impossible, and he gives a reason why. To renew oneself again to repentance,
he says, after having fallen away, would make it necessary that Christ should be crucified
afresh, and would consequently put Him to an open shame. It is here that probably the chief
misunderstanding arises. The Authorized Version says, "It is impossible to renew them again
unto repentance, seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put Him to an
open shame"; and the Revised Version repeats the same words. But these words do not
convey the force of the original, and the difference is an important one. Instead of "seeing they
crucify," it should read, "crucifying," which makes this wide difference: - in the former case,
the words would mean that their sin, in falling away, was so great that it could only be
compared to a crucifying of Christ afresh, and that there could be no possible restoration after
so heinous a crime. But as the words really are, the act of crucifying Christ afresh belongs to
the attempt to renew themselves to repentance; and the force of the sentence is, that it would
be impossible to renew themselves again to repentance, as that could not be done without
crucifying to themselves (on their own especial account) Christ afresh. The meaning of this
will be evident if we consider the words in connection with Levitical sacrifices for sins. It is
perfectly plain that, in every case, the blood of the sin offering was shed in order to restore the
offender to his former standing before God. A fresh sin would not need any fresh offering, or
the shedding of fresh blood, unless it were desired once more to bring about the sinner's
restoration. We will take the case, then, of an Israelite who had sinned, and, having brought his
offering, was accepted, and once more able to draw near to God. But he sins a second time, and
is shut out of God's presence. The sin, by itself, has not slain another victim; but if the man is
to draw near to God again, it will be necessary that fresh blood should be shed. And if no fresh
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victim can be found, there can be no fresh restoration. Now apply this to the passage before
us. The Hebrews, accustomed to the "often times the same sacrifices," which could never
really take away sins, were very slow to learn the infinite difference between them and the
“one sacrifice for sins for ever." Of course they did not suppose that Christ would have to be
crucified again when they "fell away"; but they imagined, as how many do today, that they
must go through something like a fresh conversion. This is what the apostle takes up. There
can be no such thing without a fresh crucifying of Christ. He does not say that a child of God
can fall away. Far from it. He does not say, "If you should fall away," or, "If we should fall
away." But he just takes the supposed case in the minds of those he is writing to and he says
that, if there be such persons-persons who have been enlightened, etc., and have fallen a away-then it would be impossible for them to renew themselves to repentance, as that could not be
done without crucifying Christ afresh to themselves. Their falling away, if they were to remain
away, would not crucify Christ afresh; but they could not be restored, if they had fallen away,
unless He were crucified again on their own especial account. This is where the impossible
comes in. It is not that their sin is of such a character that the blood once shed would not avail
to save them. But they are supposed to be persons who have been saved by that blood, and
then have got beyond its efficacy. If that be so, there must be another sacrifice before they can
be restored, and it is just this that manifests the utter mistake underlying the whole notion.
Those who think that a child of God can fall away turn to this passage in support of their view.
But it proves a great deal too much for them. If it means what they would have us believe, it
says, that for all such backsliders there is no remedy; and this they will not listen to for a
moment. On the other hand, many who know from the Scriptures that nothing can touch the
Eternal Life of one who is in Christ contend that it is not a true believer that is being described.
But they are involved in the other difficulty, that words of warning are wasted on such
persons, as there is no hope for them under any circumstances. The apostle was labouring to
teach the Hebrews the everlasting character of the work of Christ, and of all its results, and, as
a clinching argument, to dispose of their idea of being saved and falling away and being saved
again, he says, "Why, if you’d be saved, and fall away, you never could come back at all."
QUESTION 8. What is the meaning of Gal.3:4, and Gal.5:2,4?
The grace of God has placed us beyond the law, Christ having become the end of the law to
them that believe-that is, the finishing of the law. it having no more Power over a dead man
(Rom.10:4; Rom.7:6).
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That one therefore who puts himself under the law and seeks to make it his rule or even hope
of life has fallen from grace. Having begun in the Spirit (Gal.3:3) in which we are exhorted to
walk, he has returned to ordinances. Circumcision being the flesh under ordinances, not the
flesh in the place of death - “If ye then be risen with Christ, seek those things which are above."
"As ye have therefore received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in Him." This is the position
into which grace brings us. The circumcised one is a debtor to keep the whole law (Gal.5:3),
and Christ as our sanctification (1 Cor.1:30) is set aside - or made of none effect.
To Our Readers.
EDITORS' NOTE.
"SEPARATION" IN No. 4 OF " NEEDED TRUTH."
THE confused sounds and jarring tones which are heard all round as to SEPARATION make it
abundantly plain that the principles of God as revealed in the Scriptures are little understood
amongst His people.
The Editors propose, therefore, if God permit, to deal with the subject in the July issue (No. 4),
and to declare what to them appears to be the "counsel of God" thereon.
The help of friends in making this announcement both privately and in public meetings of
Christians will be much valued.
THE CIRCULATION OF "NEEDED TRUTH."
Friends of Needed Truth, and readers interested in the spread of instruction and exhortation
as to such parts of God's revelation as it exists to maintain, may help the Magazine, and
perhaps do service to God and to the truth by bringing it under the personal notice of others
who may not yet have seen it- Many in the assemblies seem to be unaware of its existence, and
it is exceedingly difficult to convey notification of that existence to such except through the
kindly efforts of its well-wishers.
Spare copies of Nos. 1 and 2 will be sent (on receipt of stamps to defray postage) to any who
can use them to procure additional subscribers, or to obtain orders for the volume. (See back
of cover.)
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SEPARATION.
IN considering why God requires His people to be separated we must bear in mind that this
earth has been the scene of continuous rebellion against God and His revealed will from the
earliest ages, is at the present time, and will be yet the scene of the last great struggle on the
part of Satan to assert his authority and to overturn the authority of God.
The means to this end that he has used in the past and is using today are various. He works on
man's naturally corrupt nature, which is at enmity against God, and is not subject to the law of
God, neither indeed can be (Rom.8:7), leading him to all filthiness of the flesh, as we see so
vividly depicted in the first chapter of Paul to the Romans.
Man is not only flesh, but is also spirit, and in his spirit is capable of all manner of spiritual
filthiness. It will be well for us also to bear in mind that the last phase of earth's rebellion does
not so much present to us a picture of gross moral evil as it does a consummation of spiritual
iniquity. Nor is it so much a scene of disorder as it is of a Satanic order, by which God and His
revealed will have been set aside.
Moreover we would here remark that the present state of confusion, both in the political and
in the religious world, is but a means used to an end, and this end we believe to be the
establishment of Satan's kingdom, in which his will to a great extent will be done on earth, and
to this end the spirit of iniquity doth already work (2 Thess.2:7).
The Spirit of God, however, is also working to the
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accomplishment of God's purposes and the final overthrow of all that is anti-Christ and the
dethroning of the man of Sin.
Whilst there is a restraining or holding back the development of evil in the world, this world
which the Lord is not yet claiming as His purchased inheritance, there is also a positive
conforming of some of His saints to His will, and to the carrying out of His government in a
limited circle in this parenthetical age. To this end there is, ever through the Spirit's agency, a
separating of the light from the darkness and a conforming of the thus separated ones as
children of the light and children of the day, both individually and collectively, to the will of
God.
There must needs be sects among you, in order that those that are approved may be
manifested (1 Cor.11:18,19); and this manifestation will be by those that name the name of
the Lord, departing from iniquity or spiritual filthiness (2 Tim.2:19 R.V.). If an assembly of
saints has been divinely gathered, so long as the Lord's authority is observed and His will
done, our place is to contend earnestly for the Faith within such an assembly, dealing with all
filthiness of the flesh and spirit according to its measure (Jude 22), and by taking heed to the
doctrine to save ourselves and them that hear us (1 Tim.4:16). Those who are spiritual are
called as guides to this work (Gal.6:1), otherwise it will be but the strife of flesh with flesh, and
the will of man opposed to that of his fellow-man.
A point, however, was arrived at in the history of the church in Ephesus when the call was no
longer to put a away from amongst themselves the wicked person, for this we believe had
been done, as in 1 Cor.5, by a portion, at least, of the assembly, by the direction of and in
fellowship with apostolic authority-see 1 Tim.1:20 and had failed to accomplish the
deliverance of the saints from the
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encroachments of Satanic wiles. It now becomes essential to the accomplishment of the will of
God that those yet faithful to Him should come out, as the call was "outside the camp" when
the camp became a defiled place; and as again the Lord led out His own from the nation that
had rejected Him and disowned is authority, so now those who desire not only to say "Lord,
Lord," but to do His will, are called upon to separate afresh to Him, and to the place where
they can again carry out His will. In the address to the church in Ephesus (Rev.2:2) that
assembly is commended for judging some calling themselves apostles. This seems to point to
their association with Paul in his act (1 Tim.1:20), and the further carrying out of this sentence
in the second epistle, thus indicating a similar action with regard to the filthiness of the spirit
as we have in 1 Cor.5 with the filthiness of the flesh, the church being associated with the
apostle in both cases in this Divine judgment.
Filthiness of the flesh, as was once remarked by an aged and beloved brother, touches our
character, and to be seen in the company of the drunkard or the immoral may bring upon us
disgrace before the world; but filthiness of the spirit is often associated with that which is
highly esteemed amongst men, and our character is not endangered with our fellow-men by
our association with such. The moral evil touches our own character, and we shrink from it;
the spiritual evil touches the character of our Lord, and, alas! it often little troubles us, thus
showing how little His glory is our care.
Doubtless these same principles were in the church in Ephesus, the workers of evil may have
been as "angels of light," (2 Cor.11:15) and the evil hidden. The lordship of Christ was,
however, being disowned and the subtle snare of the Devil was being drawn yet closer and
closer around those who had been separated of the
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Lord. In Rev.2:2 Ephesus is called upon to repent and do the first works, which would clearly
seem to be the judging of false doctrine and those that held it, verse 2 being in the past tense "Thou didst judge " - and indicating that that judgment had ceased (see R.V.).
We have chiefly dealt with filthiness of the spirit in the above, because we are not aware that
any of the sects in Christendom make moral evil their centre of gathering. This is important,
because it brings us to this conclusion, that doctrinal evil is essential to the development of
Satanic purposes; and, as we have already pointed out, the last phase of earth's rebellion will
be of a spiritual nature- demon-worship, with all its accompanying abominations (Rev.9:20
R.V.).
"Having therefore, dearly beloved, these promises, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness
of flesh and spirit." First, then, we are called to separate from false doctrine; secondly, from
those who hold it; and thirdly, from those that remain in fellowship with such. We cannot
separate from a doctrine without separating from the holder of it, and let us remember that
one holding evil doctrine must be always more or less a teacher of the same: therefore the
church in Pergamos is blamed for having in its midst the holders of evil doctrine (Rev.2:14).
We cannot hold fast the form of sound truth without rejecting that which is false. In purging
ourselves from false doctrine, we shall find that we are separated from those that hold it, also
from those that remain in their association.
Doubtless in Ephesus those thus separated from would have continued as an assembly,
although they would cease to be an assembly of God. They would have probably continued the
breaking of bread and the teaching of much of what was true; yet this would be but a device to
blind the eyes of the unwary, by throwing over that which was disobedience and rebellion a
form of godliness, as with
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Israel, where all that was of God was imitated for the better ensnaring of God's people (1
Kgs.12:28). From such we are walled to be separated. But let us not be misunderstood hero. It
is not that our responsibility towards that which we have separated from ceases; on the
contrary, it is only when thus truly separated unto the Lord that in obedience to Him we can
carry out our responsibility towards that which we have left, seeking the recovery of those
who have been ensnared and their restoration to the place of obedience. In this the ministry of
Eph.4 will be exercised, not as ministering to the saints in the church of God, but as going out
after the erring ones that are members of the Body of Christ. We may here remark that to
quote the commission to the eleven to go into all the world and to preach the Gospel to every
creature, as quoted by many to justify their going in to the various ungodly associations of
Christendom, seems to be a sad perversion of the text. In the first place, it has no reference to
the restoration or deliverance of the Lord's saints, and in the second place, it was spoken prior
to the present development of evil, towards which development a further revelation of the will
of God in the second epistles has shown us our responsibility. This responsibility consists, not
only in the receiving of the newly converted sinner, or the one weak in the Faith, but in the
seeking the restoration of those who have made shipwreck of the faith (1 Tim.1:19), and the
deliverance of others whose faith is being overthrown.
When Nathan was sent by God to deal with David about his great sin (2 Sam.12), he did not
merely utter a parable and draw a general principle from it. In the most pointed and definite
way he made his application of the parable; and, laying his finger on the spot, he said to David,
"Thou art the man." Nothing short of this would have met the necessity
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of the case. David's conscience had so long been stifled that he could wax indignant against the
man who had killed his neighbour's only ewe lamb without in the smallest degree perceiving
the point of the story as it touched himself.
Even so with all of us. We need not only sound teaching, but pointed application. Without the
application we often approve and applaud teaching which utterly condemns us; or else we
make the application to others without perceiving that it bears equally upon ourselves. For
this reason it may be well to say a plain few words as to the bearing of all that the Scriptures
teach as to "Separation," upon the question of preaching in chapels and mission halls, or of
taking part in Gospel work with those who are not prepared to obey all the Word of God. It
may be that some who read these pages will be ready to say with impatience, " Oh, we have
heard all this before; but nothing will persuade us that it can be wrong to preach the Gospel
anywhere that we can get an opening." Let such ask themselves the question, whether there
have not been other things about which they were once very certain that they were in the
right; yet with regard to which they now look back in wonder to think they could so have
deceived themselves. And let us each one lay to heart the thought that in this, as in everything
else, God claims from us implicit obedience to His will, and that His will is fully set forth in His
Word, so that "the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good works” (2
Tim.3:17).
Now the foundation of the whole matter lies in the question: What is the Gospel, and what is
its object? If our thought about the Gospel be simply that God had compassion on sinners who
were going to hell, and provided a way of escape for them, then no wonder that we concern
ourselves but little as to what we associate ourselves
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with in order that we may reach the lost ones and persuade them to escape from coming
judgment. But is that, indeed, the beginning and end of the matter? A study of some of the
descriptive titles of the Gospel would furnish a profitable answer to the question. As every
name by which God calls Himself is a distinct revelation of His character and attributes, so do
the various descriptive titles by which the Gospel is referred to in the Scriptures unfold its
origin and purposes. It is indeed "the Gospel of your salvation" (Eph.1:13); but the "Gospel of
the grace of God" (Acts 20:24) reminds us that God is sovereign in the exercise of mercy,
showing that mercy to whom He will. It is the "Gospel of God" (Rom.1:1), for it has its source
in His own eternal purpose; and it is the "Gospel of Christ" (Rom.15:19), for it proclaims Him
as the One through whom that purpose has its full accomplishment. In connection with its
revelation of the truth to those who are blinded by the god of this world, it is called "the
Gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God” (2 Cor.4:4); and as bearing upon its
contrast with the law, which could only condemn men for their sins, but not deliver them from
the power of those sins, it is described as "the Gospel of the glory of the blessed God" (1
Tim.1:11). Lastly, in connection with the coming again of the Lord Jesus to execute judgment
upon the ungodly, they are spoken of as those that "obey not the Gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ" (2 Thess.1:8).
The Gospel is the means by which the stones of the heavenly temple, the eternal dwellingplace of God, are being hewn out of the quarry and fitted for their purpose. It can only be
preached, therefore, in full fellowship with God when regard is had to God's purposes in
connection with it. If others preach the Gospel with little understanding of those purposes, we
can and should rejoice that Christ is preached;
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but that is no reason whatever for our associating ourselves with such preaching. In
Mk.16:15,16, we have the risen Lord giving a commission to His disciples. It is in the Gospel
according to Mark that the Lord Jesus is presented to us as the servant of God, and the
commission corresponds in character with this aspect of Christ Himself. "Go ye into all the
world, and preach the Gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be but
he that believeth not, shall be damned." In Matt.28:18-20 the same Lord is delivering his
instructions to the same disciples. But the aspect of his commission corresponds with the
different view of the Lord brought before us. In Matthew the Lord Jesus is seen as Israel's
Messiah and as Lord of the Kingdom. Risen from the dead, He declares His claim to all
authority in heaven and on earth, and, on the ground of that authority, He sends forth His
servants. He does not now speak of glad tidings, by the belief of which sinners may be saved,
lout He commands His messengers to make disciples, baptizing them and teaching them to
obey all His commandments. Now these are not two commissions, entrusted to two different
sets of men. They are two aspects of one commission. They are both addressed by the same
Lord to the same disciples, and are both equally binding.
How often we hear the statement, "I consider that my business is to preach the simple Gospel.
I leave these matters to others." God forbid that we should add anything to the simplicity of
the Gospel. But will our keeping in mind the purpose of God in saving sinners in any wise
detract from the simplicity of our preaching? Surely not. But it will absolutely forbid our
associating in service with those who ignore the claims of God and of His Christ, and set before
themselves no other consideration than the salvation of the sinner from hell. And in this light
there is no difference between the sect and the mission or so-called
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unsectarian association or union. In the case of the former converts are invited or encouraged
to come into the sect. In the latter there is commonly an understanding that converts are to be
left to go where they please. In neither case can they be taught to obey the whole Word of God.
The sect, with all its human organization for the ministry of the Word and the government of
the church, is an absolute setting aside of the authority of the Lord Jesus. The association or
mission, while declaring itself to be unsectarian, is exactly the same. The Matthew view of the
Lord's commission is divorced from the Mark aspect of it. The Gospel is preached that sinners
may be saved, but not that the saved ones may be made disciples, baptized, and taught to obey
all the commandments of the Lord.
And where is the conscience of God’s children in regard to all this solemn deposing of the Lord
Jesus from the place God has given Him? Is it much to be wondered at that professing
Christians are today denying that which constitutes Him a Saviour, when God's children on
every hand have so long denied Him His glory as Lord? When these things are pressed home
some become angry and violent. Those who seek to give the Lord Jesus that which belongs to
Him are stigmatized as narrow-minded, bigoted, and exclusive. They are accused of provoking
strife and discord, and of occupying the minds of saints with that which is not edifying. To
have a heart exercised to know all the will of God, to enter into all His purposes, and to walk in
true fellowship with Him as to them all, what can be more edifying than this? Yet this is what
will surely lead to our being condemned by those who, being ignorant of the mind of God, have
no desire to be enlightened, as well as by those who, knowing more, have resisted what they
knew, till the light that was in them became darkness.
In Romans 1:1 Paul, the bond slave of Jesus Christ, called an apostle, declares himself to be
separated unto the
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Gospel of God. True fellowship with God made Paul such a soul-winner as the world has never
seen since; but in all his preaching he never lost sight of the glory of God as the great end of
the Gospel, and consequently he never preached that Gospel otherwise than as a harmonious
whole from first to last. "Surely I cannot be wrong in trying to win souls for Christ," said an
earnest young man, who was working every night in connection with an "unsectarian" Gospel
mission. "Surely not" was the reply; "but did you ever try to win a soul for Christ in your life?"
"Why, what else do you suppose I am doing?" "You are, doubtless, very anxious to have Christ
for the poor sinner; but when do you ever think about the sinner being won for Christ? If once
you really laboured for that, there would be no room for you at the mission; for there you are
welcome to tell sinners how they can be saved, but you must not make disciples, and baptize
them, and teach them to obey all things." That young man never went back to the mission.
These considerations may, and doubtless will, circumscribe our work and narrow our sphere.
We may have but a little strength and a little sphere, but when the Lord opens a door no man
can shut it. The doors that are only available to those who are willing to leave some parts of
the commandments of the Lord Jesus outside are not of His opening, and we do not need to
mourn after them. Once He said Himself, "I have laboured in vain, I have spent my strength for
nought, and in vain: yet surely My judgment is with the Lord, and My work with My God"
(Isa.49:4). Blessed indeed are they who are willing to share with Him in the disappointments
as well as in the triumphs of His blessed toil, being separated unto the Gospel of God.
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In the instructions given by God to Moses for the sanctifying of the priests, he was directed
first to bring them to the entrance of the tent of meeting and bathe them in the water (Ex.29:4,
see Newberry's Englishman's Hebrew Bible). Analogously to this we have the Lord Jesus
saying to His disciples, "Now ye are clean, because of the word which I have spoken to you"
(Jn.15:3); water being generally a type of the Word (see for example Eph.5:26).
Afterwards, a bullock having been offered for sin, and one ram for a wholly burnt-offering,
another ram was slain. On its head, as on that of the bullock, and as on that of the first ram, the
hands of the priests were to be laid (Ex.29:19), to show their identification with it, as with the
former beasts; and it, like these, was to be slain. But the blood of this second ram was not to be
dealt with as was the blood of the bullock, nor yet as was the blood of the first ram. For the
deaths of these three animals portray the death of the Lord Jesus in three distinct efficacies
thereof. The blood of the bullock speaks of His death as for our sins (Ex.29:14), and the blood
of the ram that was wholly burnt speaks of His offering up of Himself, as that which perfectly
satisfied the desire of God's heart.
What then does the blood of the second ram speak of? This blood was put on the clean flesh of
the bathed priests, on ear, on hand , on foot, and sprinkled upon them and upon their
garments with the oil, that thus they might be hallowed or sanctified; that is, set apart
(Ex.29:20,21). The death of this ram would speak God's disapproval of all that which belonged
to their previous life. Well enough it might have been in the time gone by, but now, as initiated
into the priesthood, they must start afresh, and have done with the old ways and habits
altogether.
Is not this life unto what we read in the letter to the
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called-out companies in Galatia, "God forbid that I should glory, save in the Cross (that is, the
death of shame) of our Lord Jesus Christ, by which (that is, by which death) the world has
been crucified unto me, and I unto the world" (Gal.6:14, R.V.). And again: "I have been
crucified with Christ; and it is no longer I that live," etc. (Gal.2:20, R.V. Margin).
Now putting these scriptures together, it is plain that the purpose of God is that such as He
saves out of the world should be kept in separation therefrom by being made to understand
that the death of the Lord Jesus Christ speaks the utter condemnation by God of all human
effort, of all human religion. He having been born anew by the Spirit and the Word (Comp. Jn
3:5 with Tit.3:5; 1 Pet.1:23), there is a new creation: old things are passed away; behold, all
things are become new (2 Cor.5:17). God's purpose is to maintain the disciple in separation by
leading him to see himself identified, and to identify himself, with the Christ whom the world
rejected, and thus to live in the world as indeed not of it.
Alas! how many have been saved but a very short while ere they ally themselves with some of
the sects of Christendom. Perhaps some already in these human systems were instrumental in
their conversion, and the example of such is followed, without a thought of what God's will is
as to their association; and as the twig is bent so the tree grows. Thus those whom God has
saved out of the world go headlong back into the world; the world in its religious garb indeed,
but none the less the world. From it, if again they are to glory in the Cross of Christ, they must
needs be separated.
Separation according to God, or, what is the same thing, sanctification of the Spirit, is over
effected by means of the
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Word of Truth (Jn 12:17). As the newly-created one is made clean by the word spoken by the
Lord Jesus (Jn 15:3), so all subsequent cleansing of such as have, after conversion, become
entangled in sectarianism must be by water; that is, by the Word. It is true that the sin of the
past must be confessed, and that the guilt thereof is sent away (remitted or forgiven) by virtue
of the blood of Jesus (1 Jn 1:7-9), but it needs the application of the water-that is, the Word of
God-to cleanse the ways of the believer (Ps.119:9) from that which therein is displeasing to
God. What we mean to say is this: that separation according to God is not due to a dislike of
the persons or things separated from, but is the result of the separated one learning from the
Word of God that such are contrary to His will, and that his responsibility, if he would obey the
Lord Jesus, is to come out therefrom, and touch not the unclean.
Separation, so-called, which is not an act of simple obedience to a command of the Lord given
in the Scriptures- however specious it may be, however good they may be who separate
themselves, or bad that may be from which they come out-is nothing more nor less than
schism or sect-making, and has not in it that which can please God.
There are not a few to be found in the present day who, whilst they admit that the churches of
Christendom are far different from what churches of God were in apostolic times, are not
prepared to go further than that. They are in the sects, they grieve over the evils they see
around them on every hand, and would fain be delivered from those evils; but they are not
prepared to leave that which they believe to be good connected therewith. We would
earnestly counsel and exhort such to have recourse to the Word of God: to search the
Scriptures every (Acts 17:11), unto finding out therefrom what the will of the Lord is. And
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this, as willing to do that will, cost what it may. Then shall they know concerning that which
we now are teaching, whether it be from God or not (Jn 7:17).
For we would repeat, and it cannot be too strongly emphasized, that the only sanctification,
the only separation, which is pleasing to God is that which He has commanded in the Holy
Scriptures.
And here a word of caution may be in place where teaching would surely be superfluous. Let it
never be forgotten that Christendom, as it now is, with all the intricacies and labyrinths of its
subtle grades of evil, was definitely in the mind and purview of the Eternal One when the
Scriptures were inspired. It is no question (need we say it?) of what Paul or John may have
contemplated when 2 Tim.2 or Rev.3 was written; God was the Author of those epistles, and it
is God's will which they express (Note, for instance, 2 Tim.2:21), in fullest view of today, even
as foreknown by Him who sees the end from the beginning. In the light of which fact, how
solemn, how pregnant to all who have ears to hear, that there is not in the Scripture the least
countenance whatever given to a Christian being in any religious organization of any kind or
sort that has not a distinctly and an entirely Divine origin! The separation of a saint from that
which is contrary to God by means of the Word of Truth is the work of the Spirit of Truth. It is
He who separates those who are separated by, to, and for God. This work ever begins within.
The entangled believer has brought home to his heart and conscience by the Holy Spirit that
which is written in the Scriptures concerning the system in which he is. He grieves about it, he
repents of his share in it, and he leaves it. He leaves it entirely, and he leaves it for ever
(Eccles.3:14). Why? Because his action is not the result of fleshly
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feeling, not of human opinion, nor of worldly wisdom, but of the direct operation of the Spirit
of God within him. It is of the last importance that those who are professedly gathered unto
the name of the Lord Jesus should be really separated by the Holy Spirit. It is not enough that
such an one is a Christian, and that the place of every Christian is outside the human
organizations where God's wilt and word is set aside. If there is to be separation according to
God the individual believer must learn for himself what the will of the Lord is, and obey it
because it is the will of the Lord. Then will there be that which ever accompanies
sanctification of the Spirit, even belief of truth (2 Thess.2:13). How often, alas! do we find
those professedly separated to whom with all long-suffering and with all teaching truth is
presented, but they will not receive it. Is it not too often the case that the secession of such
from the "churches" and chapels in which they erstwhile were was but the working out of
their own wilt, and that they were never separated by the Spirit at all? Indeed, when the Spirit
separates, it is God's hatred of the evil that severs the disciple therefrom, and hence it but
needs clearly to show that something else is also contrary to God and for the same reason he
ill abandon it in like manner. Whereas the man who leaves one chapel because, say, he does
not like pew-rents may be (though he should not be) suffered to become one of a church of
God; but let there be a stone church hard by, with "seats free and unappropriated," and if there
be but half a dozen words uttered by one of God's servants that offend his ears, to that church
and its free seats he will soon betake himself, regardless of all therein which is so contrary to
the mind of God.
But when one is separated from evil associations by the Spirit of God it is not from this form of
sectarianism, or
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that particular "mission," but from all sectarianism, and from all missionism.
Of course we know that it is sometimes said of believers gathered to the name of the Lord
Jesus in churches (that is, called out companies) of the Living God that they are the most
sectarian of all sects. This is due to a total misapprehension of the subject.
If indeed there were companies of believers who were severed from other Christians and met
simply as Christians, or were gathered on the ground of the one Body, or on the ground of
open ministry, or on any other such ground, or grounds, and they spoke against sectarianism,
they would be inconsistent in the extreme, and would beyond all question be utterly
condemning their own position.
But such are not the grounds on which assemblies of God are gathered, misunderstanding and
mis-statements to the contrary notwithstanding. The truth of the one Body they value as they
value the truth of believers' baptism, but they do not gather on the ground of the latter,
neither do they gather on the ground of the former, nor yet on the ground of any truth or
truths how precious so-ever they may be.
They who are brought together by the Divine operation into churches of God are where they
are at God's bidding (1 Cor.1:9), having left the evil associations wherein they were at the call
of the Lord Christ (2 Cor.6:17; Ex.29:21), separated by His Spirit and His Word (Jn 12:17), and
kept separate by His Cross (Heb.13:11-13); there His whole revealed will to do (Comp.1
Pet.1:2,14) and Him only serve.
In that Cross they glory, for it speaks of their identification with Him in rejection by the world
and in sanctification from the world. But Christians who dwell in the world, serving its
religion, cannot glory in the Cross, for it is their shame that they are not where it is, outside the
camp.
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The love of the Father-God has seen it a happy as well as a needful thing to put His children
into a place of entire self-helplessness, and therefore of absolute dependence upon Him. The
manifestation of the new creation of' the one who is "in Christ," to whom "old things have
passed away," and "all things become new," is that to him "ALL THINGS ARE OF GOD" (2
Cor.5:18) no longer is anything of himself; thus, the individual experience of each believer in
Christ Jesus the Lord is intended to be anticipatory of the time when God upon the throne
shall set the everlasting seal of His " IT IS DONE " upon the " IT IS FINISHED " of Christ upon
the cross, for in that day-when all things shall be made new- " GOD will be ALL IN ALL (1
Cor.15:28).
We have said that this putting of' the children of God into a place of dependence upon Him is a
happy thing for themselves, and the proof of the statement is easily found. Let it be imagined
for a moment that it were otherwise, that the man born of God was of God strengthened till he
was mighty as Samson never was, that he was enriched with all wisdom till Solomon was as a
child to him; still his strength and his wisdom would fall, must of necessity fall, infinitely short
of the Omnipotence and the All-wisdom of the God from whom all came, must still be human,
could not be Divine, and remembering what the humanity is of which we are still partakers, it
is clear that there would remain in each the elements of failure as disastrous as that which
encompassed the career of Samson and clouded the last days of Solomon.
Far otherwise may it be now with the man who takes the place in which the love of God has
put him-weak and foolish indeed, of himself able to do nothing, but weak, not that he may
abide in helplessness, but that God's almighty power may work through him; and foolish, not
that he may be deceived by the Devil at every hand's turn, and
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tossed about with every wind of doctrine, but that God's own wisdom may shine in him and
speak by him, so that he can do all things through Christ that strengthens him, and that it may
be said of him that he has an unction from the Holy One, and knows all things.
But great as the happiness is which the believer has in this (and it is within the reach of the
feeblest and most ignorant of saints), there is a joy out of it higher and deeper far than his-the
very joy of God. By-and-by it will be known, it cannot be known now, what delight He takes in
the drawing near to Him of His people. Love always desires the nearness of those upon whom
it is set; and the man who is content to occupy the place of a dependent one must needs be a
man who often draws near to God, for he has to go to Him for everything he needs.
Again this acceptance of the dependent position leads to obedience to God. People in such a
position never attempt to make terms: they accept these as offered by Him in whom their
expectation is. God's terms are simple. He is willing to give; He delights in giving; but He gives
only in and through "the Son of His love," His Christ. In that Blessed One all the fulness of the
Godhead dwells bodily, and has pleasure in so dwelling. Of that fulness we may all receive,
none need go empty away; but to receive from Him it is necessary that His place should be
owned as well as our own, His position acknowledged. Now His place is that of ALL authority
(Matt.28:18, R.V.), His position that of Lord of all, Head OF the Church (Col.1:18), and Head
over all things TO the Church (Eph.1:22); and that by virtue of the Father's will and the
Father's gift. Hence the owning of His place, the acknowledgment of His position involves the
definite, distinct, decided denial and repudiation of all other authority, lordship or headship,
in the things of God.
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A place of dependence is one that is naturally most repugnant to the pride of the human heart,
and it may be that we are not wrong in saying that there never was a race on earth to which it
was so repugnant as to this, to the instinct and genius of whose mind it was so utterly
opposed, as it is to the minds of the self-reliant, dominating, colonizing people of these highly
blessed, deeply responsible, and darkly guilty British Isles.
This repugnance of the human heart to the place of dependence has been laid hold of and
fostered by Satan, and has been mightily used by him as a weapon of offence in his rebellious
struggle with his Creator. Out of it has come every sect in Christendom, every denomination
upon earth, every league or association that ever man devised for the banding together of men
in matters relating to the worship and service of God, for every such sect and denomination,
league or association, from the proudest “National Church” to the most unpretending
"mission," is simply a piece of mechanism, an invention (Eccles.7:29), to enable men to get
along without God.
Experience leads us to remark, alas! that it is probable that this will be resented by some, but
very little honest consideration will constrain to admission of its truth.
We readily and cheerfully acknowledge that the measure in which the help and power of God,
the rule and authority of Christ, and, we may add, the guidance and teaching of the holy Spirit,
is excluded by the mechanism of human organization, is very different in different cases,
ranging as they do from the open apostasy of the Church of Rome to the well-meant
"undenominational effort" of worthy but misguided men, self-gathered and self-controlled, or
to even closer, and therefore more dangerous, imitations of God's way and God's truth; yet we
are bound to maintain that
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the principle is the same in all, though the degree may vary so greatly.
God cannot be ALL IN ALL where there is human organization of any kind; and the fact that so
many feel such organization to be necessary for the "success of the cause," or for "the progress
of the work" in which they are engaged, itself shows that for them God is not sufficient which
is tantamount to their saying that they cannot and do not take the place of simple faith in, and
dependence upon, God.
Where there is human organization there must be human authority: it may be that of the
unhappy old man of the triple crown, who mourns in the Vatican the loss of the power which
enabled his predecessors to pour out the blood of God's saints like water on the earth; it may
be that of priest or parson of lower degree and lesser fame, or it may be that of the untitled,
perhaps even unpaid, "director of the mission"; but whatever it be, whether it be pope or
priest, conference or synod, "general" or "director," its existence denies the "ALL authority"
which is the gift of the Father to, and the will of the Father for, the Son, and marks that
wherein it holds sway as a circle within which the Spirit of God cannot guide into all the Truth,
and the Word of God cannot be heard in the freedom and the fulness which is its power for
good.
Separation, like Redemption, has its negative and its positive side. Redemption is from
destruction, from the eternal judgment, from many other evils; but it is also "TO GOD"
(Rev.5:9). So separation is, indeed, in the first place, from all that is not by God, from
everything and every circle, great or small, such as those we have just described. But
Separation is also TO God, to the place of dependence upon Himself, which is His will for His
children, to the place of the authority, headship and rule, which is His will for
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His Son, and to the place of guidance and blessed ministry for which He has sent His Spirit to
the earth.
The characteristic mark of the Separation which is thus unto the sufficiency of the Father, the
authority of the Son, and the guidance of the Holy Spirit, is found in its entirety and in its
thoroughness, brought about by Divine love. Like that love, it is unchangeable, it is unvarying;
and the man of God who refuses, from one cause or another, for reason confessed or
unconfessed, perhaps even to himself, to take his part in it, ranks himself, however
unwittingly, in the hosts of God's enemies, as much as ever David did in that dark day when
the Philistine power was marshalled under the king of Gath against Jehovah's heritage, and
when, as one about to take his place ill that marshalled array, he vowed to his friend and
benefactor, "Thou shalt know what thy servant can do" (1 Sam.28:2).
We may look at the form that Separation takes in several aspects.
There is, for example, the word of Heb.13:13: "Let us go forth therefore unto Him without the
camp, bearing His reproach."
This exhortation is based on the doctrine of WHY Jesus suffered without the gate-even that He
might sanctify the people through His own blood.
That it is an exhortation tells forth that it may be, or may not be, realized by such as are His.
We have here four things:(1) The persons called to action.
(2) The action is a going forth to the person of the Saviour.
(3) He therefore is where they may go out unto Him
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(4) This going forth unto Him leads them outside the camp, and entails the bearing of His
reproach.
Moreover, the exhortation makes plain WHO are to go forth, as well as to Whom they are to go.
This clearly shows that they know WHERE He is to be found. Besides, the 15th verse tells the
exercise of such as have gone forth unto Him; that is, through Him offering the sacrifice of
praise to God continually. This, again, is explained as meaning, the fruit of lips: Confessing to
His Name.
In connection with this being with Him, one involuntarily thinks of such words as Matt.18:20
and Heb.2:12; while Matt.23:37 explains how this is brought about: For as a hen
gathers her own brood under her wings, so doth He delight to gather His Own unto and
around Himself. The simplicity of this illustration of the way in which He gathers to and
around Himself is very captivating. How, then, we may ask, does a hen gather her brood under
her wings? Is it not by calling-to them in language which they, hearing, understand and obey?
Hence it is they are where they are, having been gathered by her under her wings. Thus, ay,
thus indeed, does the Lord gather unto and around HIMSELF. He speaks; His own hear,
understand, and obey; whence also they too are where they are, having been gathered
together into His Name, and so find Him in their midst (Matt.18:20). Wherefore we learn that
this certainty of going forth unto Him lies and is established in the hearing and obeying of His
voice. Yet let it be well noted that there is a camp inside of which He is not, and outside of
which He is!
This makes our position, as to whether we are inside or outside the camp, matter of serious
importance in the light of being or of not being with Him.
We say serious importance, for if we be not with Him
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(which let none confuse with being for Him) - yea, if we be not with Him, we are against Him,
and all our gathering that is not gathering with Him (though it may be for Him) is but a
scattering. Whoever may be in the camp, He is not! And whomsoever we may need to leave in
the camp, for the joy of being with Him, let us, as His own, one and all, arise and go forth unto
Him. If Peradventure some who are His will not go, as, alas! some will not go, forth from the
camp, still, let it be ours who hear Him to obey and go forth unto Him, bearing His reproach.
Then, if unto Him we have come, surely, like those of Jn 1:37-39, who, when invited to come
and see where Ho abode, remained with Him, we too shall abide with Him where He is, and
refuse, absolutely refuse, to depart from Him under any pretence or for any purpose.
Yes, and though (AS of old) even in the camp the sovereign grace of God and the power of His
Spirit be manifested, we shall indeed rejoice; but we shall not return thereto, but rather by His
grace abide in disciple-place, and do what He has commanded, even "Go forth; outside the
camp, unto Him."
Turning to 2 Cor.6, we have in verse 1 an exhortation that we receive not the grace of God in
vain; that is, receive it not unto falling short of God's intention thereby. That is again enforced
by the words, "Be ye also enlarged." Then 2 Cor.6:16 declares that we,...we are temple of living
God.
According as God hath said, I will dwell in (among) them and walk in (even among) them, and
I will be their God, and they shall be My people (literally, of them a God; . . . of Me a people).
We must carefully learn the meaning of the qualifying words, "According as God hath said."
This, indeed, because the way in which God spoke these things was, that provided Israel did
the certain things which he had commanded, then He would dwell and He would walk among
them, and they
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should be of Him a people (Ex.25:8,9; Lev.26:1-14). Thus all that was conditional on their
obedience. Just so is our being now temple of living God dependent upon our obedience; as
otherwise, our disobedience to His will, as here named, shall prevent us from being either in
or of temple of living God; albeit that by His grace we be in and of the temple of God.
Wherefore the word is, "Come ye out from among them," and having come out, be ye
separated, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean, and I will receive you in, saith the Lord
Almighty. Having, therefore, these promises, beloved (of God), let us cleanse ourselves, etc.,
etc. This cleansing of ourselves is as absolutely dependent upon our doing so with and for
ourselves as was the cleansing of the priestly ones of olden time in the matter of washing their
hands and feet at the laver, that they might minister to the Lord and not die. Jehovah, who
would accept them in ministry as His priests, provided they so used the laver supplied by Him
for their need, despite their being priests, if they neglected or refused to wash as He had
commanded, would have rejected them in judgment unto death.
May not this account for the deathlike condition of conscience and understanding that is found
in many of God's children, who will not cleanse themselves as 2 Cor.6,7 demands, and yet
account themselves clean, ay, and as received in by the Lord Almighty. These take refuge and
boldness to act contrary to this word, through misunderstanding the action of God in His
sovereignty, as is illustrated by what He did by one who filled up His word, recovered of His
people's possessions, and even saved them, and yet was all the while a sinning one in the sight
of the Lord, although appearing a very saviour among men, as see 2 Kgs.14:24-27.
The attitude of the thus separated one towards those who deny the necessity for such entire
and continuous separation
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demands a few words. Acts 19 shows how that when the LEADERS of a people in a given
religious circle spoke evil before the multitude of the way which he WHO was in the mind of
God declared, he then separated himself and the (not his) disciples therefrom, and for two
whole years continued in that place of separation, sounding out the word of the Lord.
Little wonder that there arose at that time no small stir about the Way. Yea, and as little
wonder that they whose craft and occupation (the expression of their ways) were being
uprooted by this word of the Lord came together in conference as to what should be done to
put an end to such troublers. As then, so still. Where it is otherwise, the difference arises from
the word of the Lord not being sounded forth, and "THE WAY" therefore not taught; but
rather, smooth and creature-need-meeting ministry supplanting the other, as also creating a
very distaste for the word of the Lord unto a contemning of "THE way." Indeed, what meaneth
the word of Rom.16:17 if attitude towards certain be of little or no importance: "But I beseech
you, brethren, to mark them who are causing the divisions and occasions of stumbling,
CONTRARY to the doctrine which ye have learned, and TURN YE AWAY FROM THEM"?
Has not the doctrine we have learned taken us outside the camp unto Him? And shall some
from among us go back to those and to that we left in going forth the camp unto Him? And we
refuse to turn away from them? Do these not stumble the exercised though unseparated ones
of the Lord's sheep yet inside the camp?
It is well known that they do so; albeit, it is as well known that, by some, these transgressors
are not turned away from, but rather are wittingly and unwittingly recognised and welcomed,
as if they were walking blamelessly in the ways that be in Christ. Moreover, does not the
doctrine
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that we have learned demand that we make disciples,...teaching them to observe all that He
has commanded us.
Whereas, not a few who professedly are outside the camp are found on platform and in pew,
in active co-operation and sympathy, where Christian baptism, Christian ministry, and
Christian fellowship would not be suffered, and yet these persons are not turned away from!
But why? Has not the doctrine we have learned taught us to teach the same everywhere,
keeping back nothing that is profitable?
And all Scripture is profitable; but all Scripture cannot be declared in these pansectarian,
temporary joinings together in matters of service (if not of worship) of professed Christian
men. These come together, and they speak of blessing which they thus receive, and then they
separate, each to go his own way!! (Isa.53:6). Could delusion be more complete? Could
bewitchment be more manifestly clear?
Why did Paul wish that the troublers of the churches of Galatia would even cut themselves off?
Had these unsettlers been unconverted, was there not word and power of the Lord to have put
them away from among these churches?
Was not Hymenaeus delivered to Satan that he might be taught not to speak evil? (Unbelievers
are not so dealt with in time of grace that yet is.) Was not Hymenaeus one of those chosen by
the Spirit as an illustration of such as one must needs out-purge himself from who would be a
vessel unto honour, sanctified, meet for the Master's use, prepared for every good work?
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SKETCHES OF ANCIENT HISTORY.
III. CHALDAEA, OR BABYLONIA.
THE land enclosed and watered by the Euphrates and the Hiddekel was by physical
configuration divided into two well defined districts, northern and southern, bearing to each
other much the same relationship as Scotland and England in this island of Great Britain, save
that the proportions were reversed, in Mesopotamia the northern district being the larger of
the two. This northern district became the famous land of Assyria, and compared with its
southern neighbour was almost mountainous; that is to say, it was undulating and in some
places even hilly in character.
The southern district was the even more famous "land of the Chaldaeans," also known as years
rolled on as Babylonia; i.e., the country surrounding and related to the great city Babylon.
Chaldaea was the plain of Shinar, which a certain portion of mankind found in their
wanderings and journeyings of departure [Gen.11:2 The marginal reading of A.V. (which has been
adopted as the text of R.V.), "They journeyed eastward," is undoubtedly correct, and throughout the Old
Testament "eastward" is always the path of departure from God, and "westward" the way of approach to
His presence. When Adam was driven out of the garden it was by an eastward way (Gen.3:24); when Cain
went from the presence of the Lord he dwelt in a land on the east of Eden (Gen.4:16); when Lot left
Abram, and began the course which ended so disastrously for him and his, he journeyed east; when
Ezekiel was shown the wickedness of the men of Jerusalem he saw them with their backs to the Temple of
the Lord and their faces to the east (Ezek.8:16); and, on the contrary, when he beheld the vision of the
waters, which are to bring blessing from God to man in future days, they issued eastward (Ezek.47:l), just
as of old God had called the righteous man " FROM the east and as at the close of the period when
figurative terms obtained wise men came "FROM the east " to find God in Christ. The whole forming a
grim commentary on the "eastward position," which seems to be truly a cardinal point in a very
fashionable form of modern religiousness!] from their God, and in which they set themselves
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to the work of building them a city and a heaven-reaching tower, finding fitting materials in
the clay and bitumen with which the rolling plains and spreading marshes of a land unbroken
by mound or hillock abounded.
Beyond question record then remained (coloured and exaggerated by tradition doubtless), as
it even still remains, of the garden that had once been planted in the land of Eden, and this
suggests itself as a reason for the wanderings and for the departure, men then as now being
befooled by Satan into a ceaseless quest after a paradise of pleasure in which God would have
no place.
Probably both the attention and the march of' this ancient band of rovers were arrested by the
ruins of some antediluvian city, from the remains of which they derived at once their
conception of city-building and their idea as to the materials with which they attempted to
carry it out. Some of the earlier legends claim for Babylon an existence prior to the Flood, and
there is no inherent improbability in the claim.
Whether this is so or not, and whatever may have been the immediate source of the idea that
possessed these men, it is clear that what they had imagined to do angered the God whom
"they did not like to retain in knowledge," and brought His judgment upon them, through
which their language was confounded and they themselves divided and scattered, their
building operations restrained, and their colony broken up.
The disaster that fell upon these adventurers of antiquity proved the opportunity for men of
another family altogether
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- men of dark complexion, with luxuriant yet crisp and curling hair, good features (except that
mouth was coarse and lips thick), and lithe shapely figures; brave and ingenious but
malignantly cruel and darkly iniquitous-fit progenitors of a "bitter and hasty nation"
(Hab.1:6), men of the family of Cush the eldest son of Ham, who had also journeyed
"eastward," moving from "the land of Ham" through Arabia and thus down into Mesopotamia,
seizing first upon the place that in its after appellation of "Ur of the Chaldees" preserved the
remembrance of this successful invasion, and afterwards extending their dominion over the
whole of the southern district, and finally over the entire area of the Land between the Rivers.
These invaders had the immense advantage of the leadership of a great captain, the first on
record in human history, whose fame passed into a proverb, "As Nimrod the hero in hunting
before Jehovah." His great deeds have left traces not yet obliterated in the minds and
memories of the dwellers in the lands he seized, for there is hardly an ancient marvel with
which the Arab mind of today does not in some way associate Nimrod.
Arab tradition ascribes to him the origin of the Tower of Babel. Scripture does not in any way
connect him with it, and the ancient historical accounts are considered to point distinctly to
the original dynasty in Shinar as being Elamitic or Median (that is to say, of Shem or Japheth),
and not Cushite and Hamitic. The notion therefore that Nimrod was the "arch-rebel," the
leader of human resistance to a Divine decree concerning the dispersion of mankind, has
much the same origin as the veracious narrative in the Koran, the sacred book of the false
prophet Mahomet, that this same Nimrod caused Abram to be cast into a fierce and fiery
furnace.
It is unlikely, to say the least of it, that he ever cast
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Abram into a fiery furnace and it is unlikely that he had any part whatever in the project or the
construction of the tower.
The few pointed words employed by the inspired historian (Gen.10:8-12) to describe his
career are emphatic as to the fact that ho first won name and fame amongst men by his
prowess in the chase, and the early Chaldaic records are in the most complete accord with
this, and add to it their testimony as to the extraordinary character of the creatures destroyed
by him. These records teem, for instance, with tales of the ravages of some terrible "wild bull,"
who wrought desolation amongst the settlers in the plains, and from whom all fled in terror.
This monster Nimrod slew single-handed, and in token of his triumph he is depicted ill the
carved panels and slabs of temples and palaces as adorned with its horns. Then again, he was
a potent lion-killer, and is frequently represented as clad in a lion's skin for a cloak, and as
these fierce creatures were a constant source of dread to mankind Nimrod must have
appeared to them as much in the character of a deliverer as of a conqueror, and this would
naturally tend to the strengthening and consolidation of his dominion.
Thus the empire founded by Nimrod was of no ephemeral or transitory character; he
established himself firmly in Shinar and builded (or rebuilded) Babylon (of which the very
name has become the synonym of apostasy and of the darkest form of ecclesiastical iniquity)
and Erech and Accad and Calneh in that great plain, forming his kingdom into tetrarchies-this
fourfold form being such a marked characteristic of the ancient eastern empires that the query
is forced upon the mind as to whether these would-be paradise makers were impressed by the
remembrance of the four heads into which the river that watered God's garden was divided,
and
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sought in their political economy thus to mimic its quadrilateral type.
Nimrod's success in Shinar only whetted his appetite for rule, for having strengthened himself
in his dominion there he initiated the system of annexation which has proved at once so
fascinating and so disastrous to many of the rulers of men who, in after days, trod in his
footsteps, for out of the land of Shinar he went forth into Assyria and builded Nineveh,
Rehoboth, Calah, and Resen, thus bringing all Mesopotamia under his sway, and repeating in
the northern province the tetrachate policy of government he had already developed in the
southern.
Beyond this Scripture is silent concerning this ancient "land-grabber," prototype as he was of
a class whose selfish ambition and cruel greed have caused them to rank with earth's worst
scourges; but, on the other hand, human tradition is unusually voluble concerning him and his
deeds, and even his wife. He is said to have been of gigantic stature (no doubt he was a man of
great physical power), to have attempted to found a universal religion-the worship of fire, - in
connection with which legend is introduced the sensational story of the casting of Abram into
the fire, and is said to have had the infamous Semiramis to wife, of whom it is enough to say
that if she ever lived at all it was certainly not until centuries after Nimrod's death.
Of very different value to these more or less fabulous tales are the remarkable series of
inscriptions discovered by Mr. George Smith in the ruins of the royal library of the Assyrian
kings, at Kouyunjik, and deciphered by him in 1874 and 1870. Mr. Smith styled these
inscriptions "The Izdubar Series of Legends," Izdubar being a name provisionally given by him
to their hero, whom he clearly identified with the Nimrod of the Bible.
The story of Izdubar is most graphically told in these tablets, and as told the concise Scriptural
account of Nimrod
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is confirmed and supported in all particulars; indeed, since the publication of Mr. Smith's
discoveries, little has been heard of former objections, raised on " critical " grounds, to verses
8-11 of Genesis 10. It was said that the verses were "unhistoric," that they were a "gloss"; that
is to say, an addition of much later date to the other parts of the chapter; that they were
"figurative," or "mythical," that Nimrod never existed, and that the account of his career was
legendary and false.
Then came Mr. Smith's discoveries and translations, and his account of the great hunter and
warrior who established himself in the plains of Babylonia; of his warfare with certain other
kings and rulers who had been in possession before him; of his Victories over all, aided as he
was by the counsel of some astrologer or seer, named Heabani, whom he attached to himself
(evidently the original of the long course of soothsayers and magicians for whom the word
"Chaldaean" became a general term in after days); of the manner in which district after district
fell before him, until he reigned over the whole of the country watered by the Euphrates and
the Tigris, from the land of Armenia to the Persian Gulf.
In all this there will be seen once again proof of the true wisdom that animates the mind of the
simple-hearted believer in God's revelation, who still, amidst all the "destructive criticism" of
the present day, holds fast to his old Bible, and allows it to hold him fast, who knows it as a
"lamp to his feet and a light to his path," and who walking in that light, is as undisturbed by
such criticism as that directed at Nimrod's history as he is unrelated by its collapse when
deeper research yields true knowledge.
The Izdubar Legends carry the story beyond the point just named, when Nimrod's fortunes
were at their zenith, and tell of the disasters which fell upon him. First, Heabani died, or was
killed, and Nimrod seems to have been almost frantic with grief; then he himself was stricken
with a
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terrible disease, which, from the way "his sores" are described, appears to have been leprosy,
or something akin to it. And at this point the narrative becomes of absorbing interest, for it
describes Izdubar as, in the agony and despair of his disease, wandering away to the
northward (i.e., to the land of Armenia) in search of Hasisadra (Noah), the sage and the hero of
the Flood, in the hope of hearing from him of some way in which deliverance might be
effected, and in which healing might be found.
His search was not in vain: he found the sage (whom the legend immortalizes and deifies), and
from him a companion of Izdubar's wanderings received directions to baptize the monarch in
the sea. And this direction being carried out the inscription states:"His disease in the water to beauty turned;
He cast off his illness;
The sea carried it away;
Health covered his skin."
It seems an almost impossible supposition that this is all a pure invention or the development
of a vain tradition.
Nimrod, like many other heroes, was deified after his death and worshipped under the names
of Bel or Belus, and Orion, the constellation Orion being supposed to have some connection
with him and his glories; indeed, to this day it is known to the Arabs as "El Jabbar," or "the
Giant," a title peculiar to Nimrod in Arabic lore.
Thus deified, he became one of the central figures in the darkest and most iniquitous system of
religion that ever polluted this sorely stricken earth: a system from which that of the Roman
apostasy is directly descended, and which is the parent of all that is false and Satanic in every
other sect or system which does or did exist; and it is not too much to say that no particular
"system" of religion could be except because of some false element in it, for because of false
elements only systems live.
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It is only just to observe that much that has been of priceless value to humanity had also rise
and origin in the plains of Chaldaea. There is perhaps difficulty in deciding as to whether it or
Egypt was the first civilized State. Of the two, the learned appear to incline to give the palm to
Egypt; but certainly much of modern civilization was first developed by the Chaldaeans: they
laid the foundation of all astronomical science, they devised the arithmetical system, and the
very alphabet we use today, traced back through the Latins, the Greeks, and the Phoenicians,
has been found to have its ultimate source in their ingenuity and their brilliantly intellectual
powers.
Nimrod's dynasty lasted through eleven reigns and for a period of about two and a half
centuries, but at a very early date after his death the limits of his kingdom appear to have been
greatly curtailed, the northern province having asserted its independency and become the
kingdom of Assyria, and the history of Chaldea is from that date occupied with but little else
than a monotonous record of the ceaseless struggles of the two peoples, who, be it
remembered, were different in race and lineage, though very similar in habit and custom, in
religion, and even in language-the northerners being of the sons of Shem, the southerners of
Ham.
Very varying were the fortunes in this lengthened strife, but on the whole, and more especially
in later years, the victory was with Assyria, and Chaldaea became, intervals of independence,
first, a monarchy feudatory to Assyria, and, finally, a mere province of the Assyrian Empire.
There were indeed incidents of deep interest to the Biblical student in these long records, such
as the career of the first great Eastern conqueror, the Chedorlaomer of Genesis 14, whose vast
conquests were never repeated until the days of Nebuchadnezzar, and of a great Arabic
invasion of Mesopotamia after his day, as well as of the
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adventures of the irrepressible Merodach-baladan, who was a contemporary of Hezekiah, and
whose career would furnish materials for a narrative as romantic and as stirring as any known
in history, but space forbids more than mere reference to any of them here. Suffice it to say
that the national spirit in Chaldaea, which was never extinguished or even subdued, was the
real mainspring of the force that finally culminated in Nebuchadnezzar's great empire, with its
far-reaching influence upon Cyrus, upon Alexander the Great, upon the Roman power, and so
upon the modern children of that Roman power as seen today in many of the nations of
Europe; that national spirit was kindled by Nimrod in the plains of Shinar, and not until the
day in which we shall know as we are known will any be able to estimate or measure its value
and effect in the long warfare between darkness and light, between the evil and the good ,
which first began in those same plains of Shinar and in that garden which JEHOVAH planted
therein.
W. H. HUNTER.
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JOTTINGS ON SECOND EPISTLE TO TIMOTHY.
"LOVERS of self. Lovers of money...Lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God." Such are the
startling terms that the man of God is called to know by the opening words of 2 Tim.3.
How imperative the command! "But this know thou." How solemnizing and difficult the task!
yet, assuredly, needful to be learned and constantly to be heeded, since the evils increase with
the continuance of days. This know then, that in the last days, perilous, even difficult times
(seasons) shall be. Difficult, because of persons having all the unholy habits of life enumerated
in verses 2, 3, and 4 within the shell of a form of godliness, the very power of which they
nevertheless deny. The "form," moreover, is to them, as regards the conscience, a salve and
kind of propitiation. Thus the "form " suffices to warrant their sinning with a high hand, as
well as emboldens them to refuse to know the power that is in godliness - able to save from
such wickednesses as are done by those deceived and deceiving men.
Doubtless each one of these sore evils calls for special notice. The earnest entreaty for each
reader to prayerfully consider the same for himself may suffice, however; in which hope we
pass on. And yet if that be not done, how can we be brought into the mind and will of the Lord,
so that we shall carry out His purpose in demanding thatTHESE THINGS SHOULD BE KNOWN,
which purpose is that from these also we turn away?
The word "also" is put over against the command: " But know thou that these evils shall be."
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Perhaps the truth will be made clearer to some minds if paraphrased as follows: "know thou
that difficult times shall be in the last days, because men shall be so and so; wherefore besides
knowing this, understand that you are required also to turn away from these." Those evil men
are not all idlers. Out of them are they who creep into houses, captivating women laden with
sins, and led on by multifarious strong desires; who are always learning, and never able to
come unto right and full knowledge of truth. That, in chief too, because they give heed (alas! it
is devoted heed) to seducing spirits, who are men. Compare 1 Jn 4:1.
Moreover, as Jannes and Jambres withstood Moses by partial imitation of what he put forth as
evidence of God's truth, so these also resist (withstand) the truth. Men corrupt in mind,
disapproved (by whom would be an interesting digression) concerning the faith; yet
permitted only to go the same length as Jannes and Jambres. But Ah! what a length that waseven until the judgment of God fell in terrible severity not only upon them, but also upon those
whom they had deceived. Ex.7:9 shows that Pharaoh might demand a sign from the servants
of Jehovah. Wherefore a sign was given. That, however, instead of being accepted, was
combated, and because produced in part by others that made no such pretensions or claims as
did Moses and Aaron, was absolutely set aside. It is remarkably instructive, that while the
magicians of Pharaoh, unto a threefold step, withstood Moses by imitation, they were utterly
unable to remove what was brought forth, whether it were the serpents, rivers turned into
blood. Or frogs that covered the land of Egypt.
Moses, on the other hand, both could and did change what he and they brought forth.
Allowed to proceed no further, we find in Ex.8:18,19, that they themselves were the subjects
of God's
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judgement the which, when upon them, they confessed as the finger of God.
It is not a little encouraging that, despite all the difficulty of such times, there is possible
ESCAPE FOR THE MAN OF GOD.
Verse 10 declares that Timothy had been a diligent follower of Paul's teaching, manner of life,
etc., etc., which, although entailing such persecutions as came upon the Apostle, his testimony
is that out of them all the Lord delivered him, which fact expresses the principle of God's
grace.
"Them that honour Me, I will honour." As also expressing the principle of His truth. For
faithfulness to God's will by implicit obedience brings forth the faithfulness of God in
delivering power. Wherefore though all that WILL live godly IN CHRIST JESUS shall suffer
persecution, as with Paul, so with them, the Lord will deliver.
Side by side with that manner of godly living, evil men and seducers shall was worse and
worse, deceiving and being deceived; God's safeguard against which is brought out in the
exhortation of verse 14: "Continue thou in the things which thou hast learned, and hast been
assured of, knowing of what persons thou hast learned." Nowadays it is to be feared that not a
few learn without being fully assured of what they learn as being the very will of God for their
obedience. Whence, by-and-by, being bewitched so as not to obey the Truth, and giving their
eyes to look upon some "tree," that in days of fellowship with God they had learned to avoid
at His bidding, they judge it as fit to make one wise, etc. And alas! with their mind corrupted
from the simplicity that is in Christ, they take, they give to others, then make for themselves
aprons; while at the sound of the voice of God, as in earliest day, they seek to hide themselves
from Him with Whom is our account (see 2 Cor.11:3; Gal.1:2,6;
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also Gal.3:1). All which makes emphatic and shows the purpose of the word: "All Scripture is
God-breathed and is profitable for teaching, for conviction, for setting right that which is
wrong, for instruction in righteousness, in order that the man of God may be perfect, having
been perfected in every good work." Therefore every work that is not the fruit of the word of
truth, rightly divided, cannot be good as God accounts good. Moreover, this being perfected is
consequent upon having been prepared (as see 2 Tim.2:21). The importance of this being
perfected, which is possible only by the Scriptures, is made clear by the Apostle's continuing in
most thrilling words of exhortation and commandment (chap. iv.), words that are intensified
by the fact of the appearing (outshining) and kingdom of the coming One, who is about to
judge the living and dead. The expression "living and dead," as opposed to "dead and living,"
always carries with it the judgement of persons yet alive in mortal body, and who therefore
have not known physical death. Wherefore against all, while really for all, the commandment
is, "Herald the word!" that is, proclaim aloud, along and always THE WORD OF GOD.
Be instant in season and out of season in this work. Thus shall be kept before men the realities
of coming verities. God thereby shall be glorified whether men heed and so be saved, or reject
and pass on to perish. Then, though the time be come when men will not endure sound
teaching, and "the Word " be to them antiquated, untimely, even out of season, yet let the man
of God go on in good works by heralding forth the Word, being careful, moreover, to continue
himself therein, for so shall he fulfill his service-fight the beautiful fight, finish the course, and
keep the Faith unto receiving that crown of righteousness, laid up by the righteous Judge for
all that have loved His
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appearing. Then, though many for varying reasons leave him who treads such a path, some
shall abide with, and others shall come unto, him, whom he shall find profitable for the same
service; while the Lord will take due knowledge of such as do His servants evil (2 Tim.4. See
R.V.); concerning whom it becometh saints that are in sympathy with such servants of the
Lord to be aware, indeed, of those who do them evil by greatly withstanding their words.
And yet above and beyond all the Lord Himself will never leave nor fail, but shall deliver from
every evil work, preserving His servant withal unto His heavenly kingdom, fit counterpart of
His standing beside him and delivering him in His kingdom that now is. To whom for this and
all be glory for ever and ever. Amen. The passing word of Trophimus, left sick by the Apostle,
is touchingly instructive in the matter of sickness, both as to time that was, and is, and yet
again shall be. The closing word as to the Lord being with His servant's spirit is also full of
practical as fulness, indicating the necessity that the manner of spirit be what it ought to be.
And, moreover, the whole worth of obedience sought for by words of God in Epistle to
Timothy lies not a little in the spirit being what it ought to be. And if the Lord be with our
spirit, surely the manner will be as it ought. The epistles to Philemon, the saints at Philippi,
and the churches of Galatia, all end as 2nd Timothy--with words about the spirit of the
believer. And we apprehend for the same reason and unto the same end. The last word of
"Grace be with you" may well beget the cry and endeavour at all times to give glory to Him
who liveth and who cometh for us.
JOHN BROWN.
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OTHER LANDS
ITALY.
THE following extract from letter from our brother J. S. Anderson may be of interest. He writes
from Florence under date May 18,1889.
"I write this under much suffering from the sad news of the murder of a dear brother in the
Lord. I have been travelling day and night on foot and in coach, in order to visit the saints in
the district where this murder took place a few days ago."
The circumstances surrounding this sad occurrence are remarkable. The Italian brother
whose life had thus violently been taken from the earth had been a believer for many years,
but had been led away into association with things of this present world, from which he had at
one time professed deliverance. He had become an ardent politician, and an enthusiastic
religious and social reformer.
Mr. Anderson was brought into contact with him of late, and was enabled so to present the
truth to the entangled man that he was brought out from the entanglement and separated to
the Name of the Lord. Strange as it may seem, it was after this restoration that he was struck
down by the hand of an assassin, whose enmity he had excited, and whose hatred he had
incurred in religio-political discussion during the period in which he was involved in such.
Mr. Anderson has had much cheer of late through visits from our brother A. J. Holiday, and
also from our brother Geo. Barnardo and his wife, who, on their journey home from India,
tarried by the way and visited some of the Italian assemblies.
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Correspondence Department
"Hearken to me, I will answer also my part." Job 32:10,17
" A PRE-ADAMITE EDEN"
Dear Sirs,
In Needed Truth of January a statement was made in the article on Communion which teaches
the existence of an Eden prior to the Eden of Gen.2, and gives Ezek.28 as a Scripture
tending to confirm that view. I should be glad if you would kindly explain, as, to my mind at
any rate, the language seems to refer to the fall of Tyre. Still I would not dispute that
something deeper may be taught here, but would like an explanation.
Yours truly, C. J. P.
[The second verse of Genesis 1 reads in the revised Version thus: "And the earth was waste..."
On turning now to Isaiah 45:18, we read, "God that formed the earth...created it not a waste:
He formed it to be inhabited.'' Which verses clearly show the existence of an inhabited earth
before the time of which Gen.1:2 and following verses speak.
Turning back to Ezek.28, it is impossible to suppose that the allusion is only to the King of
Tyre. The language is altogether too strong in every way to allow of such an interpretation.
See in particular verses 14, 15, 16, 17. Space will not allow of our hero pointing out how
closely this passage agrees with the other accounts in Scripture of the exaltation and the fall of
that dread Being, of whom so many of the godless kings mentioned in Holy Writ are just faint
pictures. Just as in Gen.3 when speaking to the Devil, God speaks to the serpent behind whom
he is hiding (see also Matt.16:23), so here God is bringing to the light the one who is working
behind the scene continually.-ED.]
Department of Question and Answer.
"If any man willeth to do His will, he shall know of the teaching, whether it be of God." Jn 7:17,
R.V.
QUESTION 9. What is the meaning of Matt.8:22: "Let the dead bury their dead"?
This saying of the Lord Jesus is found in connection with His having given commandment to
leave where He and His were, and go to the other side of the Sea of Galilee.
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A scribe who had heard came voluntarily, confessing the Lord as Teacher, and affirming that
he would follow Him withersoever He might go. In answer to which the Lord sought to lead
him to count the cost of following such an one as He was; as see verse 20.
Another - and he a disciple - who also had heard the Lord's command about going to the other
side, came with the word "Lord" upon his lips, desiring that before doing what Jesus
commanded he might be allowed to go and bury his father. To him the Lord replied in the
words of the question, preceded by the words "Follow Me"; which was simply saying that
immediate obedience to the Lord's commands is the first and only thing for any disciple to do.
All else, whether men or things, are to be accounted as dead, and to be left to the care of
similarly dead ones, while the disciple passes on to do what the Lord has bidden him. This
implicit compliance with the Lord's behests finds its value because of Him who requires it. For
He who commands knows what claims are upon us, both as towards God and towards man.
Hence it is that the disciple's first and last business is the attitude of listening, learning, and
obeying, allowing no other claim to interfere therewith. The well-intended but mistaken
behaviour of Christians refusing to attend the burial of unconverted friends is in no wise
taught or countenanced by this, nor indeed by any scripture, save as in such a case as is before
us in our question, when the going to do that, or anything else, in the face of what the Lord has
bidden us do, would be a sin of no ordinary kind.
QUESTION 10. Please explain the force of the Greek expression: eis hupakoen pisteos (Rom.1:5;
Rom.16:26), which is translated in the A.V. "for obedience to the faith" and "for the obedience of
faith." Is the obedience here produced by, or does it spring out of, or from faith as its source; or
may the expression be translated "with a view to bring about obedience to the faith"?
The above expression, eis hupakoen pisteos, despite the difference in translation cited from
Romans, chapters 1 and 16, literally means, "into obedience of faith." The words therefore tell
the character of the obedience required-namely, "of faith," which is the opposite of sight, a
beautiful illustration of which is given in Heb.11:8. By faith Abraham, being called...obeyed,
and went out, not knowing whither he went! (literally, where he is going). The words could
hardly be translated, "With a view to bring about obedience to the Faith."
QUESTION 11. (i) Can anything which is really dead act in anyway until after it is made alive?
(ii) Can anything dead bring itself to life? (iii) Can a dead sinner make himself spiritually alive?
(iv) Can a dead sinner see, hear, feel, understand, or believe the Gospel until
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after he is made spiritually alive? (v) If struck under conviction at meeting, and made alive, is it
the preacher who does it, or is it the proclamation of the Gospel, or is it the direct act of the Holy
Spirit, separate and apart from all instrumentalities, which regenerates or gives life to the dead
sinner?
Death in the physical kingdom beyond all question implies total inability to perform the
actions done in life, and this equally whether we speak of the death of a plant, of an animal, or
of a man.
Similarly in spiritual things. The death in which the whole human race was involved when
Adam, their federal head, ate of the forbidden fruit, and died to God, means a state in which
man cannot hold intercourse with God nor please Him. He is utterly incapable of
understanding God's dealings; he is equally unfit to carry out God's will.
Now the giving of life to the dead is in itself a miracle, which can neither be explained nor yet
understood by natural laws. For according to natural laws it is an impossibility. We do well,
therefore, to seek light on the subject from the Word of God. In the Gospel of the Son of God
according to Jn 5:25, we read in His own words, "The dead shall hear the voice of the Son of
God: and they that hear shall live." Thus a dead one, naturally unable to hear is made to hear
though dead. As indeed is illustrated in the case of Lazarus, who was dead as to the body - who
could neither hear nor do anything else. Had Martha or Mary spoken to him it would have
been in vain. His ears were closed to every human sound. But the Divine one speaks, “Lazarus,
come forth," and the dead hears the voice of the Son of God, and hearing, lives and comes
forth. And so it is with the dead sinner, who is made to hear, not the words merely, but the
voice of the Son of God. The word must be received as from Himself; this implies that which is
elsewhere spoken of as believing (Jn 5:24). With this agree also the words spoken to
Nicodemus (Jn 3): "Except a man be born of water and the Spirit he cannot enter into the
kingdom of God. By "water" here is to be understood by us the Word of God, which the Lord
Jesus speaks in the given case, as 1 Pet.1:23 and Jas.1:21 conclusively show; whilst "the Spirit"
connotes the Divine agency by which that word is brought to the heart of the sinner. For just
as the human voice is conveyed by undulations of the air from the speaker to the hearer, so
whatever the circumstances may be, it is by the Spirit that the word which the Son of God
speaks is carried home to the one who, though dead, is made to hear, and hearing, becomes
alive.
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